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ABSTRACT
Nationality is too often introduced and then forgotten in literature on foreign domestic
workers (FDWs). The concept of nationality is complex, both at a theoretical and an

empirical level, particularly as it is manifested in the lived experience of these workers
thesis constitutes an analysis driven by questions of nationality, national identity and

citizenship. In short, nationality is elevated to the position of critical analytical vari
Drawing on field research, nationality is systematically explored through the analysis of
series of relationships which underwrite the lived experiences of Indonesian FDWs in
Taiwan. These relationships, which begin in Indonesia and continue in Taiwan, involve

states, citizens, NGOs and non-citizens and revolve around issues of citizenship and natio

identity. The case of Taiwan is particularly interesting due to the relatively recent emer
of democracy and expansion of civil society after an extended period of authoritarianism.

Taiwan's pursuit of independence from China not only shapes its national identity but also

forms the backdrop for debates about foreign labour and migrant workers' rights. Despite t

current democratic environment, the legacy of a military-authoritarian regime remains in t
weak labour laws and ineffective enforcement mechanisms. For Indonesian FDWs, this is
further complicated by Taiwanese politico-cultural traditions whereby the familial work

environment is largely unregulated. While the recent multiplication of NGOs has marginally
increased state and employer accountability, the structural powerlessness of Indonesian
FDWs to pursue their rights has worked against significant protection for these workers.
Essentially, Indonesian FDW/carers in Taiwan, by virtue of their nationality, citizenship
gender, labour within a "wild zone of power" where the rule of law often ignores them
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INTRODUCTION

Yati and Sarah are two foreign domestic workers (FDWs) of different

nationalities working in Taiwan. 24 year old Yati is from Cilacap in Ce

Java, Indonesia and 32 years old Sarah is from Manila in the Philippine
While both work in Taichung, Central Taiwan, their daily lives differ
markedly. On a typical day, Yati rises at 6am, prepares breakfast for

family, helps get the children ready for school, and feeds the family's
who is partially paralysed from a stroke. Then while her employer

accompanies the children to school, Yati cleans the house, does the lau

and any other odd jobs. She is then escorted from the house to the fami

factory where she spends the rest of the morning cooking lunch and pre

the evening meal for the Filipino workers and tidying up discarded box

rubbish around the factory, all the while attending to grandpa's needs

afternoon, she sweeps the floors and the entrance to the office/factory

that takes a long time due to the size of the factory. Some days she i

to her employer's sister-in-law to clean her house and, if it is busy,

dishes in her restaurant. On these occasions, grandpa stays with Yati's

employer. In the evenings, she prepares the evening meal is, bathes th
children, folds the clean clothes, prepares fruit for snacks, does the

and simultaneously looks after grandpa. Yati finally gets to bed around

if there are no visitors to make tea and food for. She sleeps in the s

as grandpa so that she can tend to him throughout the night. Yati works

days a week and never has a full night's sleep. She is never left alon
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her employers do not trust her. They believe she is stupid and naive and might
be lured away by "bad people". She never gets a day off. Her employers
believe that this is OK because Indonesians like to work hard. Her employer
allowed me to interview Yati while she was sweeping the office and entrance
area to the factory.

Sarah also rises around 6am after a full night's sleep in her own room. She
looks after two children in a middle-class family. While she undertakes a

range of domestic duties associated with the children, such as preparing food,
bathing and dressing them, and getting them ready for school, one of her most

important tasks, according to her employers, is conversing with the children i
English. She walks the children to school and childcare, buys some food at the
market and returns home to clean the townhouse. She is often left alone until
time to pick up the younger child from childcare in the late afternoon. Her
employer picks up the older child from the buxiban (cram school). After she
has bathed the younger child, prepared dinner, cleaned up and put the
children to bed around 9pm, she is relatively free. On Sundays, her day off,
she attends church and then lunches and chats with Filipina friends in the
park until dinner time whereupon she returns to her employer's home. She
need not do any work that day because it is her day off. Sarah never works for
her employer's friends and relatives and she has some independence and free
time to herself. Her employers told her that the broker advised them to hire a
Filipina because they are intelligent and good with children. I met and
interviewed Sarah one Sunday in the park. I wondered why her daily life as a
FDW in Taiwan was so different to that of Yati.

2

Yati and Sarah are participants in the flow of international migration that has
increasingly become a marker of modernity. The United Nations estimated that in

2005 there were around 191 million international migrants, a figure double that of t

decades earlier (Martin 2007 p. 13). The vast majority of these migrants originate f
the low-income nations of "the South", with 62 million moving to the north and 61
million migrating to other developing countries (Martin 2007). A significant
proportion of these migration streams consist of workers, with roughly 86 million
labour migrants currently being economically active (IOM 2008). About half of all
international labour migrants are women, and increasingly they are the primary
breadwinners (United Nations 2006 p.46). Most of these women work as low-paid
household workers, entertainers, care-givers and factory workers, with almost twothirds being foreign domestic workers (Cheng 1999 p.223). Indonesian migration has
mirrored these global trends not only in the escalating numbers of overseas migrants
but also with transnational labour migration streams becoming increasingly
dominated by female service sector workers. Indonesian women join well over a
million other women from the South as participants in the international "maid trade"
(Heyzer and Wee 1994).

This thesis tells the story of one such stream of migration, that of Indonesian FDWs
Taiwan. Taiwan is now heavily reliant upon FDWs and carers, especially Indonesian
FDW and carers who represent over sixty-two percent of all foreign workers in this
sector. These Indonesian women embody a solution to Taiwan's aged care crisis;

unfortunately, however, the fundamental pre-condition of these workers continuing to

provide this solution is their ongoing disempowerment. Like other nations that depen
upon the cheap and flexible labour of FDWs, Taiwan's existing structures and laws
3

underwrite the exploitation of F D W and carers. The conditions of labour experienced
by Indonesian FDW and carers in Taiwan are not solely determined by the legal

parameters. Their marginal situation is also firmly rooted in issues related to gender,
class and nationality. The role of nationality, however, has been relatively underexplored in the literature on foreign domestic workers. While various manifestations
of nationality have been acknowledged in different research on FDWs, as discussed
below and in the following chapter, this thesis seeks to address nationality in a more
systematic and mindful manner with a view to understanding how the dynamics
associated with nationality result in Indonesian FDW/carers' marginalisation.

Matters of nationality, national identity and citizenship feature prominently in the
lived experiences of Indonesian FDWs and carers as they labour abroad. They are
distanced from the clear citizenship rights and obligations associated residence in
their home state. These FDWs and carers face a situation where the rights that are part
of their own experience of citizenship don't extend or have relevance within the new
location of employment. They must learn to adjust to the reality that the rules of
citizenship only pertain to the host society. They must live the consequences of

others' imaginings of their nationality that locate them as a particular sort of outsid
that belongs in the most marginal sections of the labour market and society. This in
turn raises the question, what position does one occupy when there is no legal and
emotional protection of belonging and there is minimal support from the host nation?
Indonesian FDWs in Taiwan become almost stateless because they have no effective
citizenship rights to exercise and have limited access to support. Indonesian FDWs
occupy a liminal space which challenges the notion of citizenship. To use Susan

4

Buck-Morss' (2000) terminology, Indonesian F D W s in Taiwan exist in a "wild zone
of power" where the rule of law often fails to reach them.

While, to a greater or lesser degree, all FDWs in Taiwan occupy a space within this
wild zone, it is Indonesian FDW/carers who are more likely to be found in its most
marginal and most vulnerable sectors. This situation begs understanding. This thesis
is a quest for such understanding, and as such, it revolves around two interrelated
questions: "what are the roots of this phenomenon?" and "what lens might be used to
better illuminate our comprehension of the dynamics underlying this situation"? As
my research progressed, it came to light that factors associated with nationality,

including citizenship and national identity, played a pivotal role in shaping Indone

FDWs' daily lived experiences of migration in Taiwan. The structure of this thesis is
a systematic exploration of these aforementioned factors that impact upon Indonesian
FDWs' migration experiences and that ultimately combine to locate them in the wild
zone of power. Although gender and class are obviously interwoven into this story of
migration, the primary focus of the thesis is an elucidation of the ways in which
nationality matters, and is made to matter, throughout Indonesian FDW/carers'
migratory journey. The empirical research on the how nationality is manifested
throughout the lived experiences of Indonesian FDW/carers in Taiwan stands as my
original contribution to the field of transnational domestic labour. However, as
Connell (1987 page x) once observed, "one person's work can only be a fragment of

the enterprise". As such, and despite the insistence on the significance of nationali
intend that the argument stands alongside other research on FDWs, which may
preface gender, class or another explanatory paradigm. My concentration on

5

nationality is merely an attempt to m a k e a small contribution to this existing body of
knowledge.

The FDW Literature: Gender, Class and ... Nationality?
Research on international domestic labour migration has proliferated over the last two
decades partially in response to the increasing presence of FDWs in the global
marketplace. While migration theory has drawn upon the disciplines of law,
anthropology, demography, history, sociology, politics and economics in diverse
ways (Brettell and Hollifield 2000), the new focus on FDWs incorporates the field of
gender studies and associated theories of household labour (Brettell 2000). The FDW
research also heralds a change in focus as the academic gaze expanded from
concentrating on questions of the integration of women in permanent settler
communities or "ethnic enclaves" (c.f. Werbner 1990; Pessar 1995) in receiving
countries, to include analyses of the particular characteristics associated with
women's temporary, service-sector labour migration. The new focus has also inspired
enquiries about the experiences of women as independent rather than spousal
migrants, it has promoted theoretical questions related to the gendering of the
international labour market (Brettell 2000) and it has spawned research into the
historical precedents of both female migration and domestic work itself (c.f. Willis
and Yeoh 2000). One of the most refreshing contributions to this new body of

literature is the research on sending countries, particularly studies which look at retu
migration, the impact of remittances, and the effects on families left behind when
FDWs migrate. In many of these studies, narratives of the life stories and the lived
experiences of individual FDWs are heard over the din of statistical analyses (c.f.
Gamburd 2000; Parrefias 2005).
6

The research on F D W s is a global project: some publications consider Asian w o m e n
employed as transnational domestic workers (Huang, Yeoh et al. 2005); other
research focuses on FDWs from the South working solely within Asia (Constable
1997; Chin 1998; Cheng 2006; Lan 2006); and yet other studies explore the
experiences of FDWs employed in the Middle East (Gamburd 2000; Robinson 2000;
Silvey 2004), in Britain (Anderson 2000) and in the United States (Romero 1992;
Chang 2000; Hondagneu-Sotelo 2001). Additionally, the transnational literature
(Glick Schiller, Basch et al. 1992) has provided fertile conceptual soil to explore
issues such as diasporic communities that challenged national borders by creating
dynamic socio-cultural and political spaces (Yeoh and Huang 2000; Wee and Sim
2004); matters of identity (Chin 1998; Gamburd 2000; Robinson 2000), and modes of
exclusion and belonging (Yeoh, Huang et al. 2004).

Despite the apparent diversity of topics, common threads bind the majority of the
work together into one field of study. Essentially, there are three main levels of
analysis that shape the experience of contemporary transnational domestic labour
migration. These are the transnational, the national and the household (they
commonly cross-cut each other and are afforded varying degrees of prominence). The

first factor concerns international political and economic processes that influence
migration of women of colour from the South to more affluent areas of the globe
(Romero 1992; Parrefias 2001). The transnational character of FDW or carer
migration is reflected in the use of terms such as "The New World Domestic Order"
(Hondagneu-Sotelo 2001), "The New Transnational Division of Labour" (Heyzer and
Wee 1994) and "The Global Care Chain" (Hochschild 2002). The second factor is the

7

role of the state in both sending and receiving countries and immigration legislation in

framing the incorporation of foreign domestic labour into the nation and the processes
of their exclusion (Chin 1998; Yeoh and Huang 1999; Anderson 2000; Gamburd
2000; Robinson 2000; Cheng 2006). The third factor is domestic work as reproductive
labour in a household context where unequal relations of power between employers
and workers shape FDWs' experiences and responses in a range of ways (Constable
1997; Lan 2001; Parrefias 2001; Cheng 2006 especially p.183-212). In sum, to a
greater or lesser extent, macro-, meso- and micro-levels of analysis, as described
above, feature in most research about FDWs.

Within these studies, the interweaving analytical threads of class and gender are
clearly evident. In the context of increasingly feminised international migration, the
global economic standing of FDWs' natal states is often stressed together with their
disempowered status as women and as workers. These transnational domestic
labourers are "servants of globalization" (Parrefias 2001), "disposable domestics"
(Chang 2000), and migrants "doing the dirty work" (Anderson 2000) in affluent
households of the global economy. Gender ideologies have been especially
highlighted in questions about transnational social reproduction, the sexual division
labour and the gendered construction of the work and the workplace (Truong 1996;
Yeoh and Huang 1998; Parrefias 2001; 2005). Essentially, gender-driven analyses in
FDW research have been both pertinent and prevalent because international migration

was increasingly feminised, it involved families at home and abroad, the labour itself
was gendered work, and because the site of employment was the household (the so-

called private sphere). Overall, it would not be an exaggeration to say that both gende
and class have been relatively well considered in the literature on international
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domestic labour migration. However, systematic considerations of nationality have
not always been accorded equal status.

What's Nationality Got To Do With It?
In many studies of FDWs, the conceptual and empirical complexity of nationality,
though recognised in part, is not fully explored. This discussion starts by examining

the handling of nationality in a key text in the broad field of transnational domestic
labour by Bridget Anderson (2000); and subsequently, as my particular interest is
FDWs in Taiwan, two key texts focusing on Taiwan are examined, that of Shu-ju Ada
Cheng (2006) and Pei-Chia Lan (2006). My belief is that it is more instructive to
examine these three texts in detail with a view to identifying patterns in the
conceptual usage of nationality rather than consider a multitude of publications in a
more fleeting and fragmented manner. Hence, this is not an exhaustive survey of

material published on transnational domestic labour but nonetheless, it illuminates t
partial nature of approaches to nationality in this research. These approaches can
broadly be divided into "nationality vignettes" and the "citizen/non-citizen"
perspectives.

Nationality Vignettes
One of the most comprehensive books on the phenomenon of foreign domestic labour
is Bridget Anderson's (2000) Doing the Dirty Work: The Global Politics of Domestic
Labour. Anderson's research spans six European Union countries, comparing the
experiences of FDWs in various countries of Europe and the United Kingdom.
Anderson identifies two key variables that order living and working conditions of
FDWs in her study of FDWs in five European cities. These are their immigration
9

status (relationship to the state) and whether they live in or live out of their
employer's homes (relationship to employer). Her focus on the immigration and
residence status of FDWs highlights important variations in the daily lived
experiences of FDWs. However, while Anderson mentions country of origin

(alongside legal status) as a significant distinction, she does not pursue it further i
terms of variables "that order the experiences of migrant domestic workers"
(Anderson 2000 p.28). This is despite her earlier insistence on,

acknowledg[ing] differences between women in order to make connections.
This is particularly important given the tendency a m o n g white middle-class
feminists to universalize their experiences, effectively erasing the experience
of most w o m e n (Anderson 2000 p.5).

Aside from exclusion based on FDWs' non-citizen status in the receiving nation (i.e.

not being a national), discussions of nationality in this text are largely confined to t

things: the racialisation of labour and nationality as a descriptive tag based on countr
of origin. First, in terms of the racialisation of foreign labour, Anderson (2000 p.2;
p. 175) notes the "racist stereotyping" of various national groups in general ways:

Racist stereotypes intersect with issues of citizenship, and result in a racist
hierarchy which uses skin colour, religion and nationality to construct some
w o m e n as being more suitable for domestic work than others.

Anderson also comments on this stereotyping in specific ways: African domestic
workers in Athens embody contamination and are believed to carry AIDS (Anderson
2000 p. 147) and Moroccans "like Peruvians are brought up to be servile" (Anderson
2000 p. 153; see also p.l52ff). Second, Anderson includes in her analysis a multitude
of stories from FDWs of different nationalities such as "a Filipina in Athens"
(Anderson 2000 p.41, 43), "a Peruvian working in Barcelona" (Anderson 2000 p.30,
10

39), "a Ghanaian w o m a n working in Athens" (Anderson 2000 p. 17), "a Filipina
working in Paris" (Anderson 2000 p. 17) or a "domestic worker from Cote dTvoire" in
Italy. In the case of Berlin, she devotes several paragraphs to "Polish" and "nonPolish domestic workers" (Anderson 2000 p.80-85), and likewise to Filipina,
Dominican, Peruvian and Moroccan workers in Barcelona (Anderson 2000 p.58-61).
However, despite the breadth of interviews — "I met women from Somalia, Nigeria,
Peru, Cote dTvoire and Eritrea" (Anderson 2000 p.67; see similar list on p.52) —
Anderson's focus remains on the relationship of FDWs to the state and employers.

While the above approaches touch upon aspects of nationality, there is no systematic
study of the experiences of different national groups in specific local contexts that
draw out these matters and other nationality-related issues. Overall, Anderson

provides vignettes of different national groups of workers in various cities in order
pursue her central themes and ascertain common patterns but these snapshots do not
give us much detail on how, and when, matters of nationality shape FDWs' migration

experiences. It is almost as if the stories are interchangeable regardless of the FDWs
country of origin.

While Anderson does consider some important nationality-based patterns as noted

above, these are only part of the story. For readers interested in the whole national
story further questions remain. How are these workers imagined in their home nation?
What are the variations between different national groups in the receiving nation?
Where do these patterns and stereotypes originate? How are they constructed and
contested? How do they relate to everyday experiences of "being national"1, or in

1

The term "being national" is a derivative of Eley and Suny's (1996) notion of "becoming national".
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construction/production of stereotypes) in which nationality is expressed and
consolidated through everyday practices, relate to the lived experience of FDWs?
How does the employer's notion of being national bear upon the FDW's experiences?
And, importantly, what are the implications of such discourses not only beyond
occupational placement but also in terms of the theoretical usage of nationality in the
FDW literature?

Having raised this issue, it is important to stress that an examination of nationality
was never Anderson's aim and that the universalising of FDWs' experiences as seen
in Bridget Anderson's book fulfils an important role in illustrating the fact that FDWs
are not merely individuals freely engaging in the global labour market but rather they
are enmeshed in a range of (largely unequal) socio-political relations. Her work

highlights the fact that structural forces play a major part in the migration experience.
This type of insightful analysis can be complemented by research on other important
forces such as ideologies of race and nation. Overall, it is instructive to consider
Anderson's book because it sheds light on how nationality is treated in one of the
most important texts in the field of research about FDWs.

Citizen/Non-Citizen
When considering the relationship between FDWs and the state, Anderson (2000
p.l75ff) clearly distinguishes between FDWs' immigration status (legal status in a
host nation) and their nationality (citizenship status in country of origin). However, in
much of the wider FDW literature, despite the fact that nationality and immigration

status are two distinct (though related) issues, they are often conflated, i.e. nationalit
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is reduced to a status of non-citizen. In thefirstinstance, the country of origin of the
FDWs is noted, usually in discussions of the global economic relationship between
sending and receiving nations, and then the discussion automatically moves to the
lack of rights and discrimination that FDWs as non-citizens experience. Or,

nationality is reduced to a descriptive tag facilitating further discussions of histor
and contemporary relations of dependence and the unequal positions of nations (and
by implication, their citizens) in the global economy during which the FDW's

nationality is briefly acknowledged before being located to the generalised position o

"non-citizen Other". Her own nationality, her national identity and her citizenship fo
the most part becomes irrelevant. There is a process of abstraction, then
generalisation, of the FDW as non-citizens and non-nationals. This constitutes an
analytical movement from the specific (country of origin) to the general (all FDWs)
when an opposite movement would yield greater insight. That is, an analysis of the
general position of FDWs in location x followed by a more specific exploration of
nationality-based variations at key sites in location x. Basically, the range of
expressions of nationality and the variations between different groups of FDWs in
shaping migration experiences are not fully explored.

This scenario was clearly evident in the research about FDWs in Taiwan which was
Filipina-centric until my own publications on Indonesian FDWs (Loveband 2003;
2004; 2006). At the start of my fieldwork, all publications had focused on Filipina
FDWs in Taiwan (c.f. Lin 1999; Lan 2000; Cheng 2001; Lan 2001). As noted above,
when FDW research concentrates on one national group, there is a significant risk of
extrapolating from the single national case (of non-citizens) to present an argument
about the position of all FDWs. A consequence of this extrapolation is that
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experiential variations between different national groups are glossed over and the
issue of nationality is reduced to a Taiwanese/non-Taiwanese dichotomy. In 2006,
two major monographs on FDWs in Taiwan were published: Shu-ju Ada Cheng's
Serving the Household and the Nation: Filipina Domestics and the Politics of Identity
in Taiwan and Pei-Chia Lan's Global Cinderellas: Migrant Domestics and Newly
Rich Employers in Taiwan on Filipina and Indonesian FDWs. As the leading
publications available on FDWs in Taiwan, it is important to gauge how nationality
was handled in each of these texts.

Cheng's book focuses "on the relationship between the household and the nation,
through which the tension between nation-states and globalisation shapes the lives of
Filipina domestics in Taiwan" (Cheng 2006 p.6). Cheng (2006 p. 12) argues the

importance of examining the role of the state in reconstituting local labour practices
within the broader context of economic globalisation. Cheng (2006) focuses on three
interconnected levels of analysis as they relate to the phenomenon of FDW migration:
the dynamics of the global economy in terms of international migration; the role of
nation-states in mediating such forces; and, the manifestation of these interactions
within the Taiwanese household employing a Filipina FDW.

Cheng's (2006) research is both thought-provoking and thorough. Like Chin's (1998)
work on Malaysia, Cheng's exploration of Taiwan's nationalist project is a window
through which we can view aspects of the nationality dynamic. In terms of
nationality, her examination of the politics of national identity focuses on foreign
labour policies derived from the development of Taiwanese nationhood and how these
dynamics influence the households where Filipina FDWs are employed. Her
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explorations of nationality focus on Taiwanese national identity and the Filipina
"Other". Cheng effectively locates two important aspects of the nationality dynamic
(although she doesn't name it as such): first, the role the state plays in delineating
national boundaries by naming who is "us" and who is "them" (citizen/non-citizen)

and the terms of that interaction; and second, the constructive character of nationalit

(or the politics of identity) both in terms of the state and in terms of the "undesirab
different" (but nevertheless essential) Filipina FDW.

Cheng describes how wailao or blue-collar foreign labour is often aligned with

"criminality, prostitution, disease and social conflict" (2006 p.5). As Cheng notes, th
national fear derived from such perceptions render FDWs' contribution to the host
society invisible and also "becomes a justification for the state, through racist and
nationalist rhetoric, to adopt discriminatory policies" (2006 p. 11) which are then
reinforced in the home (2006 p.21). While this text does not compare experiential
variations between different national groups of FDWs, it does address some important
nationality-related issues, especially in terms of identity.

The second key text is Pei-Chia Lan's 2006 publication, Global Cinderellas: Migrant
Domestics and Newly Rich Employers in Taiwan that draws on her doctoral research
on Filipina FDWs in Taiwan and more recent material on Indonesian FDWs. In her
book, Lan focuses on the notion of boundaries — between nations, between female
employers and female employees, between genders, between Filipinas and other
foreign workers, between Taiwanese and foreign workers and across familial
generations. Her contribution is important as she traces in detail the movement of
transnational domestic labour from source countries to Taiwan and considers the
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experiences of these F D W s whilst in Taiwan. Lan's work is comprehensive even
though she relies more heavily on her Filipina material which perhaps reflects the
more difficult access to Indonesian domestic workers2 (Lan 2006 p.24).

The question of nationality in this text is primarily bound to country of origin and the
historical and stratified racialisation of foreign labour by the state and others in
Taiwan. Lan builds on my 2004 article on the "process of ethnicisation" of FDWs by
labour brokers, in which I outlined the ways in which the nationality of FDWs was
constructed in essentialist and hierarchical ways by brokers and accepted as fact by
employers and the wider public. Lan reinforces these findings in her second chapter
on the racialisation of foreign workers by the media and by recruitment agencies
resulting in the production of "professional servants" (Lan 2006 p.60). While Lan
(2006) notes some important characteristics of nationality, she does not analyse these
manifestations of the national fully or systematically by placing nationality in the
position of principal analytical variable. Importantly, as was the case with previous
studies, this was never her aim. Her primary thematic concern lay with boundaries.

While an examination of nationality as it relates to FDWs could include issues such as
the global political economy, FDW's country of origin, national identity in both
sending and receiving nations, questions of citizenship, race, and so on, all these
factors do not feature in each of the above key texts on FDWs, which in turn limits the

2

Lan (2006 p.24) suggested that the more difficult access to Indonesian FDWs was due to the

younger age, their lower levels of education and cultural sensitivity to status hierarchy. L

these factors acted to distance them from her as an interviewer. This dynamic was further ex
by an absence of "bounded community" equivalent to the Filipinas' church community.
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full analytical potential of the research. In fact, although all these expressions of
nationality are connected, I have yet to discover a text about FDWs that reflects upon
the mercurial nature of nationality and how in various forms it shapes FDWs' lived
experiences of migration at critical points in time and place. The research tends to

stop short of linking the various manifestations of nationality to the complexity of the
concept itself. The project of systematically drawing together the range of
manifestations that dwell under the nationality umbrella would allow us to view the
experiences of FDWs in a more nuanced way and allow a more sensitive response to
the situation in terms of policy and activism in particular contexts. Whilst pursuing
this objective, the important caveat is not to lose sight of individual variations in
experiences, which would reify nationality once again.

This thesis is certainly not suggesting that nationality has been ignored in the FDW
literature — it is often cited alongside gender and class as a significant variable.
However, my argument is that nationality, together with the range of ways in which
nationality is made manifest, has not been as thoroughly treated. Generally speaking,
the concept "nationality" is used in a diverse range of ways and analyses focus on
different (though related) expressions of this phenomenon. This results in a rather
piecemeal approach to nationality as an analytical variable when a more holistic
analysis would be more revealing. For example, sometimes nationality is reduced to
the status of a fact that is flagged as descriptor of FDW's country of origin and then
forgotten as the discussion moves to other matters. At other times, the term

"nationality" is conflated with ethnicity or race in discussions of the racialisation of
foreign labour. Sometimes, nationality is equated with citizenship, or lack thereof, in
explorations of FDWs' rights in the receiving country. However, how a FDW's own
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nationality impacts upon access to theserightsis rarely examined. At times, although
nationality is invoked as an entree to questions of national identity and nationalism as
they relate to FDWs, this discussion focuses on the receiving nation and ignores the
sending nation. Sometimes, parallel to this, multiple national groups of FDWs may be
bundled together to discuss the experience of FDWs. Or similarly, only one national
group of FDWs is considered so variations in experiences between different national
groups are glossed over, and the experiences of the single group form the basis of
generalisations of the experience of FDWs in a single location. Until recently, this has
been the most pressing problem with studies of Taiwan.

In sum, nationality is addressed in many different ways reflecting the complexity of
the concept and its many manifestations. In the case of much of the FDW research,
nationality is not elevated to the position of central analytical variable so a more
systematic examination of this issue is not pursued. This often results in one or two
manifestations of nationality being noted as described above, while others are
ignored, thereby obscuring the fuller picture of nationality-related dynamics as they
shape FDWs' migration experiences. This critique highlights two facts: first, that the
label "nationality" is often employed in a rather ad hoc manner in much of the
research about FDWs; and second, that nationality as a concept has not been
adequately problematised in the majority of this literature. This pattern of usage is
indicative of the mercurial quality of the concept itself, while suggesting a way
forward. If the diverse manifestations of nationality are drawn together into a
systematic analysis of a particular ethnography, we are able to reap double benefits.
We can gain fresh insight into the conceptual complexity of nationality as it is made
real in the experiences of migration of FDWs. And, we can demonstrate that
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nationality is not a fact per se but rather a range of multifarious, yet connected,

constructions derived from a series of relationships at a particular time and place. Thi

is "the nationality dynamic". In this thesis, this term is used to indicate the totality

diverse manifestations of nationality including citizenship, national identity and so on

The nationality dynamic incorporates the fluidity that is "nationality" and the constant
contestations over constructions of nationality and what it means to be national; and,
it includes the ways in which nationality is expressed in the form of mundane attitudes
and everyday practices engaged upon by a variety of actors at different levels of
society. The centrality of the nationality dynamic to my research was nowhere more
evident than during my fieldwork in Taiwan when nationality-related factors were
continually invoked as shaping Indonesian FDWs' lived experiences of migration.
"Nationality" in all its guises was clearly an important and complex part of these
FDWs' stories and a vital component in understanding their positioning in the most
marginal spaces of the wild zone of power. While the nationality dynamic may not be
the primary determinant informing FDWs' experiences of migration, it must be
recognised as an important co-determinant, at least as important as gender and class.
The analytical perspective taken in this thesis is salient because ideas about nations
and nationality inform virtually all aspects of Indonesian FDW migration to Taiwan.
At the very least, an understanding of nationality must extend beyond the country of
origin (marked by the holding of a passport) or generalisations on the basis of a single
national group if we are to achieve a more considered analysis of FDWs' migration
experiences. The use of ethnographic techniques such as fieldwork and face to face
interviews represent perhaps the most effective way of realising this goal.
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Lastly, this thesis seeks to expand research on F D W s in Taiwan that is currently
weighted towards the Filipina experience. It also contributes to the wider body of
FDW literature by being a nationality-driven analysis, that is, by systematically
exploring the complex ways in which nationality matters, and is made to matter, in the
lives of Indonesian FDWs in Taiwan, and the ways in which these nationality-related
factors cumulatively combine to locate Indonesian FDWs in the most marginal sectors
of a wild zone of power. Matters of class and gender constitute part of this account

and are interwoven throughout the story of nationality, but it is nationality that is t
primary focus of this thesis in an attempt to redress the existing imbalance between
nationality, class and gender.

Methodology
At the commencement of my fieldwork in 2002, published research about Indonesian
FDWs' experiences in Taiwan appeared non-existent. Academic publications on
FDWs in Taiwan dealt only with Filipinas despite the fact that the numbers of
Indonesian FDWs and carers were significantly higher. While macro-level data was
available for Indonesian FDWs in Taiwan, and was useful in terms of statistics, this
information did not afford an understanding of the lived experience of these workers.
Likewise, although the research on Filipina FDWs in Taiwan was informative and of
high quality, it did not explain how nationality mattered in the Indonesian FDWs1
experiences. This lacuna motivated my research and my methodology. Clearly, it was
necessary to conduct in-depth interviews with the Indonesian FDWs themselves to
learn about their situations. Hence, I embarked upon two separate periods of field
research: the first stage was from August to November 2002, and the second from
November to December 2004. The primary site of research was the provincial city
and surrounds of Fengyuan, (population: 164,619 as at December 2007) located in the
20

central-west county of Taichung, Taiwan. Fengyuan is 11 kilometres north of the
large industrial city of Taichung (population: approx. 1 million) and roughly two
hours train travel south of Taipei (see Figure 1 below). Fengyuan is the capital of
Taichung County and is situated on the south bank of the Dajia River. It is a relatively
small city, which relies upon small and medium scale manufacturing especially in
shoes, motors and machinery making; agricultural production, particularly of
Calabash rice, potato, tangerines and grapes, is a lesser but still important part of
economic life in Fengyuan (Government of Fengyuan 2007).
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This thesis focuses on documented Indonesian F D W s

in Taiwan 3 . Using a

snowballing technique, 29 Indonesian FDWs and three Filipina FDWs were
interviewed and, in order to gain a rounded perspective, interviews were also
conducted with 13 Taiwanese employers (all female except one), three Taiwanese
labour brokers, three government representatives (from Indonesia, the Philippines and
Taiwan's Council of Labor Affairs), five government workers from Taiwan's Foreign
Worker Counselling Centers, one Islamic leader at a mosque4, and 10 NGO activists
working on behalf of migrant workers in Taiwan. The interviews ranged in location
from Fengyuan and Taichung (Taichung County), to Chung-li (Taoyuan County,
northern Taiwan) and the capital, Taipei (northern Taiwan).

All interviews were conducted in English and Indonesian by myself as well as in
Mandarin and Taiwanese with the aid of an interpreter. Most interviews lasted around
an hour, though some were a little shorter in duration and others, especially those with
activists, lasted up to six hours. The interviews were informal and open-ended, and
where necessary, second interviews were conducted to confirm or elaborate
information. These follow-up interviews were carried out either in person, or by
telephone and emails. Further to this, I relied upon material gathered during fieldwork
in the form of newspaper articles, government publications, booklets from labour
brokers and migrant advocate non-government organizations (MANGOs), and written
material given to FDWs from various sources.

See Appendix A for a profile of informants.
4

There was also a conversation with another representative of a mosque in Taipei, but th

in-depth interview.
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Throughout the thesis I use the terms "FDW/carer" and " F D W " interchangeably.
Moreover, despite the occupations of "domestic helper" and "caretaker" appearing as

separate categories in the Taiwanese statistics, in reality the distinction between th

two categories is so blurred that often migrants may be hired on a carer's contract b
actually are forced to be both domestic workers and carers. Therefore the term
"FDW/carer" is also used throughout the thesis to more accurately reflect the taskrelated fluidity experienced by these workers except in situations where the

legal/formal basis of employment is described. In a similar vein, although technically
employers are those who sign the actual employment contract, I use the term
"employer" to refer to the Taiwanese women who not only tend to sign the
employment contract but who also, and perhaps more importantly, are the ones who
manage the household and the conditions of labour experienced by FDW/carers. All
the employers interviewed for this thesis are women except for one who substituted
for his wife who was unexpectedly called away. Hence "employers" refer to female
household managers except where otherwise stated. Most interviews with FDWs were
conducted with the formal permission of their employers in the homes where they
worked because many Indonesian FDWs did not have days off to go to parks or
migrant gatherings. Although interviewing informants at the workplace could have
been very awkward, most employers were very helpful in allowing me time (and
space) to conduct interviews. Being aware of the unequal relations of power between
employer and employee, the interviews with Indonesian FDWs were conducted in
Bahasa Indonesia to ensure confidentiality (no employers spoke Indonesian). During
these interviews, Indonesian FDWs would sometimes know of other Indonesian
FDWs in their area and suggested that I ask their employer to effect an introduction
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on m y behalf. Both F D W s and employers were unfailingly generous in this way.
Some interviews with FDWs were conducted in shelters for migrant workers and in
the Sanhsia Detention Centre and, despite some misgivings on my part regarding
invading their privacy, the women I talked with were eager to tell their stories and
communicate their sense of injustice. In stark contrast in terms of location, other
interviews with FDWs took place in Chung Shan Park in Taichung, at the First Square
shopping centre and nearby open area known as "the pyramid" in Taichung, two at
Taichung discos (a bit loud), and at various gathering places in Fengyuan. In addition
to the in-depth interviews, small snippets of information were gathered in chats at
train stations in Fengyuan, Taichung and Taipei where migrant workers who had a
day off gathered on Sundays. Similarly, I learnt much while accompanying FDWs as
they took their wheelchair-bound patients on daily walks in Fengyuan, and through
quick (sometimes repeated) meetings outside homes in Fengyuan when confined
migrant workers emerged to meet the garbage truck. While these conversations were
not counted in the total number of interviews as they were too fragmented, this
method of engaging with workers was important in forming an overall impression of
the lived experience of FDWs in Taiwan. After returning from the field, information
from newspapers, government and NGO publications continued to be gathered until
December 2007 when my analysis ends. Email contact is still maintained with a
number of activists and two Indonesian FDWs who advised me so well in the field.

In terms of constraints on my research, I chose to critically use material from existing
publications on Filipina FDWs in Taiwan as a comparative context for my own field

5

Many Indonesian FDWs worked as carers of the sick and elderly and used to take their ch

wheelchairs for daily walks when they would run into other Indonesians doing likewise.
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research. This research was of a high quality, being derived from stringent doctoral
research with results published in well respected international academic journals and
some as monographs. I also supplemented this data from the small number of
interviews conducted with Filipina FDWs during my own fieldwork. Although there
are significant numbers of Vietnamese FDWs present in Taiwan (though fewer in

number than Indonesians), in this thesis there is relatively little reference to them.
reasons being that to my knowledge there is no research available in English on these
workers, and linguistic constraints together with limited access to Vietnamese FDWs

worked against their inclusion in this thesis. On the matter of linguistic constraints
English-language literature looms large in this thesis, the reason for this being, as
Umut Ozkirimli (2000 p. 8) noted, "whether we like it or not, and whether we call it
'cultural imperialism' or 'globalization', English has become a kind of lingua franca
in most areas of social sciences". However, conscious attempts were made to address

this fact, by employing translators when necessary and utilising texts and information
that had already been translated into English by Taiwanese academics and others.

The final point that I wish to make is that fieldwork is a learning experience in so
many ways for the researcher. One of these learning occasions occurred at the very
beginning of my fieldwork. I arranged two interviews (to be conducted at separate
times) with an employer and an Indonesian FDW from the same household. About ten
minutes into the second interview with the FDW, I decided to stop; I used the excuse
of a forgotten appointment as the reason for terminating the discussion. The second
interview had an air of discomfort about it, I think because of the asymmetrical
relationship between employer and worker. I was an unknown factor who may take
one side or another, or who may tell an employer what a FDW might have said about
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them or vice versa. M y lesson was learnt and the remainder of interviews did not
include employers and workers of the same household. At this point, I also realised
that interviews with FDWs gained on the basis of formal permission of their
employers risked a degree of sampling bias as these households may well constitute
the more liberal environments. As a result of this awareness, as mentioned earlier, I
actively endeavoured to pursue interviews with Indonesian FDWs in the Detention
Centre, in parks, at railways stations, at shops, at the garbage pick-up and so on.
Although these interviews were generally of shorter duration, they nevertheless went
some way to lending a degree of balance to the address the earlier sampling bias.
Another aspect of the learning curve associated with fieldwork was the leap of faith
that we ask of our informants in revealing their life stories, their opinions and their
experiences to us. Lastly, to ensure anonymity, pseudonyms are employed in this
thesis. In terms of Chinese language usage, the pinyin system is used throughout
except for proper names or when dialect is used (see Lexicon).

Thesis Organisation
Chapter One of this thesis begins with the assertion that Indonesian FDW/carers
labour within a wild zone of power and demonstrates this location by means of a case
study: the 2003 outbreak of Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) in Taiwan. I
examine how this crisis not only starkly illuminated Indonesian FDW/carers'
occupation of the wild zone of power but also highlighted their greater marginality
within that zone compared to their Filipina counterparts. The discussion identifies
significant sources of this marginalisation as lying in factors associated with
nationality. I argue that greater attention to nationality-related dynamics would yield
more nuanced understanding of these workers' experiences of migration; this is a
26

story which must begin in the source country of Indonesia and continues in the
receiving country of Taiwan.

I then focus more closely on the theoretical character of the concept "nationality"
itself as it relates to the situation of FDWs in Taiwan. This is the beginning of the
story of how nationality matters and is made to matter in the migration experiences of
Indonesian FDW/carers in Taiwan and result in their ultimate location in the wild
zone of power. As the thesis unfolds, chapter by chapter, the dynamics of national
identity, citizenship, the law, the labour market, the family and support networks
starkly demonstrate the reality of Indonesian FDWs' location in this wild zone of
power and the centrality of nationality to this story.

Chapter Two begins the empirical story of nationality as it is made pertinent to
Indonesian FDWs' migration experiences. The discussion explores the ways in which
the imagining of the Indonesian nation and its well-being is embodied in the
Indonesian FDW. The chapter considers the ways in which historical precedents have
shaped contemporary debates over the representation of FDWs. The discussion
illuminates how these imaginings constitute the terrain for confrontations between
NGOs and the Indonesian state over the treatment of these workers and corresponding
imaginings of the nation. This chapter highlights the conceptually and empirically
complex nature of national identity and the gendered imagining of the nation. The
discussion illustrates how these processes involve notions of hierarchy, gender and
exclusion, and which inform and underwrite the marginalised position of Indonesian

FDWs.
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In m a n y ways, Chapter Three is a mirror of the preceding chapter, however it focuses
on the receiving nation of Taiwan. The discussion examines the ways in which
contested representations of FDW Others intersect in dynamic ways with
contemporary debates about Taiwanese national identity and its claims to sovereignty.
Once again, the female body of the Indonesian FDW features in contestations
between various forces in the nation, particularly between NGOs and the state, about
the morality of the nation and the terms of the incorporation of these foreign workers
into the nation.

Moving closer to the lived experiences of migration, Chapter Four focuses on
processes which involve the construction of nationality and the implications of these
processes for Indonesian FDWs. The discussion examines the processes of
recruitment, marketing and placement of Indonesian FDWs. It illuminates the ways in
which identity is harnessed and manipulated in a range of ways, with the ultimate goal
of transforming these Indonesian women workers into a particular national product
inherently suited to domestic labour. Indonesian women are renowned for their
loyally, obedience and hard work in the FDW/carer sector of the Taiwanese labour
market and have come to numerically dominate this sector. Their diligence and
deference are marketed as inalienable qualities of being an Indonesian woman; in
other words, characteristics attributable to nationality and gender. Recruitment
processes and practices represent an empirical grounding of the concept of imagined
communities. It becomes evident that through these processes, Indonesian FDWs and
carers are channelled into the most marginalised segments of a hierarchical labour
market in Taiwan.
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Chapter Five concentrates on the legal context of Indonesian FDW/carers'
incorporation into the Taiwanese nation. The chapter begins by outlining the history
of the importation of foreign labour into Taiwan and traces the economic, legal and
social contexts of their employment. The discussion then considers the efficacy of the
legal system and factors affecting its ability to protect FDWs and carers. This chapter
highlights divisions based upon nationality, gender and citizenship that shape
Indonesian FDW/carers' employment and result in their isolation in the most
marginalised sectors of the labour market.

Chapter Six continues to trace the journey of these Indonesian FDWs by exploring the
ways in which prior constructions of these Indonesian workers based on nationality
and gender persist in shaping the conditions of their labour in Taiwanese households.
The discussion further examines how the incorporation of Indonesian FDW/carers is
simultaneously shaped by historico-cultural expectations of domestic servants and by
national imaginings of the Taiwanese Self. Both of these factors intersect as they are
expressed through the everyday utilisation of Indonesian FDW/carers in Taiwanese
homes.

Having examined the conditions of labour for Indonesian FDW/carers, Chapter Seven
focuses on the structures of support both within the law and beyond it that are
available to these workers. The discussion compares the support systems available to
Filipina and Indonesian FDWs, highlighting the particular marginality experienced by
Indonesian FDW/carers in Taiwan on the basis of their citizenship and nationality and
confirming the consolidation of their position in the most vulnerable sectors of the
wild zone of power.
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In m y

conclusion, I revisit the contention that nationality is fundamental to

understanding the lived migration experience of Indonesian FDW/carers. I argue that
it is only through the exploration of factors of nationality that we can achieve a more
nuanced appreciation of its analytical and empirical importance to this form of
migration. I review the results of this particular ethnographic exploration of
nationality and re-emphasise my contention that Indonesian FDW/carers in Taiwan,
by virtue of their nationality, citizenship and gender, labour within a "wild zone of
power" where the rule of law often fails to reach them. Although this exploration of
the pertinence of nationality to Indonesian FDW migration to Taiwan represents a
single stream of a much larger story, it is hoped that it will in some way contribute to
a better understanding of this phenomenon.
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CHAPTER 1

A MATTER OF NATIONALITY

In early 2003, Taiwan suffered a national crisis precipitated by the outbreak of SARS.
As revealed in this chapter, Indonesian FDW/carers were disproportionately
marginalised during this time. Why was this so? Did the crisis reveal underlying
patterns of marginalisation of Indonesian FDW/carers that were previously hidden? If
so, how should we understand this phenomenon? These questions propel the
discussion in this chapter; and in turn, the findings from this chapter determine the
theoretical positioning of the thesis and the subsequent organisation of the remaining
chapters of the thesis.

The chapter starts by elaborating upon Susan Buck-Morss' (2000) concept of the
"wild zone of power", arguing that it represents an instructive lens through which to
begin to view the migration experiences of Indonesian FDW/carers in Taiwan. This
hypothesis is then tested by means of a case study: that is, the ways in which the
SARS crisis played out for Indonesian FDW/carers in Taiwan. The discussion pays
special attention to the patterns of greater marginalisation experienced by Indonesian
FDW/carers not only compared to Taiwanese citizens but more particularly, in
comparison with their Filipina counterparts. Much of this marginalisation is shown to

be rooted in dynamics associated with their nationality. In short, the findings are that
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nationality mattered, and w a s m a d e to matter, during the S A R S crisis. But more than
this, the case study revealed that the patterns of marginalisation experienced by
Indonesian FDW/carers during the outbreak of SARS were not passing or aberrant
phenomena but rather they represented entrenched structures with nationality-related

factors at their roots. This result underlies the logic of the discussion that is pursued in
the second half of the chapter: that is, as nationality is demonstrably significant to
Indonesian FDW/carers' lived experiences of migration, and if nationality is an
important analytical variable, then it is crucial to establish what is meant by
"nationality" and how it should best be approached in terms of this study of
Indonesian FDW/carers in Taiwan. Therefore, the argument in this chapter moves
from the empirical to the theoretical.

Working in the Wild Zone of Power
The notion of a wild zone of power is derived from Susan Buck-Morss' (2000)
historico-political reflection on Eastern and Western states at the end of the twentieth
century entitled Dreamworld and Catastrophe: The Passing of Mass Utopia in East
and West. Buck-Morss' concept of the wild zone of power is that of a "zone in which
power is above the law and thus, at least potentially, a terrain of terror"; this zone
stands as a "blind spot" in theories of modern sovereignties6 (Buck-Morss 2000 p.23). Buck-Morss (2000 p.2) speaks of "a terrain in which the exercise of power is out
of control of the masses, veiled from public scrutiny, arbitrary and absolute". This is

6

While technically Taiwan is not a "sovereign" nation, it largely operates as such with an autonomous

parliament delineating its own laws including those determining the terms and conditions of
incorporation of foreign labour.
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territory which is "impossible to domesticate" and one which, Buck-Morss (2000 p.3,
4) argues, is an integral part of modern sovereignties, lying "at their very core".

Tessa Morris-Suzuki (2006 p.8) borrows Buck-Morss' notion of the "wild zone of
power" in her article on the dynamics of border control in post-war Japan to argue
that,

The wild zone also becomes clearly visible on the frontiers of the nation-state,
at the places where the state confronts non-citizens w h o lie outside the
contractual embrace of the constitution.

While Morris-Suzuki (2006) explores this idea of the "wild zone of power" and
"frontiers of the nation-state" in terms of the Japanese state and the Omura detention
centre, migrant/border-controls and the case of Korean detainees in post-war Japan,
this approach can also be usefully applied albeit in a modified way to the case of
Indonesian FDW/carers. Indonesian FDW/carers in Taiwan toil at this point in time
and place in a "blind spot" akin to that which Buck-Morss describes above. It is a

space which is beyond the reach of law and potentially a terrain of terror. While it is
true that all FDWs in Taiwan labour within this zone to a greater or lesser degree, I
contend that it is Indonesian FDW/carers that occupy its most marginal sectors.

It is often the case that crises bring to light covert relations of power and the hidde
spaces of activity where the rule of law does not always reach. Morris-Suzuki (2006
p.7-8) argues that revolutions constitute a moment when constitutional democracies
can declare "a state of emergency" where normal rule of law can be suspended and
the "wild zone re-emerges into the full light of day". To put it another way, extraordinary times represent an inversion of normality, a time when what is by and large
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hidden might be clearly exposed. A state of emergency is not only confined to
revolutions but can include national crises like SARS. During these times, the

potential for the arbitrary exercise of power in the wild zone of power is ripe and it
not necessarily implemented in a uniform manner. This was the experience of one
particular group, Indonesian FDW/carers. Never was this location more clearly
demonstrated as during the SARS crisis.

When the Wild Zone Emerges into View: The SARS Crisis7
The first case of SARS in Taiwan occurred on 8 March 2003 with the hospitalisation
of a 54-year-old businessman who had just returned from Guangdong province in
China. In mid-April, it seemed that potential crisis had been averted, with Taiwan
claiming a track record of "three zeros": zero deaths, zero community transmissions
and zero cases of Taiwanese carrying the virus abroad (Hsu and Liu 2006 p.329).
Although Taiwan remained hopeful, SARS had hit the nation with full force by the
end of April 2003. By the time Taiwan had been removed from the World Health
Organisation's (WHO) list of SARS-affected countries on July 5 2003 (Hsu and Liu
2006 p.330), there had been a significant number of residents affected by the virus.
Following China with 5,327 cases and 348 deaths and Hong Kong with 1,755 cases
and 298 deaths, the Taiwan epidemic represented the third largest SARS outbreak in
the world with an escalation to 674 cases and 84 deaths (World Health Organisation
2003).

Parts of the following discussion are drawn from an earlier publication (see Loveband 2004a).
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The degree of mass hysteria accompanying the S A R S outbreak in Taiwan was
intense. Even though SARS in Hong Kong was a more severe outbreak than Taiwan,
the news media in Taiwan engaged in more sensationalistic reporting, this in turn
elevated concern in the populace (Hsu and Liu 2006). In Taiwan, there was an air of
panic, Mike Clendenin (2003), an engineer, summed up the mood:

The paranoia is suffocating. I can't do anything in Taiwan without thinking of
S A R S , the flu like disease that is making us all hypochondriacs out here. I
can't watch T V without being bombarded by sensationalistic reports. If m y
neighbor coughs, I wonder if he's infected, along with his wife and 1-year-old
daughter. Taking a taxi is a hazard. Heck, just breathing seems a hazard.

The compulsory measuring of temperatures in public places such as department
stores, train stations and churches, as well as the visual reminders of mask-wearing
masse outside the home, all lent an air of panic and a sense of being under siege.
More than 150,000 people were put under home quarantine for a period of 10-14 days
during which time public health nurses would bring three meals every day and
generally help out (Hsieh, King et al. 2005 p.278-279). These included Level A and
Level B quarantined people who had been in contact with suspected SARS patients

(Level A) as well as travellers from SARS affected areas (Level B) (Hsieh, King et al
2005 p.270). Many nurses and hospital staff resigned in fear after the outbreak of
SARS and two hospitals, Hoping and Jenchi hospitals were closed under quarantine
(Tzeng 2004 p.278). Taiwan's Minister of Health, Twu Shiing-jer, and the director of
Taiwan's Center for Disease Control, Chen Tzay-jinn, resigned after criticism that

their response in closing down affected hospitals had been too slow (Perrin 2003). At
the height of the crisis, the PRC barred WHO investigators from entering Taiwan and
when they finally permitted WHO's entry, they refused to allow WHO to talk to
official from Taiwan's Ministry of Health (Perrin 2003). The Taiwanese state turned
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the public health crisis into yet another assertion of national difference vis-a-vis China
with the continual point scoring over who was handling the SARS crisis more
effectively. This hostility was perhaps best exemplified when the Department of
Health in Taiwan placed a newspaper advertisement reading "SARS and commie
spies both come from China, but with a concerted effort by the whole nation, there is
actually far less SARS than commies" (Taipei Times, 12 April 2003). However, the
SARS crisis in Taiwan was not just about Taiwan and its Significant Other (China)
but also involved migrant workers, the Others Within.

SARS resulted in the deaths of three Indonesian carers in late April and early May
and, according to The Jakarta Post (22 May 2003), the infection of 12 other
Indonesian workers. The three Indonesian carers were cremated according to Taiwan
laws designed to contain the SARS epidemic. News of the cremations was not well
received upon reaching Indonesia as it transgressed Muslim religious law. Each
family of the deceased Indonesians received compensation of US$27,780, which is
the same as that awarded to Taiwanese victims of SARS (The Jakarta Post, 15 May
2003). Those Indonesian victims who died were Sri Rejeki 35, who began working in
Taiwan in June 2002; Mubadiyah, 28, who entered Taiwan in November 2001; and
Rosita, 26, who arrived in Taiwan in July 2002 (Jakarta Post, 10 May 2003). They all
worked as carers in Taipei.

During this time of crisis, and along with the quarantine of those who were SARSaffected or who had been in possible contact with SARS, the control and containment
of healthy non-citizen workers deepened. A crisis such as SARS has the potential to
be a great leveller across society, striking at random both rich and poor, citizen or
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migrant, without discrimination. Ideally, it might unite people under their c o m m o n
fear and suffering. However, Yang (cited in Hsu and Liu 2006 p.345)8 noted:

Foreign caregivers in hospitals, foreign domestic maids and illegal immigrants
were targeted as "walking carriers" or "moving carriers" that invisibly
transmitted the disease to the general public.

These sentiments were reflected in the actions of employers of foreign labour.
Essentially, while SARS saw the intensification of control over all areas of society in
Taiwan, this was a selective and rather unequal process. Apart from suspected SARS
suspected patients, the targets of the most intense imposition of control and
curtailment of rights were asymptomatic non-citizen blue-collar workers, those in the
factories and those located in the home as FDW/carers. That is to say, the rationale
behind quarantine became a matter of citizenship — those who were Taiwanese and
those who were not. Blue-collar migrant workers were presumed to be more likely to
be carriers of disease so strong attempts were made to contain them in the same
manner as endeavours were made to contain the disease itself. This pattern echoed
Taiwan in the early 1990s when Taiwanese citizens feared being contaminated by
HIV/AIDS through contact with foreign workers (Hsu and Liu 2006 p.340) The
perceived congruence between disease and migrant workers, which has been
documented elsewhere (c.f. Weerakoon 1997), is based on the notion that migrants,
like disease, are polluting. Therefore migrants, like disease, need to be contained and
controlled in order to protect Taiwanese citizens and the integrity of the Taiwanese
nation. Even in normal times, notions of pollution are correlated with migrant workers
in Taiwan coalescing to the point that,
8

Hsu and Liang (2006) also describe some stigmatizing of the homeless and hospital work

the SARS outbreak but they were not arbitrarily detained en masse like migrant workers.
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Their [foreign workers] collective presence in the public sphere, while visible
as the other and invisible as a contributor to host societies, often gives rise to
the national fear for [sic] impurity and contagion" (Cheng 2006 p.l 1).

Although there were divisions being instituted between infected and healthy
Taiwanese (Hsu and Liu 2006), the distinctions being made between Taiwanese and
migrant workers were unrelated to symptoms of illness.

In terms of FDW/carers, the outbreak of SARS saw fears of physical contamination
multiplied many times over (perhaps because they were located in the most intimate
confines of the nation). Stronger (illegal as seen below) measures of containment and
control were instigated by employers. However, the employers' dread of contagion
via their foreign worker and corresponding modes of control was as arbitrary as ever
— FDW/carers were not allowed days off to mingle with their compatriots but were
still sent out into the community to do the shopping or accompany children to school.
Whilst one might argue that all residents in the community, Taiwanese or foreign,
were highly restricted in their movements, the difference was that the healthy
Taiwanese had free choice while migrant workers were often quarantined by
employers even when no contact or symptoms were present9. At the height of the
outbreak, many employers responded by insisting on the "NAGO" or "not allowed to
go out" (Taiwan News, 13 July 2003) policy, a "lock down" action whereby migrant
workers were confined to the dormitories of their factories or their employer's home
and forbidden their days off to mingle with other co-nationals at church, shops, in the
park or at the railway stations. According to Father Peter O'Neill at the Catholic
9

Similar patterns of epidemiological surveillance of foreign workers along citizenship l

existing prejudices were reported in the case of SARS in Singapore (Wong and Yeoh 2005).
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Church beside the H W C in Chungli, there was a huge drop in attendance at Sunday
mass:

O n a normal Sunday about 2,500 Filipinos would come to the church on
Sunday. Last Sunday only about 400 came. Very few Thais, Indonesians and
Vietnamese are visiting the Center as well. Our phones are running hot
though with m a n y cases (O'Neill, 21 M a y 2003; personal correspondence).

The forced quarantine of migrant workers, regardless of the contamination status, was
the most conspicuous transgression of their rights. However, confinement was not a
marked departure from the norm. It was merely more pronounced and more
widespread than usual. The case of Dewi, an Indonesian worker interviewed two
months before the SARS crisis, clearly demonstrates the situation of many
FDW/carers even before the outbreak.

Dewi said she was 22 years old but she looked no more than 17; she worked to
support her younger siblings through school back h o m e in Lampung, South
Sumatra. During her two and a half years in Taiwan where she worked (7 days
a week) as a carer of the employer's parents-in-law as well as a cleaner of the
family h o m e and business, she never left her place of employment, the
extended family h o m e and attached kindergarten. She was not allowed to use
her employer's phone and had no contact with her family during her time in
Taiwan. She was completely and effectively isolated from contact with the
outside world, from other Indonesians, from information about herrightsor
support networks of any kind within or outside Taiwan. M y interview only
eventuated due to a mutual friend that the employer and I shared and the
employer in no w a y felt that "her" FDW/carer was experiencing unnecessary
restriction of her freedom or rights. Neither in fact did Dewi. Dewi didn't
possess any knowledge about her rights, any expectations of freedom, nor any
avenues that she might pursue if she needed help or advice. She did not feel
she had therightto ask for any time off (field notes).

As Dewi's case suggests, forced confinement was well and truly in existence prior to
the outbreak of SARS. The fact that Taiwanese employers moved to "contain" the

non-Taiwanese Other more forcefully than usual only served to highlight the existing
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inequities between citizens and non-citizens and the ease with which this could be
accomplished because these workers already laboured within a space beyond the
reach of law.

The arbitrary nature of detention even spread to those migrant workers who were
better protected than FDW/carers under Labour Standards Law (LSL) and who had
clear stipulations for days off within their contract10. During the SARS crisis, many
Thai factory workers broke their contracts and returned home, partly due to fear of
contracting SARS and partly in retaliation for forced confinement11. The Director
General of Diseases Control Department in Thailand, Charal Trinvuthiphong, said of
about 140,000 Thais working in Taiwan at that time, an average of about 200 returned
every day. He stated,

They should not be made to pay fines, or have their incomes deducted if they
do not wish to complete their contracts, because the S A R S situation is more
severe than war (Bangkok Post, 23 M a y 2003).

At this point in time, a Church-based coalition stepped in to challenge the forced
confinement of migrant workers by employers. The coalition sent a formal letter of
grievance to the Council of Labor Affairs (CLA) claiming that forced confinement
constituted a transgression of foreign workers' rights to free movement on their days
off under Taiwanese labour law. The CLA responded with a firm and supportive
statement to both the MANGO coalition and to the wider public by stating:

10

The specifics of Labour Standards Law and contracts pertaining to FDW/carers are discus

in Chapter Five.
11

Information derived from personal correspondence with a migrant advocate non-government

organisation (MANGO) activist 2 July 2003.
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In case employers still refuse to cooperate after being warned that forced
quarantine is a violation of these workers'rights,they would lose both their
recruitment and employment permits as stipulated in Item 15, Paragraph 1 of
Article 54 and Article 72 of the Employment and Services Act (Taiwan News,
Kabayan, 15 June 2003).

While this response by the CLA sounds very committed to the rights of the migrant
1 0

worker, the lack of consistency between law and practice

and even across

bureaucratic arms of the government was evident in a letter from the Tao Yuan
County governor. Around the same time as the CLA directive, county governor Zhu
Li-lun urgently sent out copies of a letter to the CLA, employer associations and the
representative offices of Thailand, the Philippines, Vietnam and Indonesia. He began
by emphasising that Tao Yuan had the highest number of migrant workers of any
county in Taiwan and that these workers liked to gather at parks, churches, stores and
railway stations. He continued that such gatherings,

... during ordinary days are viewed by the locals with ordinary hearts.
However, n o w that the S A R S has been announced by the government as a
contagious disease, and that the central government superiors had repeatedly
claimed that S A R S prevention is viewed as a battle, in this extraordinary
period of time, in order to protect the security of the county citizens, the S A R S
Prevention Special Committee of this County has decided that all activities
shall be stopped...In order to protect the migrant workers' security and health,
[we] ask the enterprises to do your best to restrict the migrant workers within
the factories (or workplaces) either for [sic] taking rest or having activities,
while if [the migrant workers] have any religious belief, religious people such
as the local Catholic priests also could be contacted to attend the factories to
perform the religious activities. (Tao-Yuan County governor, Z h u Li-lun,
M . W . , L.B., Gov. N o . 0920101981, M a y 12, 2003, translation, m y italics).

This intensified extra-legal control exercised over all migrant workers replicated
earlier patterns of forced confinement of Indonesian FDW/carers, but this time it was

12

The law-practice gap is discussed in greater detail in Chapters Five and Six.
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openly validated by local government. The unequal relations of power between
citizens and Others were reflected by the encouragement of restricted movement of
citizens as opposed to the enforced confinement of migrants. The arbitrary withdrawal
of rights to freedom of movement by migrant workers during their days off
illuminates the actual position of non-citizen workers in the polity. The state
manipulated community fears of an uncontrolled non-citizen Other by implicitly
connecting them with a notion of threat to the health of a unified nation of citizens.
By doing this, the spectre of the migrant worker as a supposedly greater conduit of
pollution was invoked, which, in turn justified greater control and more clearly
illuminated migrant workers' marginality and lack of rights.

While the transgressions described above represents a fracturing of rights along

citizenship lines, the responses to this partition reflected divisions based upon factors
of nationality. Essentially, Indonesian FDW/carers experienced greater
marginalisation compared to their Filipina counterparts. Not only does this finding
challenge any presumption of a homogeneous FDW/carer experience but it brings to
the fore the importance of nationality in the story of Indonesian FDW/carers' lived
experiences in Taiwan.

Being Filipina, being Indonesian during the SARS crisis
During the outbreak of SARS, even for those workers only allowed out for a short
time like Keziah cited below, there was information about SARS available to them in
the English language daily newspapers. These newspapers are available at every 7-11
corner store of which there are many, and newspapers are also sometimes accessed
through other workers or through employers. A letter from Keziah, a Filipina FDW,
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was published in the Kabayan column of the English language Taiwan News during
the SARS outbreak, in which she clearly demonstrated an understanding of the
connections being made between contagion, control and discrimination. Keziah
wrote:

M y heart jumped for joy when I read the news that forced quarantine is illegal.
W e have been on 'quarantine' for almost four months now. W e are not
allowed to have visitors and w e are only given 30 minutes to shop for our
basic necessities. W e are n o w free ... [she continues] ... Unfortunately, two
weeks had passed since that articlefirstappeared and w e are still on forced
quarantine. W e are all tongue-tied and afraid to ask or defend ourrightsas
migrant workers. If w e do so, w e might lose our job or get repatriated.... W h y
can't w e go out when our Taiwanese co-workers can? Are they SARS-proof
and w e Filipinos are SARS-prone? D o you k n o w of any Filipino w h o has
contracted S A R S in Taiwan? None. That's w h y I think this set-up is unfair
(Taiwan News, 29 June 2003).

Keziah has highlighted the commonplace law-practice gap and the lack of ability (or
will) of the system to ensure that FDW/carers' rights are honoured, points that are

discussed later in the thesis. More than this, Keziah's letter illuminated the fact t
Filipina FDWs (most of whom speak English) such as Keziah have a continuing
source of information, support and a voice in the media unlike Indonesians. On this

informal level, information about rights and a degree of solidarity can be regularly
sourced from newspapers and the radio at least for English-speaking workers, namely
Filipino workers. There are no equivalents for Indonesian workers.

The matter of English language ability in relation to support was discussed in
interviews with MANGO activists from Hope Workers' Center (HWC) and Migrant
Workers' Concern Desk (MWCD). They stated that the Kabayan page in The Taiwan
News every Sunday was a particularly popular source of knowledge about rights and a
way in which information and support about problems with employers, personal
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difficulties and legal advice can be accessed by Filipino workers. At the time of
SARS, information was distributed through these media. Hence, Filipinos and other
English speakers were first informed about SARS and about precautionary measures
to take in order to avoid SARS. MANGOs then followed up as quickly as possible
with information accessed from the Taipei Foreign Workers' Counselling Center in
Bahasa Indonesia, Tagalog, Thai and Vietnamese that they distributed to
unquarantined workers at popular gathering sites and on the streets. Although the
Indonesian representative office in Taipei apparently had material on SARS, they did
not deem it necessary to distribute it to MANGOs such as HWC who regularly assist
Indonesian workers and were willing to disseminate the information further.
Indonesian domestic workers were forced to rely on other workers and MANGO
updates when and ifihey could access them.

In general, Indonesian FDW/carers in Taiwan tended to access information (not
always reliable) through less formal paths — their mobile phones. Many of the
Indonesian FDW/carers interviewed had massive address books in their cell phones
for their compatriots in Taiwan, some of whom they had never met but got their
number through other Indonesians. Many FDW/carers own mobile phones both with
and without their employers' permission. This new technology greatly lessens
workers' real and perceived sense of isolation as well as constituting a source of
information about rights and providing a sense of community with mass text
messaging between friends and strangers being quite common. This use of mobile
phones to create personal space away from the surveillance of those in power was also
noted by Hong-zen Wang (2007 p.722) in the case of Vietnamese spouses of
Taiwanese men. Wang (2007 p.722) argued that mobile phone use not only signified
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"a hidden space" away from the family, but it also represented the expansion of a
sense of community:

Through the modern technology, "foreign brides" can know the situation of
each other. Even though they do not meet regularly, they can have the most
up-to-date news about others through the mobile connections, which creates a
mobile social space into which other family members cannot easily intrude
and monitor what happens.

Like the isolation of Vietnamese spouses, Indonesian FDW/carers use mobile phones
to create community and share information. This occurred before, during and after the
SARS crisis, and continues to represent a way in which to obtain support which is
difficult to otherwise access, especially from consular representation.

The pattern of greater visibility and accessibility of ambassadorial support to Filipin
workers compared with Indonesian workers13 was clearly evident during the SARS
crisis. The Manila Economic and Cultural Office (MECO) was on International
Community Radio Taipei (ICRT) offering advice to troubled Filipinos not only on
SARS but also on a wide variety of other labour related matters. While MECO offices
spent thousands of US dollars buying and distributing free packets of Vitamin C to its
citizens as well as distributing information leaflets at stores, churches and other
gathering places (Taiwan News, 1 June 2003), the Indonesian Economic and Cultural
Office (IECO) appeared to be doing either very little or nothing. Back in Indonesia, a
protest by the Consortium to Defend Indonesian Migrant Workers (KOPBUMI)
followed the SARS deaths of the three Indonesian carers, during which time the
secretary, Wahyu Susilo, noted that information on the deaths of the workers came

13

Inequity in support networks for Indonesian and Filipino workers are dealt with in de
Seven.
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firstfromthe labour agency rather than the Ministry of M a n p o w e r

and

Transmigration. Susilo argued that this illustrated the government's continuing failure
to protect migrant workers whilst benefiting from the export of their labour (Jakarta
Post, 10 May 2003). It is no wonder that while Filipinas in Taiwan turn to their
representatives for information and assistance, their Indonesian counterparts don't do
likewise. The lack of action from the IECO was not unexpected by Taiwanese
MANGOs, Indonesian workers or Indonesian NGOs. It merely reproduced oftrepeated patterns of the past.

In sum, when the SARS crisis hit Taiwan, the wild zone of power was illuminated as
a series of divisions became apparent: first, the stark division always latent between
citizens and non-citizen migrant workers was revealed; second, it became clear that
access to information and support networks was differentially experienced by
migrants of different nationalities, particularly in the case of Filipina and Indonesian
FDW/carers. However, these patterns did not just arise during the SARS outbreak, but
rather the crisis provided a lens through which to view the amplification of already
existing structures of inequality along the lines of nationality (and its offshoot,
citizenship).

Clearly nationality matters in understanding the migration experiences of these
workers; this is the case both during extra-ordinary and through normal times.
Therefore, as nationality-related dynamics constitute one significant source of the
marginality experienced by Indonesian FDW/carers, it is necessary that we consider
this concept more closely, and the ways in which it is manifested, both below and in
succeeding chapters.
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Nationality: A Discussion
If the concept of nationality shapes this thesis, what does it mean? Before looking at
the complexity that is nationality as it is woven through the lives of Indonesian
FDW/carers in subsequent chapters, it is necessary to examine terminological
confusion and conflation that plagues the concept "nationality", and in doing so,
elucidate my terminological preferences. Then, clarify how best to approach the
concept for the purposes of this thesis.

Terminological Confusion: Race, Ethnicity or Nationality?
While the boundaries between the terms, "nationality", "ethnicity" and "race" can at
times be blurred, terminological precision is important because terms are the tools
which allow us to organise certain facts and social dynamics that we observe in the
field: they encourage us to think in certain directions and limit us in others. For

example, if we use "race", it largely directs us to processes of social construction and

rather errant biological associations; or if we use "ethnicity", at least in the case of
Indonesian FDWs, it conjures sub-national groupings and may turn us away from
questions of the pertinence of the national. However, "nationality" can be a meeting
point between race and ethnicity, it can allow us to address both race and ethnicity is
we so choose. Having said this, it is nevertheless important to look more closely at
each of the above terms as part of the process of unpacking nationality and assessing
the degree to which they might be helpful in analysing the experiences of Indonesian
FDWs in Taiwan.

"Race", as a concept, has long been considered problematic in the social sciences
despite having a degree of common currency in popular usage. It refers to supposedly
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natural divisions in humankind and their respective (and inalienable) physical, social
and intellectual characteristics; implicit in this concept is the belief that each race
naturally occupies a particular position on a racial hierarchy (Murji 2005 p. 290).
While social and ideological constructions of race continue to inform the positioning
of FDWs in labour markets of the world, we know that race as a concept is flawed and
as a mode of analysis is very limited. That is to say, an analysis exclusively driven by
this concept can sideline other important nationality-related phenomena such as
citizenship and national identity. However, it is unwise to completely discard the
concept of race because popular beliefs about race continue to operate as if race was a
concrete fact. People are often reduced to a biological imperative of race under the
banner of nationality which in turn impacts upon their lives; hence, the falsity of this
construction is important to illuminate. As Murji (2005 p.292) argued,

Race matters because it is seen and treated as a key marker of identity,
nationhood and community. Race can determine or influence h o w people see
themselves, h o w others define them, and the groups they are seen to belong to.

For these reasons, race remains relevant to the study of FDWs and because notions of
race and processes of racialisation underwrite the use of what is essentially a type of
unfree labour in the form of Indonesian FDWs in Taiwan. In particular, the
relationships between FDWs, labour brokers, and employers are infused by
essentialised notions of race, linked to physical appearance, gender and nationality,
which automatically equate the FDW with domestic service. Even though the notion
of a "pure" Indonesian or a Filipina "race" is nonsensical, the concept of race
facilitates an understanding of the migration experiences of these women workers.
This is because flawed notions of race continue to be deployed in a real process of
racialisation whereby these "servile" workers are located in the specific segments of
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the labour market to which they are "naturally" (read: biologically) suited by virtue of

their nationality and gender. So race remains part, but not all, of the nationality stor
in this thesis.

Like race, "ethnicity" is a problematic concept, one which is sometimes used in the
migration literature to mean diasporic communities, or national collectives or at times
sub-national groups. At other times, if is used as shorthand to discuss particular
migrant groups, including "ethnic enclaves" (e.g. Portes 1981), whose nationality has
changed but who still remain the Other. Sometimes, as Kymlicka (2001 p.221)
pointed out, ethnicity may even refer to minority "pre-political" groups as distinct
from immigrant groups within the nation. There have been ongoing terminological
debates over the usage of "ethnicity" versus "nationality" (e.g. Conversi 2002;
Eriksen 2002; Spira 2002; Connor 2004; Conversi 2004) reflecting the fact that, in
Eriksen's (2002 p.6-7) words, "the relationship between the terms ethnicity and
nationality is nearly as complex as that between ethnicity and race".

Likewise, the almost routine incidence whereby the terms "race" and "ethnicity" are
used as if synonymous is indicative of conceptual complexity and terminological
fluidity. Azoulay (2006) suggests that this tendency can be explained by the fact that
both "race" and "ethnicity" are based on a shared reality. Azoulay (2006 p.361)
argues,

Even where self-identification is used and individuals assign themselves to
groups, 'race' and 'ethnicity' are socio-political, not biological, categories.
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Therefore, w e must remain aware of ethnicity's constructed nature and the fact that,
like race,

Ethnicity ... takes on different connotations and meanings, depending on the
social [and political] climate in which it is experienced. It can be stressed and
unstressed, enjoyed or resented, imposed or even denied, all depending on the
situation or context (Baumann 1999 p.64).

Unlike race, however, ethnic relations do not necessarily involve hierarchy, conflict
and exploitation in the same way that race relations do (Rex 1973 p. 184) and ethnicity
does not rely upon "a systematic body of justificatory, theoretical knowledge as the
charter for its operation, as is frequently the case with 'racial' categorization and
racism" (Jenkins 2003 p.67). Despite the above caveats, I believe that "ethnicity"
remains a useful label in some cases to describe sub-national groupings perceived to
be sharing territory and/or language and/or common origins. However, unlike notions
of "nationality" and "race", "ethnicity" is not an overly useful concept for this case to
understand Indonesian FDWs in Taiwan. In analysing the experiences of these
women, if "ethnicity" is indicative of membership of a sub-national group in
Indonesia, the term does not invoke the formal sense of citizenship and identity (as
tied to sovereign nation and territory) in the same way that nationality does.
"Nationality" is a term that more aptly reflects the ethnographic reality encountered
during my fieldwork as discussed below.

In definitional terms, nationality is generally "attributed to a person or group of
persons in virtue of membership in a nation" (Spira 2002 p.259) and this is often
symbolised in the concrete form of a passport. While the possession of an Indonesian
passport underwrites the lawful accessibility by Indonesian FDWs to the Taiwanese
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labour market , the terminological suitability of "nationality" in this thesis goes well
beyond the passport. First, nationality is the terminology used by both sending and
receiving countries to sort and define the gendered "product" being exported and
imported — these women are exported as Indonesian nationals, not as Javanese,
Sundanese or women from Padang. They are imported on the basis of their identity as
"Indonesian citizens", and upon arrival in Taiwan, they become the non-citizen Other
in a nation struggling to assert its own nationality. Next, they are promoted and placed
as Indonesian household workers in a labour market of foreign workers on the basis of
gender and nationality. Whilst these women's ethnic/regional membership of the
Javanese, Sumbawa or Sundanese communities are significant identifiers when they
are given the (very limited) opportunity of mixing with co-nationals, their primary
self-identification and identification by others as they labour within Taiwan, is as
Indonesian nationals as distinct from Taiwanese nationals, Filipino nationals etc. Or
to put it another way, beyond the "foreign" in FDW, her identity is as an Indonesian
national, a Filipina national, or a Vietnamese national along with all sorts of
assumptions that accompany these categorisations. These are processes involving
conceptions of the national and of nationality.

Therefore, the term "ethnicity" is too narrow if ethnicity is confined to "a belief in
putative descent: that is, a belief in something which may or may not be real"
(Conversi 2004 p.2), or even if it is, as discussed above, a sub-national grouping.
While ethnicity can be part of the national, and it can be pertinent to examinations of
FDWs in particular locations, it is not a highly significant variable in this story of

14

By this, I refer to the limited number of nations that have access to the Taiwanese lab

detail this further in the following chapters.
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Indonesian F D W s in Taiwan. Instead, "nationality" is the broad concept that allows us
to better understand the lived experience of Indonesian FDWs in Taiwan. However, as
Benedict Anderson (1991 p.3) observed, "Nation, nationality, nationalism — all have
proved notoriously difficult to define", which is quite probably a significant
contributing factor to the terminological confusion described above.

If then nationality is the concept of choice, what do we mean by it and how should we
approach an analysis of nationality in terms of Indonesian FDWs in Taiwan? In other
words, let us now elevate nationality to the position of principal analytical variable by
addressing the question: "what precisely is nationality?"

Nationality: A Series of Relationships
Nationality, like its offshoots of citizenship and national identity, is a process which
multi-faceted, created and manipulated in a range of ways, by a range of actors in a
range of locations. Nationality, like gender, must be understood as interactional,
producing specific knowledge about FDWs and conditioning their experience of
migration. As these processes pervade their experience of migration, they should take
a degree of analytical priority. Such processes must be explored by closely examining
the lived reality, or in other words, by investigating theoretical validity through
empirical evidence. Essentially, both nation and its gendering are best understood as
processes of construction of realities, which fluctuate in importance and meaning over
time and space but which are made real through a series of relationships in specific
contexts.
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Hence, nationality should not be understood as a simple fact but rather as a set of
complex constructions that are maintained through ideological structures. The
challenge is to demonstrate that nationality is not real but it is made real through
historical circumstance15, constructed through a series of relationships and often
expressed through what might be called "everyday discourses of nationalism". This is
the approach taken in this thesis. While Benedict Anderson's notion of imagined
community, largely derived from the cultural, significantly informs my analysis, it
must be stressed that nationality is not solely derived from the cultural, nor indeed
from the political or the economic but it has its roots in all three. As Eley and Suny
(1996a p. 8) note on the character of nationality,

Thus, if politics is the ground upon which the category of the nation was first
proposed, culture w a s the terrain where it w a s elaborated, and in this sense
nationality is best conceived as a complex, uneven, and unpredictable process,
forged from an interaction of cultural coalescence and specific political
intervention, which cannot be reduced to static criteria of language, territory,
ethnicity, or culture.

One way in which one can be sensible to this insight, and to the preceding discussion,
is to understand nationality as existing through a series of relationships16, some of
which are primarily (but not exclusively) political, some economic and some cultural
— all of which must be understood historically. This is particularly evident in the case
of non-citizens labouring outside their nation and it is especially relevant to the
situation of Indonesian FDWs employed in the households of Taiwan for the

15

Nationality is contingent upon history — for example, an East Timorese was Indonesian bef

and thus technically could apply to work as a FDW in Taiwan up until that time. Now as an Ea

Timorese national, the same individual would not be permitted to enter Taiwan as a FDW. Thi
reflects the modernity of the construct of nations and nationality.
16
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My thanks to Alastair Davidson and Kathleen Weekley for this point.

following reasons. First, nationality or the formal politico-legal relationship with the
state is manifested in the holding of a passport signifying citizenship, which, in theory
at least, facilitates FDWs' engagement in international economic activity. Second, in
the case of Taiwan, the political pursuit of national sovereignty and debates over
Taiwanese national identity informs certain discourses, practices and economic
policies concerning foreign workers (reflecting the relationship between a non-citizen
and the state). This involves complex (and essentialised) imaginings of self and Other
based on assumed cultural (equated with national) characteristics. The economics of
the migration industry epitomized by labour brokers as they trade in international
migrants involves the construction of nationality of these workers to hierarchically
position them in the labour market (this is a relationship between citizens and noncitizens as well as the construction of nationality of one FDW vis-a-vis another
FDW). Last, the relationship between support networks and FDWs function along
nationality and citizenship lines, and in doing so, they mediate the conditions for
resistance within this framework. At the heart of these relationships are issues of
national identity and citizenship under the conceptual umbrella, nationality. These
series of relationship combine to stand as an analysis of nationality as it shapes the
migration experiences of these women workers.

Conclusion
The discussion in this chapter began with the assertion that Indonesian FDW/carers
were positioned in a wild zone of power, a location which emerged into the full light
of day during the SARS crisis of 2003. The examination of the unfolding of events
during this outbreak illuminated structures of inequity between citizens and noncitizens and between FDWs of different nationalities. It was demonstrated that
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Indonesian FDW/carers occupy m o r e marginal and more isolated spaces than their
Filipina counterparts. A significant source of this inequality was their nationality.
These nationality-related factors constitute an omnipresent reality shaping Indonesian
FDW/carers' migration experiences as shown in subsequent chapters of this thesis.
This chapter has argued for the analytical importance of nationality in research on the
phenomenon of transnational migration of domestic labour. Part of the process of
reassessing nationality involves recognising the complexity of the concept and its
multiple manifestations. The suggestion is that if we trace the presence of the
national, in its shifting forms, through the experiences of transnational domestic
labour migration, we achieve a more nuanced understanding of FDWs' lived
experiences. The chapter has further demonstrated how nation, nationalism and
nationality are not concrete and timeless realities; they are constructs, both created
and manipulated which must be located and unpacked because people act on such
ideologies as if they were true. The discussion has shown how citizenship must
expand beyond the classical model and be understood as a multi-tiered construct
involving class, gender, a sensitivity to place, political and socio-cultural aspects of
citizenship and of being national. While nationality itself is a mercurial and complex
concept that has been long debated, for the purposes of this thesis, it is perhaps best
understood as a series of relationships requiring further examination rather than a

concrete, finite and measurable entity. It has political, economic and cultural facets to

its character and it is firmly anchored in time and place. Nationality is the thread that
weaves this thesis together and in doing so, provides some of the answers as to why
Indonesian FDW/carers are located in the wild zone of power. The empirical research
on the ways in which nationality is manifested throughout the migration experiences
of Indonesian FDW/carers in Taiwan stands as my original contribution to the field of
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transnational domestic labour. This empirical exploration continues in the next
chapter which examines how issues of nationality — namely, national identity and
citizenship — lie at the centre of understanding how FDWs in Indonesia have come to
represent the nation and the ways in which this imagining is contested.
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CHAPTER 2

NATIONALITY, CITIZENSHIP AND NATIONAL

IDENTITY: FDWs AND CONTESTED IMAGININGS O
THE INDONESIAN NATION

The preceding chapter argued for the analytical importance of nationality with regard
to better comprehending the nuances of Indonesian FDWs' lived experiences of
transnational migration to Taiwan and by doing so, move closer to an understanding
of the roots of their location in the wild zone of power. Nationality, as previously
stressed, lies at the heart of this approach. Two important ways in which nationality

are manifested are citizenship and national identity. This chapter is both a theoretical
and an empirical exploration of these factors as they have bearing on Indonesian
FDW/carers' migration: specifically, the discussion considers how issues of national
identity, gender and citizenship intersect with the representation of FDWs in the
sending country of Indonesia. This is important because contestations over these
images are directly connected to the struggle over FDWs' rights and the quality of
state representation afforded them as (albeit absent) citizens. Moreover, the debate

reflects the degree to which their own state is called to accountability, or alternately
the degree to which Indonesian FDW/citizens must operate within a wild zone of sorts
with little or no protection from their own state. Within these debates, the
representation of FDWs as national heroes or victimised citizens is equated with the
nation's identity.
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The chapter is divided into two halves: thefirst,a theoretical consideration of the
citizenship and national identity and the second, an examination of how these
concepts are manifested in the case of Indonesia and in its debates over female
citizens working overseas as FDWs. Needless to say, gender constitutes a significant
part of this story. Most obviously, gender is important because domestic work is
gendered work and because the work of female FDWs in the employ of female
citizens is a gendered engagement between women in an unequal power relationship.
Nevertheless, these aspects of gender in FDWs' migration experiences are not the
primary concern of this thesis, particularly since they have been adequately explored
elsewhere as noted in the Introduction. However, as nationality is the focus of the
thesis, it is important to consider places where gender and nationality intersect and
which have pertinence to the case of Indonesian FDW/carers. Two key sites where
this occurs are that of national identity and of citizenship. I now discuss each of these
issues in turn before turning to the ways in which they are manifested in the
Indonesian case.

Tenaga Kerja Wanita11: Imagining the Indonesian Nation
The significance of nationality in the story of Indonesian FDWs begins in Indonesia
with contestations between the state and NGOs over the "export" of female
Indonesian workers. These debates also constitute a deeper, historical conversation
about national identity, Indonesian womanhood and the meaning of citizenship. In
examining these historical precedents, this discussion implicitly challenges

17

Tenaga Kerja Wanita (hereafter TKW) translates as female labour power and refers to fema

overseas workers.
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assumptions of a fixed, ahistorical and

unproblematic national identity. It

simultaneously illustrates the multi-tiered and dynamic nature of citizenship, the
gendering of the nation and the selective representation of womanhood in Indonesia.
Overall, it highlights the extent to which this form of female migration has become
contested and so intricately bound to issues of national identity and citizenship.

Following the discussion of citizenship, the chapter outlines the degree to which
transnational migration by Indonesian women has increased over the last two decades,
and then observes how these women have been represented in two starkly different
and highly contested ways, as heroes and as victims. The discussion examines the
selective representation of Indonesian female citizens as emblems of the nation and
the historical precedents of these representations. The multiple representations of
Indonesian womanhood and the increasingly vociferous role of NGOs decrying the
victim position18 of TKW are then considered as a reflection of the political context.
The discussion highlights the contradictions in state representations of womanhood
and considers the connection between representations of TKW, the morality of the
nation and citizenship rights as raised through the successive presidencies after the
fall of Suharto. The final section draws together the empirical material and addresses
the theoretical questions about women, citizenship and national identity previously
raised. This chapter does not look explicitly at gender relations in Indonesia as such
but rather at constructions of womanhood and the nation. Although "womanhood is a

18

The discussion of NGOs' representation of TKW as victims in order to pressure the state t

accountable to its female citizens, in no way denies the material reality of these women's

overseas, many of whom have suffered terribly. These NGOs draw on actual cases to argue the
position.
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relational category" (Yuval-Davis 1997 p.l), the project of examining in equal depth
constructions of "manhood" in Indonesia lies beyond the scope of this thesis. I now
turn to the matter of citizenship.

Citizenship
If one speaks of nationality, one of the first elements of this concept that springs to
mind is citizenship. While in a legal sense, citizenship may seem to be a relatively
unambiguous relationship indicating membership of a national community, in
sociological terms, the lived experience of that citizenship varies greatly. That is,
though an individual is a citizen of a nation, citizenship (like nationality) does not just
signify the country on one's passport. Citizenship commonly refers to a relationship

between the individual and the state that entails a range of rights (civil rights, political
rights and social rights) and obligations. This traditional understanding of citizenship,
and civil society, is largely derived from T. H. Marshall's 1950 classic, Citizenship
and Social Class. However, Marshall's model of citizenship has its limitations, for the
most part because it was rooted in the post-war British experience of the welfare state,
notions of evolutionary citizenship and the public/private divide. In short, it was both
andocentric and western-centric. It is useful to consider these issues a little more
closely as they bear upon our broad understanding of Indonesian women's citizenship,
particularly as it pertains to Indonesian FDWs. Hence, the discussion now turns to a
consideration of the classical model of citizenship and its detractors

Marshall's model of citizenship privileges a male-centric view of citizenship, rights
and political engagement based on a breadwinner model of men's public political life
outside the household. Feminist scholars critiqued classical models of citizenship like
Marshall's on the grounds that they only told half the story — men's half — and
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neglected the question of w o m e n ' s experiences of citizenship. Carole Pateman (1988)
traced this theoretical andocentrism to the fact that women did not participate in the
social contract as equals with men, but rather as subordinates to the fraternity of men.
Pateman (1988) makes the point that members of this fraternity exercise and renew
their collective and individual political right through the marriage contract (and
through their "conjugal rights"); and she observed that constructions of wife as
"housewife" and husband as "worker" are mutually interdependent, and extend
beyond the home:

Conjugal relations are part of a sexual division of labour and structure of
subordination that extend[s] from the private h o m e into the public arena of the
capitalist market (Pateman 1988 p.l 15).

The classical model of citizenship influenced subsequent political theorists who
assumed a very specific view of the sexual division of labour within the home and
extended it to a wider understanding of civil society. The underlying belief was that
men were active political citizens in the public domain and, as women and female
activities were supposedly confined to the private domain, were apolitical citizens and

thus irrelevant to political theory. Significantly, this perspective ignored the fact th
is women "who reproduced nations, biologically, culturally and symbolically"
(Yuval-Davis 1997 p.2) and thus was of limited usefulness in analysing women's
relationships with the state19 and the dynamics of their citizenship.

19

Following Franzway et al. (1989 p. 18) and Rai (1996 p.5), the concept of the state is used as a form

of shorthand representing a network of power relations involving domination in the pursui
control, though one that is underwritten by potential tension and conflict.
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However, it was not just an omission of gender from classical models of citizenship
that was problematic. The inherent ethnocentrism and the related failure to consider
the diversity of women's experiences beyond the western model of the male
breadwinner and the welfare state was also an issue. Treatises on the relationship
between women and the state cannot merely be drawn from a white middle-class
woman's experience but must consider global diversities. Third world women's lives
and their experiences of citizenship can be vastly different to those of western women
(Mohanty 1991), and likewise variations in their relationships with the state (Anthias
and Yuval-Davis 1989; Rai 1996).

Even beyond the western-centrism epitomised by Marshall's (1992) model and
highlighted by authors such as Anthias and Yuval-Davis (1989) and Mohanty (1991),
citizenship is marked by particular socio-historical configurations of the relationship
between state and citizen. These variations can take the form of communal rather than
individual loyalties, and they can often involve crosscutting allegiances in terms of
rights and duties. There can exist equally valid, at times competing, loyalties which
shape the national citizen (and their notion of duties and rights) in gendered and
classed ways. Hence, where the legal and political expression of citizenship (one's
relationship to the state) may be represented by a passport or by the act of voting,
one's participation in the daily life of the polity in its myriad of forms represents a
social expression of citizenship; these are the relationships that also socialise the
individual into a national citizen. This sociality involves many and varied allegiances
to community, to family, to nation and so on which affect an individual's choices as
well as the character of appeals made to that individual, for example being a good
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mother and citizen by becoming a F D W . State powers often attempt to manipulate
these allegiances for their own purposes as we see below.

In the case of Indonesian women, Blackburn (2004 p.86) notes that formal citizenship
"may become only one form of membership in their lives, and not always the
dominant one". Hence, returning to the theoretical, the focus on the communal rather
than the individual represents a departure from the classical western model of
citizenship. Blackburn (2004 p.84-85) highlights this disjuncture when she notes,

Western political theory is divided in its representation of the citizen: whereas
organicists or communitarians see citizens as integral components of their
communities, liberals envisage them as independent individuals relating to the
state. It is the former notion that has had most resonance in twentieth-century
Indonesia.

Nevertheless, both these perspectives do have veracity because the citizen interacts
with her community in both national (state) and sub-national ways to varying degrees

at different points in time. Likewise, the degree to which the state, and/or its various
appendages, reaches into the lives of the citizens fluctuates greatly within specific

historical and socio-cultural contexts. Its ultimate sanction, as far as civil society i
concerned, remains coercion rather than a negotiated consensus. These "incursions"
can take the form of family planning policies, education policies, attempts to
manipulate gender relations and other authoritarian practices aimed at moulding
society and the lives of various citizens. These actions affect men and women
differently (Rai 1996) and in doing so, they illustrate the tenuousness of the
public/private dichotomy inherent in discussions about state and civil society, they
show the experiential variations in citizenship and they draw attention to the
inadequacy of viewing state and civil society as discrete entities. Additionally, the
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western model of civil society fails to recognise the connection between colonialism
and the structuring of gender relations in postcolonial nations (Mohanty 1991; Rai
1996; Lyons 2007).

Overall, the pervasiveness of the western dichotomies of public and private based on a
post-war welfare state in classical models of citizenship restrict our understanding of
civil society and of the nature of citizenship. Marshall's model did however allow a
more rounded understanding of citizenship in one important way that is particularly
relevant for this thesis. Marshall's notion of citizenship as full membership of the
community was especially insightful because it facilitates a movement beyond the

strictly politico-legal to take in the civil and the social; it widens the focus from jus
the state to include the wider community and an individual's membership in a variety
of groups (Yuval-Davis 1997 p.24, p.70). Both the experiences of female Indonesian
FDWs and those of their Taiwanese female employers are located within this broader
(and more grounded) understanding of citizenship and civil society. It is for this
reason that I follow Yuval-Davis' (1997 p.68) view that citizenship is a multi-tiered
construct involving women's relationships to both dominant and subordinate groups
and that citizenship is experienced both within and between nations. The multi-tiered
character of citizenship in this research refers to ways in which the experience of

one's relationship to the state is cross cut by factors of gender, class, age, and family.
Multi-tiered citizenship allows us to understand the diversity of experiences and
relationships that encompass citizenship and that are invoked at different times often
in a strategic manner. These include a citizen's perceptions about rights and duties,
and the accessibility and understanding of such rights and duties, which vary because
they are embedded in specific historical and cultural (and sometimes sovereign)
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communities. Essentially, the citizen is not a citizen merely by virtue of his/her
politico-legal relationship with the state but also by virtue of the totality of
relationships in his/her society, which themselves are structured by particular
hierarchies.

All these aspects of citizenship are also elements of nation-building: these are the
processes whereby an individual "becomes national" to borrow Eley and Suny's
(1996) expression. They are the socio-cultural rights of citizenship through which
being national is expressed. They may be understood using Turner's terminology as
realising the cultural content of full citizenship (cited in Hill and Lian 1995 p.30), a
state of being which accompanies the Indonesian FDW on her journey to Taiwan and
informs her incorporation into the Taiwanese household and family unit. The
dynamics of citizenship and of being national, including notions of rights and duties,
are simultaneously shaped by other forces such as non-government organisations
(NGOs), which mediate the FDWs' relationships with the state in Indonesia and
Taiwan as shown below and in the following chapter. NGOs represent points of
interaction in the relationships between citizen-FDW, non-citizen FDW and the states
of both Indonesia and Taiwan as they engage in debates over the participation of
Indonesian FDWs in the labour market in a range of ways. An integral element of this
struggle between state, NGOs and citizens is tied to the imagining of the nation.
National identity or the way in which the nation is imagined is a fundamental aspect
of nationality and what it means to be Indonesian or Taiwanese.

Imagining the Nation

Like citizenship, nationality is not limited to the objective politico-legal definition
(itself bound to the idea of statehood), but also inextricably linked to everyday
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nationalist discourses manifested in a subjective "imagining" of nation/nationality by
self and others. The notion of "imagining" the nation is derived from Benedict
Anderson's book Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origins and Spread of
Nationalism. In his book, Anderson (1991 p.6) defines the nation as "an imagined
political community - and imagined as both inherently limited and sovereign". The
imagining of nation occurs because,

... even the members of the smallest nation will never know most of their
fellow members, meet them or even hear of them, yet in the minds of each
lives their image of their community (Anderson 1991 p.6).

It is limited because of its "finite, if elastic boundaries, beyond which lie other
nations" and sovereign because it is an historical construct emerging from the
Enlightenment in opposition to the divinely ordained, hierarchical dynastic realm
(Anderson 1991 p.7). Despite being described as an imagined community, Anderson
clearly emphasises that the nation is a product of modernity that can be located in
time and space (Anderson 1991 p.5-9). In focusing on cultural constructs such as
language, notions of time and the print media, Anderson illuminates the constructed
character of nationality and pins the concept down in a material way. The sense of
nationhood, as Conversi (2004 p. 12) notes in her discussion of Connor's theorising of
nationhood, means that "a nation has to exist in the feelings and daily experience of
ordinary people", though it must be said that this might be the result rather than the
premise of the nation. This sense of belonging and fraternity generated in the
imagined community can be so great that it creates a situation where people are
willing to sacrifice themselves on its behalf (Anderson 1991 p.7). In his
conceptualising of nationhood, Anderson captures the power inherent in the processes
whereby nation and nationality are constructed. These processes are clearly evident in
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the contestations of representations of F D W s and national identity described below in
the case of Indonesia and in the next chapter in the case of Taiwan. These imaginings
of the nation are also unambiguously gendered as are all constructions of national
identity as discussed below.

Gendered Imaginings of the Nation
There has been a growing body of feminist literature on gender and the nation,
especially over the last decade or so. The most commonly cited key text is YuvalDavis' (1997) book, Gender and Nation, because it so clearly demonstrates the way in
which nationalism is a gendered discourse and a gendered practice20. Likewise,
Mayer's (2000) publication, Gender Ironies of Nationalism: Sexing the Nation
highlighted the "intimacies" between gender, nation and sexuality. Mayer (2000 p.l)

noted that gender, nation and sexuality all "play an important role in constructing one
another — by invoking and helping to construct the "us" versus "them" distinction
and the exclusion of the Other". This body of literature reminds us that the

construction of nations (the discourse, the narration, and of course, nationalist state

policies) is gendered, and that this matters because it leads to a more nuanced analysi
of the dynamics of nationalism. For example, nationalist discourses use and reinforce
gender ideologies with particular effects on the way the nation is constructed, on the
way in which men and women are impacted, on the way in which state policy in all
manner of ways is formulated and enforced.

This is pertinent to my study for several reasons. The ways in which nationalist-based,
discursive tug-of wars have come to be centred upon the personage of the Indonesian

20

See also Yuval-Davis and Anthias (eds) 1989.
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female F D W in Taiwan indicates the ways in which these w o m e n have become
"signifiers of ethnic/national differences" (Anthias and Yuval-Davis in Hutchinson
and Smith 1994 p.313). This terrain is highly contested and rarely static. For example,
when a stressed Indonesian FDW murdered her employer, did the event demonstrate
an inclusive yet vulnerable nation at the mercy of out-of-control foreign labour or did
it highlight national patterns of abuse and exploitation of vulnerable female FDWs?
Or, when the Indonesian state "exports" its women as FDWs, is this heartless,
economic opportunism or is it facilitating a citizen's right to employment and hence
contribution to family and nation? It is here that we can explore the intersection
between gender and nationalism in the migration experience of Indonesian domestic
workers (the deployment of nationalism). Moreover, we can borrow Pessar and
Mahler's (2001) insight of conceptualising gender as a process rather than an
immutable truth, and usefully apply it to simultaneously deconstruct the myth of
nationality. They argued that,

Conceptualizing gender [and nationality] as a process yields a more praxis
oriented perspective wherein gender [and nationality] identities, relations and
ideologies are fluid, not fixed (Pessar and Mahler 2001 p.2).

Gender is an integral part of the process of nationality, particularly as it is made

manifest in the arena of citizenship and of national identity. This is the point at whic
we need to begin to understand the specific case of Indonesian FDWs and the

pertinence of nationality, national identity and citizenship to their story of migration
to Taiwan.
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Indonesia's Labour Exports
As "a quintessential labor-surplus nation" (Hugo 2007), Indonesia continues to be

well placed to meet global demands for affordable service sector labour by exporting

its "unskilled" citizens. As at the end of 2006, approximately 11 percent of Indonesi
workers (11.6 million) were unemployed, and over 20 percent (45 million)
underemployed (Hugo 2007). If we look back to the deepening of the Asian economic

crisis of 1997-99, labour migration was increasingly seen as a solution to a myriad o
problems in Indonesia including overcrowding, economic uncertainty, unemployment
and underemployment (Ford n.d. p.2-6). And, it was within this context that labour

migration became central to the national economic strategy and the full potential of
labour as an export commodity became apparent to the state. Drawing on members of

the working class, but not the poorest of the poor, who could not afford both initial
and ongoing costs (Young 2006 p.25), labour exports have rocketed. The Indonesian

state's increasing commitment to this economic strategy is evidenced in its five-yea
economic development plans or Repelita. Whereas only 5,624 workers were deployed
under the government's labour migration program between 1969 and 1974; the Sixth
Five-Year plan (1994-99) set a target of 1.25 million labour migrants that was
surpassed with 1,461,236 being deployed; and the target for 1999-2003 more than
doubled to 2,800,000 (Hugo 2002). Hugo (2007 p.3) observed that in mid-2006, the
Minister of Labour estimated that there were 2.7 million documented Indonesians
working overseas, being 2.8 percent of the total national workforce. Indonesia has
now joined the Philippines and Mexico as one of the largest suppliers of FDWs and
carers.
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Following global trends, the export of migrant labour from Indonesia became

increasingly feminised and dominated by service sector workers. The Worl

(2006) estimated that in 2004 as many as 83 percent of all Indonesian ov

migrants were women, and that of these, over 90 percent worked as "house

The vast majority of these women work in the Middle East, East Asian and
Asian countries (see Table 1 below).

TABLE 1
Placement of Indonesian Overseas Workers for Formal
and Informal Sectors in Middle East and Asia Pacific by Destination and
at December 2005).

DESTINATION

FORMAL

INFORMAL

TOTAL

MALE

FEMALE

MALE

FEMALE

Saudi Arabia

1,579

1,145

9,788

137,723

150,235

Kuwait

-

-

25

16,817

16,842

UAE

93

17

8

5,504

5,622

Bahrain

5

-

-

16

21

Qatar

145

20

9

828

1,002

Jordan

-

-

-

2,081

2,081

Tunis/Oman,

282

729

39

166

1216

Malaysia

126,672

57,023

34

18,158

201,887

Singapore

-

-

-

25,087

25,087

Brunei

5

2

2,407

2,564

4,978

Hong Kong

-

6

2

12,135

12,143

Korea

4,020

484

-

2

4,506

Japan/Europe/USA

102

12

"

"

114

others
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Taiwan

3,704

829

346

43,697

48,576

Total

136,607

60,267

12,658

264,778

474,310

Source: Depnakertrans-Ditjen PPTKLN. December 2005 (www.nakertrans.go.id)

Most of these w o m e n originate from villages in West Java (Sukabumi, Cianjur,
Indramayu), Central Java (Cilacap, Wonosobo), Yogyakarta (Kulon Progo), East Java
(Malang, Kediri, Ponorogo), East Nusa Tenggara, West Nusa Tenggara, South
Sulawesi, and Lampung (Sanusi 2007) (see Figure 2 below). Most are poorly
educated having completed only primary school, officially aged between 18 and 40

years, but in reality between 14 and 40 years, and married although some are divorce
(Raharto 2007; Sanusi 2007). Labour brokers (calo) facilitate the placement of these
workers overseas, a process considered in depth in Chapter Four.

FIGURE 2: M A P O F INDONESIA (FDWs' villages of origin added)
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Source: (GlocalMagz Indonesia 2007)

Although female labour exports to the Middle East21 were dominant during the 1980s
and 1990s, other destinations such as Malaysia, Singapore, Hong Kong and Taiwan
have become increasingly popular22. In 2000, there was an 89 percent increase over
the previous year of Indonesian migrant workers being sent to Taiwan, that is, from
41,224 to 77,830 workers (O'Neill 2001); and 81 percent of these workers were
employed as caregivers and domestic workers (Battistella 2001 p.8). As at the end of
March 2008, there were 122,164 Indonesian workers in Taiwan, of whom 107,390 (or
88 percent) worked as carers and domestic workers (EVTA 2008).

As previously noted, statistics concerning numbers of Indonesian workers abroad vary
greatly. Migrant numbers often differ between Indonesian government sources and
receiving nations' statistics. Wee and Sim (2004 p. 167) stated that in fact, no exact
figures existed on the scale of transnational female migration from Southeast Asia and
even ILO estimates err on the conservative side. Furthermore, variations in
estimates on the numbers of Indonesians labouring abroad vary greatly according to
the source and the inclusion or exclusion of undocumented migrants. According to the
Consortium to Defend Indonesian Migrant Workers (Kopbumi) in the year 2000, there

21

Hugo (2007) suggests that this trend is now reversing with the Middle East returning to po

with over 50 percent of workers heading there in 2003 and 2004 as compared to Malaysia, Sing
and other destinations.
22

Statistics on the flow of migrants from Indonesia are highly problematic due to the large

undocumented workers leaving the country, and "the limited collection of stock and flow info

on movements to and from the nation" (Hugo 2007). Hence I use Table 1 to indicate trends rath
exact figures.
23
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ILO estimate that there were around 2.3 million Indonesians working abroad in 2005 (Rahart

were 4 million Indonesians employed overseas (Indonesian Observer, 19 December
2000). Although estimates vary, it is generally agreed that between 70 and 80 percent
of all Indonesian overseas labour migrants are women (Ford n.d. p.8) and that everincreasing numbers leave Indonesian shores as new recruits on the global "survival
circuit" (Sassen 2003).

As the numbers of overseas workers rose each year, so did their remittances. The
World Bank noted that remittances sent home by migrant workers from developing
countries amounted to U.S. $167 billion in 2005 (HRW 2006). This represents a
significant form of foreign exchange often surpassing "export revenues, foreign direct
investment (FDI), and other private capital inflows" (IMF cited in HRW 2006). The
remittances from these workers are sent home both officially and unofficially through
bank accounts, by post, or brought home by workers themselves or their friends. In
Indonesia, the value of official remittances between January and April 2004 increased
by nearly 450 percent compared to the same period in the previous year (The Jakarta
Post, 28 July 2004). This was up from U.S. $2 billion in 2001, U.S. $3.1 billion in
2002, and approximately U.S. $5.49 billion per year up to 2004 (HRW 2004)24. In
2005, remittances were estimated to constitute 5 percent of real Gross Domestic
Product (Asis 2005 p.26). Over time overseas contract workers (tenaga kerja

24

Thesefiguresare restricted to official remittancefiguresalone, not taking into account unrecorded

amounts which are "assumed to be even higher" (HRW 2004). Hugo (2007) further suggests th

official figures would be around half the real total as "large amounts are sent through u

channels, and brought back as cash and gifts" and "Indonesian data are particularly poor"
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Indonesia (TKI)) and more particularly, tenaga kerja wanita ( T K W ) came to be
proclaimed "heroes" by the state25.

TKW and the New Order State: Heroes or Victims?
Since the time of the New Order, the Indonesian state regarded migrant workers as the
cornerstone of a new, more economically sound Indonesia in a tough global
environment. In the eyes and words of various leaders of the Indonesian state, these
workers are foreign exchange heroes — pahlawan devisa— a highly successful
export from an economy in crisis, from a nation suffering high unemployment,
overpopulation problems in Java and communal conflict across the archipelago
(Loveband 2006).

The image of hero, however, is inherently ambiguous and unwittingly telling. Central

to the notion of hero is one of sacrifice. As the Indonesian state sent off its women as

frontline troops in the battle to save the economy, stories of abuse and mistreatment o
these workers abounded (c.f. Jones 2000; Hugo 2002 p. 170-173; Ford 2004). The
rising numbers of TKW and the increasing visibility of abuses of these female
Indonesian citizens saw the issue of female labour migration taken up by middle-class
NGOs including Solidaritas Perempuan untuk Hak Asasi Manusia (Women's
Solidarity for Human Rights), Lembaga Bantuan Hukum Asosiasi Perempuan
Indonesia untuk Keadilan (LBH APIK, Legal Aid Bureau of the Indonesian Women's
Association for Justice), the Centre for Indonesian Migrant Women, and Konsorsium

25

The term "heroes" was also used to describe transnational migrant workers in the Phil

1996; Parrenas 2001) and in Mexico in speeches by President Vincente Fox (Durand 2004).
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Pembela

Buruh

Migran

Indonesia (Consortium to Defend Indonesian Migrant

Workers) or Kopbumi (Ford 2004 p. 107-110). These NGOs challenged state
representation of TKW as heroes by employing counter-discursive images of these
workers as victims (based on actual cases of TKW abuse) as a means to confront the

state on its labour export policy and its failure to protect its citizens. The rosy sta
portrayal of foreign remittance heroes is vigorously and constantly challenged in the
media with reports on case after case of rape, suicide and abuse of Indonesian women
working as domestic labourers abroad (c.f. Kompas, 13 March 2000; BuruhMigran
2005; Harian Analisa Online 2005, 2008; Lampung Post, 27 November 2007; Jakarta
Post, 1 October 2007).

At times, the strength of the public indignity over the suffering of Indonesian women
abroad even saw fractures within the state apparatus; for example, in 1997, a former
Minister of Women's Affairs called for a ban on sending women abroad to work as
maids as these women were the pillars of the country and thus should be treated with
respect and not as housemaids (cited in Ananta 2000 p.39) . In 2002, even the former
Minister for Manpower, Jacob Nua Wea (cited in The Straits Times, 21 March 2002)
lamented the fate of Indonesian women working abroad as housemaids when he said,

I would say that we had better stop sending househelpers to foreign countries
because they are often treated as modern-day slaves there.

26

Despite public concern over the abuse of migrant domestic workers, little attention given to similar

widespread abuse in Indonesian homes - "neither the Indonesian state nor most women's o

have shown any interest in the fate of local domestic servants, arguably one of the mos
groups of women workers" (Blackburn 2004 p. 188)
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Such ruptures in the state's position not only highlight the importance of not
presuming an homogeneous and undifferentiated state-derived nationalist discourse
but more importantly, if we take into account "victim" counter-discourses, it allows us
to recognise that a range of nationalist visions and associated discourses operate on an
everyday basis. These are the everyday forms of nationalism referred to in the
previous chapter.

In the popular national imagining, migrant workers, in particular women migrant
workers, represented vulnerable victims "at risk, over there" who are being let down
by a callous, pliable and money-oriented state. Interestingly, although there have been
occasional successful pushes to ban the export of female domestic workers , it is

often not the policy itself that is questioned. Rather, the state is challenged to protec
these workers by better representation overseas, improvements in physical and legal
protection as well as management of unscrupulous agents (Rudnyckyj 2004 p.424). In
a sense, this strategy represents an accommodation to state agendas by NGOs rather
than any dichotomous opposition to the state in their mediating between citizen and
state. Rudnyckyj (2004 p.408) describes these NGOs as engaging in a process of
"rationalizing labor flows" by pushing for reforms rather than abolition. Ironically,
the push by NGOs to empower the citizen migrant worker may cause the state's
power vis-a-vis the citizen to increase as,

27

Short-lived bans were implemented in 1998, 2001 and 2003 (Blackburn 2004; Hugo 2002 p. 177).

See also articles "NU: 'Stop exporting female workers' - shame to nation" Jakarta Post, 24

2003; "Pengiriman TKW ke Arab Sebaiknya Dihentikan" (Sending TKW to Arabia is best halted)
Kompas, 17 March 2001.
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Strategies to protect the rights of migrant laborers m a y bring about greater
state intervention in their lives (Rudnyckyj 2004 p.407-408).

Having said this, NGOs do not stand as a homogeneous entity in terms of policy and
strategy, a matter emphasised in the previous chapter. There is division amongst (and
even within) NGOs: some NGOs such as LBH-APIK call for a total cessation of the
export of female labour overseas, others such as the large umbrella NGO, Kopbumi,
are divided, and representatives of yet other NGOs such as Krisnawaty from
Solidaritas Perempuan recognise that banning such work would limit significant work
*?S

opportunities for poor, rural working-class w o m e n (Ford 2003 p.96) . Solidaritas
Perempuan believes that women have a right to work overseas and an equivalent right

to state protection whilst doing so. However, despite these differences, all were unite
as they decried the exploitation of TKW and pressured the state for reforms on behalf
of citizen migrant workers.

It was not only public concern over the fate of female compatriots that excited this
debate but the implications that the abuse of female Indonesian citizens had for the
identity of the nation. Before exploring this matter further, it is necessary to
historically contextualise the representation of Indonesian womanhood and its
linkages to the imagining of the nation. This examination further illuminates the
patterns that contemporary TKW hero/victim debates have taken.

28

Banning would more than likely also force women to engage in undocumented labour migration

which would exacerbate their vulnerability further (Hugo 2002 p. 177).
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Ideals of Indonesian Womanhood and the Nation
Any understanding of the representations of Indonesian womanhood must consider
the socio-political context from which they emanate. Although this chapter is
concerned with representations of TKW that first appeared during the New Order, and
subsequent contestations of these images, it is illuminating to note prior patterns
where women, the family and the nation were linked. Hence, before addressing the
primary period of the New Order, it is instructive to briefly note the practice of
linking woman and the family to national identity and citizenship during the era that
preceded Suharto's New Order regime.

Pre-New Order Patterns
During the struggle for Independence (1945-1949) women's roles were not only
directed at supporting the family but also at sustaining the nationalist movement

generally via the provision of food, medical support for soldiers and the civil service,
and occasionally through their involvement in direct combat (Blackburn 2004 p.22).
Upon Independence, their contribution was recognised within the 1945 Constitution
in the establishment of a secular state with equal status for men and women
(Blackburn 2004 p.22). Women were encouraged to embody the revolution within the
household,

The revolutionary spirit that pervades all of society should also touch the
affairs of the household, which must be improved in a revolutionary manner as
well. In this w a y w e will be able to take steps toward improving family life
and achieving the goals of the People, to have a Nation that is just and
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prosperous (Trisula magazine 1959 cited in Brenner 1999 p. 13, original
italics).

Here we can see the direct connection between made between the activities of
revolutionary women and the identity and well-being of the revolutionary nation.

After a brief period where women's organisations flourished in number but not in
political representation, the role of women was clearly laid out in 1963 by President
Sukarno in his impassioned work, Sarinah. Blackburn (2004 p.24) notes that, in
Sarinah, "women were to devote themselves to the nation, and concerns like national
unity took precedence over women's issues". During the period of Guided Democracy
(1958-1965), the image of a good, Indonesian woman was as a contributor to the
nation first and as an individual second. In other words, individual needs and
citizenship rights were subsumed to the greater national political agenda. However,
the point was stressed that women's efforts to improve the national community meant

a concurrent (albeit indirect) benefit to the family (Locher-Scholten and Niehof 1992
p.7) . The close links between good woman citizen, the family and national wellbeing were amplified under the New Order but with significant deviations.

At the Height of the New Order
For some time the model of "state Ibuism" or state "motherism", which "defines
women as appendages of their husbands and casts female dependency as ideal"
(Suryakusuma 1996 p.98), has dominated scholarly discourse about constructions of

Even prior to Sukarno, the Dutch colonial government promoted an ideal of Indonesian womanhood
based on a household consisting of a husband, housewife/mother and servants, a model which was only
attainable to the minority Javanese aristocracy andpriyayi classes (Dupar 1997).
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Indonesian womanhood. Even prior to academic studies of state Ibuism, authors such
as Norma Sullivan (1983; 1990) and Kathryn Robinson (1991) explored images of
Indonesian women and linked this image to the New Order state's agenda. At a risk of
being schematic, the argument went as follows. Under Suharto's New Order (19661998), the Indonesian state promoted the five pillars of womanhood where women
were primarily represented as domestically situated reproducers - they were
supporters of their husbands, caretakers of the household, producers of the nation's
future generations, the family's primary socialiser and lastly, Indonesian citizens
(Sullivan 1983 p.148)30. This project was largely achieved through the institutions of
PKK (Pembinaan Kesijahteraan Keluarga = Family Welfare Guidance) and the
extensive organisation for the wives of civil servants, Dharma Wanita (Women's
Duty) (Suryakusuma 1996). According to Saraswati Sunindyo these conservative
gender ideologies were also delivered via the state-owned media, for example on the
state-run television, TVRI, in television dramas (cinetron) (cited in Brenner 1999
p. 15). For thirty odd years in the imagining of the nation, women ideally belonged
firmly within the boundaries of the nation and were located as the primary nurturers
of their families within their households according to their kodrat wanita (an Islamic
construction meaning the inherent nature of women). This construction of the ideal
Indonesian woman/family was equated with the health and identity of the nation - a
"stable, harmonious, prosperous society built on a foundation of moral, apolitical,
middle-class families" (Brenner 1999 p. 14). Under the New Order, the avenues for
alternative imaginings and overt challenges were relatively limited due to the
authoritarian nature of the regime. These images of womanhood were presented as

30

Later, women were named "human resources" emphasising their dual roles (peran ganda) a

and worker (Parawansa 2002 p.71).
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markers of development (pembangunan) and of the modernity of the N e w Order
while continuing the pattern of past narratives that linked nation-building, women
the family (Robinson 1994; Brenner 1999). However, the image of a middle-class

housewife serving her husband, family and the state represented a change from earli

revolutionary times under Sukarno in terms of the gendered duties of citizenship. A
Blackburn (2004 p.99) observed,

Gender roles could return to 'normal', where normality meant an amalgam of
Javanese priyayi and Western bourgeois models of the nuclear family, in
which people could contribute to both the material and moral betterment of
themselves and the nation.

While these New Order constructions of Indonesian womanhood may well have
dominated public discursive space particularly in the media, there is an important

caveat to be noted. These constructions were only ever partially representative: in
class terms, the majority of Indonesian women were working-class and "this 'ideal'
not even imaginable for most women in this largely agrarian and relatively poor

country" (Brenner 1999 p.30). In ethnic terms, these images were, as Blackburn note
above, derived from Javanese priyayi and Western bourgeois models. Ideologically,
the representation of Indonesian womanhood that the New Order promoted was part
of an effort to pursue its political and economic agenda of development and

modernity. In practical terms, this image of ideal Indonesian womanhood was largely
irrelevant to most Indonesian women who were engaged in agricultural and small-

scale trading (Ford 2003 p.90); and it had limited resonance with the everyday live
experience of village dwelling, working-class women from which the majority of
TKW come. These working-class rural women, like Blackwood's (2008 p. 17)
Minangkabau women rice farmers, were "not your average housewives" in New
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Order terms. The change in the socio-political environment that accompanied the
downfall of Suharto was reflected in an increase in the ways in which Indonesian
womanhood came to be represented.

The Waning New Order, the Rise of Multiple Constructions of Womanhood and
Euforia Reformasi
As the New Order weakened, the era of reform or reformasi began and alternate
representations of Indonesian women, including TKW, started to fill discursive space

in line with political and structural changes such as increasing numbers of NGOs and
the opening up of democratic space especially in the media. These changing
representations of Indonesian women in the media were reflected in new debates in
the academy.

For some time in academia the image of female factory workers (c.f. Mather 1983;
Wolf 1992) sat alongside studies of New Order constructions of Indonesian
womanhood (Sullivan 1983; Robinson 1994; Suryakusuma 1996). Debates about the
representations of Indonesian womanhood were enlivened by Krishna Sen's (1998)
publication on the increasing prevalence of media images of wanita karier (career
women) and modern femocrats who, she argued joined, or even replaced, earlier and
more conservative constructs of the archetypal New Order Indonesian woman.
Wanita karier supposedly experienced the constant contradiction between the ideal
domestically located woman and a professional identity. This contradiction had given
rise to a plethora of articles in middle-class women's magazines on how to manage
the dilemma (see Brenner 1999). Sen (1998 p.36) effectively challenged earlier
academic preoccupation with Indonesian women workers in multinational factories
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w h o were "victims of the nation's modernisation". According to Sen (1998), it was
only with the rise of middle-class professional women in the later years of the New
Order that the wanita karier image was promoted both within and outside Indonesia
as a claim to modernity. While Sen rightly noted the increasing prevalence of the
image of wanita karier, she overstated its dominance and glossed over other images
of Indonesian women in the media including those of overseas women workers.

Essentially, Sen's images of Indonesian womanhood describe a section of Indonesian
society. Therefore those images, like their New Order antecedent, continue to be a
skewed representation of Indonesian womanhood. In response to Sen's article, which
dealt with gender and the rise of the new middle class in Indonesia, Michele Ford
(2003) questioned the degree to which the more "modern" and middle-class images of
career women and femocrats had replaced working-class images of Indonesian
womanhood in the national imagining31. Ford (2003 p. 84) observes,

But in her endeavour to redress the imbalance in accounts of Indonesian
women's work, Sen effectively reverses it.

To support her case, Ford (2003) examined popular contemporary discourses and
representations of working-class women in the daily press. She noted the high
visibility of both factory workers and female overseas migrant workers in the media.

What is interesting about this debate is the way in which both Sen and Ford have
described the multiplication of discursive constructions of Indonesian womanhood.

31

Use of the terms "working class" and "middle class" do not presume homogeneity withi

which are always cross-cut by gender, ethnicity, age, life experience and so on.
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The portrayals of the active factory worker/activist and the passive overseas domestic
worker have now become legitimate, public representations of the experiences of
Indonesian women as much as Sen's wanita karier. What we now have are
representations of working-class women joining the earlier, exclusive representation
of middle-class New Order ideals. However, as Ford (2003 p.90) argues, images of
factory and overseas workers still exclude the majority of working-class women
engaged in agricultural labour and petty trade. Ford (2003 p.90) explains this
imbalance as follows,

Given the visibility and economic significance of these types of work [factory
and overseas], it is not surprising that the experiences of the w o m e n w h o
perform them feature heavily in both academic accounts and popular
perceptions of the w o m a n worker in Indonesia.

What differs in these representations of working-class women, according to Ford, is
that while factory workers are variously represented as "privileged participants in
modernity, victims and empowered activists", in contrast, female overseas migrant
workers are always depicted as passive victims of globalisation - "a good woman
who is a victim of globalisation, at risk of commodification and sexualization" but
who supposedly exercises little or no agency (Ford 2003 p.90). Nevertheless, both
these images, and that of wanita karier, represent an expansion in representations of
womanhood while the image of TKW as victim constitutes a powerful tool with
which NGOs can gain leverage in debates about the rights of citizens and the duty of
nation. This tool is made all the more powerful because their victimhood is not just
ideological manipulation but based in concrete reality.
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H o w do w e understand the prevalence of such images in light of the history of earlier
more conservative and selective representations? Once again, in order to understand

these dynamics, it is necessary to get a sense of the socio-political milieu of that t
leading up to and following the fall of Suharto in 1998, a time known as reformasi.

The expansion in democratic space during reformasi was accompanied by what was
known as euforia reformasi, a sense of euphoria that typified the noisy, excessive
(kebablasan) and out of control character of that time. It was almost as if the steam

could suddenly escape from the pressure of the previous thirty years of repression an
silencing by the state. The anti-KKN movement was in full swing, civil society
called for greater accountability and new discourses of citizens' rights were heard.
Global slogans such as "women's rights are human rights" were employed to raise
awareness of women's issues. The emergence of alternative representations of
Indonesian womanhood, particularly in terms of TKW, embodied broader patterns
where, "what was formerly invisible [or at least unspoken] has been rendered visible"
(Robinson 2002 p. 147). The change from the New Order was astonishing. As Harry
Aveling (2007 p.9) observed,

During the 'New Order' period, newspapers, magazines, writers and public
performances had been carefully scrutinised by government authorities to
ensure that nothing was said or published which might 'disturb public order'.

However, under the influence of reformasi,

K K N or Korupsi, Kolusi dan Nepotisme meaning corruption, collusion and nepotism.
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This n e w freedom of speech flooded the newspapers, the magazines and
literature itself. Writers everywhere frankly criticised the government
(Aveling2007p.l0).

Particularly in the media, alternative discourses were more easily heard and criticism
was more loudly voiced. For example, the activism and demonstrations against the
May 1998 rapes of Chinese Indonesian women led to an opening up of the "public
secret" of violence against women (Robinson 2002 p. 146; Blackburn 2004).
Reformasi represented "an explosive moment in Indonesian history" where new
spaces opened up within which to articulate dissent and new coalitions of NGOs
appeared (Budianta 2002 p. 40ff).

As the number of NGOs mushroomed in the new political climate, stories of abuse of
Indonesian FDWs in places like the Middle East motivated new and already existing
women's groups and coalitions such as Solidaritas Perempuan to pressure the
government for better conditions for these expatriate citizens (Pudjiastuti 2003;
Blackburn 2004 p. 189; Hugo 2005 p.85). For example, Solidaritas Perempuan,
initially formed in 1990, was made up of an alliance of around thirty NGOs by the
year 2000 and currently represents a significant voice on behalf of, and support to,
migrant women workers and others (Robinson 2000 p.270ff). Such alliances had
some success, for example, the drafting and submission of the Bill on the "Protection
of Migrant Workers and Their Families" to the state (Hugo 2005 p.85). In terms of
images of womanhood, this period was remarkable because for the first time since the
silencing of Gerwani33, working women had representation, especially in the media.
Alongside the experiences of female factory workers, those of TKW had "moved
33

Gerwani (Gerakan Wanita Indonesia) — the banned and highly vilified grassroots women'

organisation associated with the Indonesian Communist Party (PKI) that was destroyed af
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beyond the boundaries of labour activism into Indonesian popular culture and the
public imagination" (Ford 2003 p. 104). The NGO representations of TKW as victims
in the media contrasted with state images of TKW as heroes, a state of affairs that
lead to the body of the TKW coming to signify a broader imagining of the Indonesian
nation and the nature of Indonesian citizenship. Each image continued to be linked to
a selective imagining of the nation, and particularly in the case of state
representations, one which was fraught with contradictions. The new political milieu
provided an opportunity for NGOs to highlight these inconsistencies and challenge

the state about the moral identity of the nation. Each side of the debate represents an
everyday discourse of nationalism vying for dominance in the popular imagining. If
understood this way, the contradictions, ambiguities, contestations and continuities
that are markers of nationalist discourses are intelligible.

Imagining TKW and the Nation: Contradictions and Continuities
Inconsistencies under the New Order
The image of Indonesian women leaving home as the new heroes going to the
frontlines in foreign nations, vulnerable within another man's household, sat rather
uneasily alongside earlier New Order ideologies and representations of the
domestically located woman. Despite the fact that the New Order's ideal woman, as

discussed earlier, never actually represented working-class reality, the state continu
to act upon and react to this image as if the migration experiences of TKW did not
contradict it. The New Order state sought to reconcile the disjuncture between the
idealised domestically located woman and the export of their female citizens to
vulnerable situations abroad by glorifying the role of low income Indonesian women
as economic saviours or pahlawan devisa. Further, the state tried to mask the
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contradictions by emphasising that these w o m e n were still nurturing their families
through their choice to work overseas and send money home to improve their
families' economic situation (Robinson 2000 p.264). This notion was extended with
the state's claim that TKW did not only nurture their own biological family but also
the family of the nation. TKW, the state argued, were caring mothers and good
citizens who were doing their duty. TKW were presented as active agents, as
contributors to the nation and as frontline troops selflessly battling to save the
economy whilst exercising their right to work. From the early days of TKW
migration, state sentiments, such as those from Sudomo, the then Minister for
Manpower, tried to put a positive spin on TKW saying, "We respect their strong
desire that is pure and noble" (cited in Robinson 2000 p.264) In these ways, the state
attempted to incorporate the working-class migrant woman into the earlier ideal
woman/citizen image by highlighting their selflessness as contributors to the family
and the nation. All the while, the state continued to ignore the human costs and
indignities involved.

In turn, as the fall of the New Order grew ever closer, NGOs and activists persistently
presented more powerful, counter-discursive images of the passive, sacrificial TKW
citizens in the media34. Women's organisations such as Kowani also called for a halt
to the export of women as domestic workers "in order not to lower the dignity and
status of Indonesian women" and by implication, the nation (cited in Blackburn 2004

34

Contestation was not limited to the press, NGOs and the state — film-maker, Dimas Harin

consciously weighed into the moral debate over the export of TKW in his TV drama about an

Indonesian FDW in Saudi Arabia, Under the Full Moon I Pray, and in doing so brought the w
class migrant woman even further into the living rooms of the middle class (Ford 2003).
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p. 189). The dominant images of T K W in the media were good w o m e n w h o were
passive victims having been commodified, exploited, dehumanised and at times
sexually abused, all for the economic gain of remittances (Ford 2003 p.96-7)35. In
pursuing this course, activists highlighted the inherent contradiction of the hero
discourse, that is, the extent of the sacrifice that heroism entails. They utilised the

state's own paternalistic rhetoric "of idealized femininity and domestic roles in order
to pressure the state to internationalize its accountability" (Silvey 2004 p.258). They
extended this argument by representing the abuse of migrant Indonesian domestic
workers as a "national embarrassment" (Hugo cited in Silvey 2004 p.258) that
compromised national status and pride, by the state's failure to protect the reputation
of Indonesian women (Robinson 2000 p.264). These NGOs acted as mediators in the

state/citizen relationship by pressuring the state to honour its duty to citizens worki
outside the nation's boundaries.

This dynamic emerges from a long history whereby representations of women were
equated with the moral identity, at times modernity, of the nation. Images of women
and the family constitute "the ground upon which ideological contests over the
nation's future were [and continue to be] waged" (Brenner 1999 p. 16). We can clearly
witness the contestation over images of TKW continuing this trend: from the time of
the New Order state justifying its export of women workers by manipulating New
Order familial ideology with the continued lip service being paid to the image of
pahlawan devisa by subsequent presidents as examined below.

35

Interestingly, as Ford (2003 p.97-98) notes, the image of TKW as sex worker/entertain

absent arguably due to the potency of discourses of morality and images of TKW as a "goo
and "sexual victim" in the official and public arena.
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Continuity after the Fall of Suharto: The Incidents
After the fall of Suharto in May 1998, images of hero and victim continued to be
prominent in debates over the export of TKW, and they continued to be equated with
the identity and morality of the nation. Although more overt, the patterns of
contestation have changed little since the New Order. This is most clearly evident if
one examines the clash of imaginings and representations which accompany incidents
involving the abuse of Indonesian FDWs. These patterns are evident from the
presidency of Abdurrahman Wahid (1999-2001), to that Megawati (2001-2004) and
to current Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono.

The well-known case of Kartini captured the interest of the nation during the
presidency of Abdurrahman Wahid (widely known as "Gus Dur"). In 1999 Kartini
was sentenced to death by stoning in the United Arab Emirates (UAE) for adultery,
she had become pregnant after being raped by her employer's chauffeur. Tellingly,

the case only came to the Ministry's attention after it was publicised in the media a

it was only the massive public indignation in Indonesia following her sentencing that
saved her. Despite earlier labelling overseas contract workers "part of the backbone
national development" (Indonesian Observer, 8 November 2000), it was mainly
popular pressure on Gus Dur's government that led to the foreign ambassador
travelling to UAE to speak on Kartini's behalf whereupon she was freed on May 1,
2000. In the minds of the Indonesian people, Kartini came to represent the suffering
of Indonesian domestic workers abroad and her case became synonymous with the
moral struggle of both Indonesian womanhood and the Indonesian nation. Although
Kartini's nightmare ended relatively well, others in similar circumstances did not
receive such support from the government. In fact there was a continuing sense from
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governments since the 1990s that the onus lay on the migrant w o m e n to conduct
themselves in such as way as to guard their reputations instead of expecting
"excessive" government involvement (Ford 2003 p.97).

President Megawati, despite being Indonesia's first woman president, only showed
interest in the issue of TKW when absolutely forced to do so. Renowned for her

silence, it was only when national uproar followed reports of the horrific torture o
Indonesian domestic worker that Megawati engaged. Nirmala Bonat became the face
of Indonesian women's suffering abroad and a source of shame for both the
Indonesian and the Malaysian governments — Nirmala was tortured to the point of
unrecognisability by her Malaysian employers (The Jakarta Post, May 24 2004). In
Malaysia, Prime Minister Abdullah Badawi stated that he was shocked and outraged

at the injuries allegedly inflicted on her, saying "It is shameful; it is despicable

is painful for Malaysians to see another human being tortured like this" (cited in Th
Daily Express, 23 May 2004). In Indonesia, state policy of exporting female labour
was challenged in articles such as "How many more Nirmalas?" (The Jakarta Post, 27
May 2004). This case acted as a catalyst, sparking a renewed war of words over the

moral validity of the state "trafficking" (as one activist put it during my fieldwor
Indonesian women workers.

Even now, with more recent cases of abuse of TKW, the image of Megawati giving a
red carpet welcome at the state palace for Nirmala and her anxious mother remains
unforgettable (The Jakarta Post, 21 June 2007). In light of her past disinterest in
TKW matters, accusations of insensitivity and political opportunism were later
directed at Megawati, the "caring mother" of the nation (The Jakarta Post, 28 May
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2004). This case again raised the spectre of the 2002 Nunukan disaster that occurred
earlier in Megawati's presidency. Hundreds of thousands of undocumented
Indonesian migrant workers had fled Malaysia following the introduction of
draconian punishment for illegal workers. The exodus resulted in panic, sickness and
death and was condemned across the world. Megawati remained silent and

unresponsive to the crisis before leaving on "another meaningless international jaunt",
an act which further intensified the anti-Megawati mood in Indonesia (Lane 2002
p. 18). While visiting Nunukan, Faiza Mardzoek, an official with Women's Solidarity
for Human Rights, stressed that while the government called foreign workers "the
heroes of foreign exchange", they failed to care for them (Perlez 2002). Adi Sasono (a
leader of the Association of Indonesian Muslim Intellectuals) added, "Who are we if
all we can export abroad is unskilled workers? It means that we are really a nation of
coolies, and a coolie among nations" referring to Sukarno's comment that colonial
Indonesia was a "coolie between nations" (between Asia and Australia) and that
independence was the only way to stop being a coolie nation (Perlez 2002).

This pattern whereby the TKW victim becomes a focal point of national identity and a
call to accountability continues under the current president Susilo Bambang
Yudhoyono, who also refers to TKW as heroes:

I have often reminded our ambassadors to give serious attention to our
manpower issues. They (migrant workers) are not only part of the solution, but
at the same time they are foreign exchange heroes (cited in Antara News, 1
June 2007).

Capturing public attention in late June 2007 was the story of Ceriyati who fled an
abusive Malaysian employer by knotting cloth together and climbing down the
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outside of a twelve story building before stopping exhausted half w a y d o w n and
having to be rescued (The Jakarta Post, June 21, 2007/ Ceriyati was photographed
clinging fearfully high above the ground and these pictures were sent around the
world. Her dramatic escape was recreated in Indonesian newspapers and on
television. Live interviews were conducted with Ceriyati's husband and with the
domestic worker herself. This case became the focus of conversations in offices,

markets and homes across the nation. Continuing earlier patterns, it also provided th
grounds for accusing the government: "How could Ceriyati and her fellow workers
expect for [sic] protection if those responsible are busy enriching themselves by
abusing their power?" and "They do not need to be seen as heroes. They just need a
minimum of care and protection" (Jakarta Post, Opinion and Editorial 21 June 2007).
The implication being that the state had become purely self-interested, and in this
process neglected its abused citizens, reduced Indonesia to a nation of servants, and
thereby compromised national honour.

Despite the signing of various bilateral agreements, diplomatic overtures, and
becoming a signatory to the ASEAN Declaration on the Protection and Promotion of
the Rights of Migrant Workers in Cebu, Philippines on 13 January 2007, economic
imperatives and issues of national sovereignty continue to constrain the Indonesian
government's response. It would seem that the economic exploitation of migrant
women workers only becomes an issue when the body of the TKW is violated in one
form or another. As Blackburn (2004 p. 193) pointed out,
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The Marsinah case , the afflictions of overseas w o m e n workers, all gained
particular poignancy because of the sexual violence inflicted on factory
workers and domestic servants.

All these incidents and the intensity of the national uproar that accompanied them are
indicative of the collision of various nationalist discourses and ideologies which
underwrite the citizen/state relationship. In the Indonesian case, we can clearly see the
ambiguities and contradictions contained within the discourses on Indonesian TKW
that give rise to counter-discursive challenges to state policy and contestations over
the nature of the nation and the value of citizenship. The question being posed is, as
Indonesians, who are we and what do we stand for? On the one hand, the "heroic"
undertaking of international migration by female domestic workers is promoted as an
active and positive move for a nation that is progressive and productive. However,
this same act is interpreted as the sacrifice of passive and impoverished female
citizens by a callous state that lacks accountability or conscience. Both these
discourses imply very different national identities for Indonesia. This debate that
centres upon TKW is a dialogue about national identity emanating from the
relationship between Indonesian citizens and their state. Overall, both ordinary
citizens as well as activists continue to evoke "the female migrant body as a vessel
and emblem of the nation itself, thus extending and reimagining the territory in which
the state is held responsible for its citizens" (Silvey 2004 p.260). This debate is part of
a long history where women and moral identity of the nation have been intimately
linked. As such, it represents an opportunity to reflect further upon theoretical issues
raised in the previous chapter.
36

Marsinah was a factory worker and activist who was tortured and killed for her involvemen

protests; although the military was strongly suspected to be behind her murder, the case wa
resolved (Blackburn 2004 p. 185).
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W o m e n , Nation and Nationalisms in Indonesia: A Discussion
National identity, and the narratives that accompany these constructions, are always
based on an ideal image of the nation (Mayer 2000 p.9). As argued earlier in the

chapter, this image is gendered (akin to nationalist discourses) reflecting the fact t

women are central to the political project of nations in a wide range of ways (YuvalDavis 1997). Nationality and/or national identity are constantly being built (and
contested) from discourses emanating from the relationship between Indonesian
citizens and various state apparatuses. These debates over TKW represent sites where
we can witness "ways in which the discourse on gender and that on nation tend to
intersect and to be constructed by each other" (Yuval-Davis 1997 p.4). The tensions
and contradictions evident in these competing discourses reflect parallel and linked
tensions in the gendered imagining of the Indonesian nation.

The Indonesian case above illustrates the ways in which nationalist imaginings are
"situated in specific historical moments and are constructed by shifting nationalist
discourses promoted by different groupings competing for hegemony" (Yuval-Davis

1997 p.4). There we can identify pre-existing patterns in the representations of women

and the linkage of such images to the moral identity of the nation. Specifically, the
ideal New Order woman represented the modem and moral developed nation, and
under Guided Democracy and during revolutionary times, the ideal and moral woman
was one who prioritised the national project over her individual needs. What is

particularly interesting, however, are the divergences: these lie in the class of wome
from which representations of womanhood are drawn (correlating with the historico-

political context) and, particularly in the case of the post-New Order representations
the number of representations competing for dominance in the public imagining.
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There are always alternative representations of w o m a n h o o d within a specific temporal
location but the potentialities for airing such constructions are greatly dependent upon

the political milieu. In the right context, such as the reformasi period, the contestatio
between everyday discourses of nationalism, which come to be represented in images
of female citizenry, changed from an implicit and subdued dynamic to one that is
overt and impassioned. Theoretically, these competing nationalist discourses highlight
the complexity of national discursive space and the necessity of "view[ing]
nationalism [and nationality] less as a coherent 'thing'" (Fox cited in Dwyer 2000
p.28-9).

The discursive contestations over images of TKW are gendered discourses of
nationalism that underscore the relevance of nationality from the very beginning of
the TKW's journey. As images derived from everyday discourses of nationalism,
which vie for dominance in the public imagining, they feed-off one another and can
only be understood in terms of the other. They do not lie purely in the domain/s of the
state and state-derived ideologies but they engage with them. Various groups
appropriate the image of TKW in the pursuit of their own imagining of the nation and
their own imagining of citizenship within that nation. These debates, which centre
upon various representations of TKW, are a reflection of the fact that women
"reproduce the nations, biologically, culturally and symbolically" (Yuval-Davis 1997
p.2).

While the image of Indonesia as a "coolie nation" reflects the rather confronting
reality that not much has changed despite Independence, it is a race and class-based
imagining which downplays the gendered reality. It mirrors the structural actuality
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that Indonesia is still starkly locked into an inferior position in the global economic

hierarchy, still fighting for its "rightful" place as a respected and independent nati
The accompanying tropes of hero and victim, while reflecting the type of terminology
common under the New Order militarist regime, also evoke the image of warfare with
TKW heroes engaged in a fight for economic security both on an individual and on a

national level. Like all wars, it entails casualties, the necessary martyrs of a battle
due to economic imperatives, must be waged. However, these foot soldiers, these
coolies are not men but women, whose sexual, in addition to their physical, integrity
is at times forcibly compromised. As such, the assault on "our" women constitutes an
assault on the nation, on the nation's masculinity, to which the discourses of
victimhood implicitly appeal. These women are active citizens in the fullest sense of
the word, although the scale is unambiguously tipped on the side of duties and
responsibilities as opposed to rights; it is they who have taken on the very public
economic task of nation-building.

TKW constitute a form of cannon fodder in an economic war to keep the nation
financially viable. As working class women, they are, to a degree, expendable in
terms of the nation's greater vision. While these women may well now have some

discursive representation in the national imagining, the pattern of their expendabilit
remains unchanged as they remain unprotected by a masculinist state. These women
from the working classes are not representatives of the modernity to which the state
aspires but are simply a means to that end. This stands in contradistinction to the
situation of wanita karier or femocrats who do not have to "put their bodies on the
line" in the same way. These contrasting experiences of Indonesian womanhood
underline the class component of the nationalist project. Yuval-Davis (1997 p.8)
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recognised such diversity of women's experiences w h e n she noted "that all w o m e n
are not oppressed and/or subjugated in the same way or to the same extent, even
within the same society at any specific moment".

Both Yuval-Davis' insight and the preceding discussion stand as a challenge to T. H.
Marshall's description of citizenship:

Citizenship is a status bestowed on those who are full members of a
community generally the nation state. All those w h o possess the status are
equal with respect to the rights and duties with which the status is endowed
(Marshall in Marshall and Bottomore 1992 p. 18).

Clearly, men and women, and individuals within each of those categories, are not
incorporated into the nation in the same ways. Their experiences of citizenship are
cross cut by considerations of class, ethnicity, and gender within the nation-state.
Unlike wanita karier, working-class TKW continue working, as they have always
done, contributing to the household and the nation but now by their absence.
Ultimately, the combination of an historical legacy of weak citizenship rights and
weak labour rights (Hadiz 2000) together with a vulnerable economy act to give these

Indonesian citizens little leverage to challenge their situation or effect social change

In short, Indonesia exhibits a relatively weak sense of citizenship. In addition to this,
the Indonesian state has limited power (or will) to effect improvement in its citizenFDWs' conditions because of its weak position in the global economic hierarchy.

Despite their apparent expendability, the situation of TKW does not pass by without
remark. The debates over representations of TKW are attempts to make sense of
inherent tensions and ambiguities associated with the exodus of young, female labour
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to uncertain futures in the homes of other m e n and w o m e n in other nations. While the
NGO community and the government exhibit some divergence of opinions both
within and between each group, it is striking how each "side" continues to link the
imagining of TKW to the imagining of the nation. The contestations between NGOs
and the state reflect anxieties about what the export and exploitation of young female

citizens says about the nation itself. Public unease with this state of affairs is refl
in the heated character of the debate and the widespread discomfort with symbols of

the nation being sullied. Notably, Indonesia's labour export policy is not questioned i

terms of male migrants, their stories are not sensationalised in the media, and they ar
not necessarily seen as victims. The female TKW citizens have a different
relationship to the state, NGOs and their fellow citizens than do their male
counterparts or middle-class female equivalents. In a sense, TKWs have been
objectified by well-meaning NGOs (Ford and Piper 2006 p.l) and by the state in

debates over rights and duties embedded in relations of citizenship. Basically, the cas
of TKWs demonstrates that citizenship is not experienced equally, or in the same
ways, and this raises questions about the variable value of citizenship especially
whilst working outside the nation.

Conclusion
The chapter has explored one important way in which nationality is pertinent to the
story of Indonesian FDWs. Specifically, the discussion examined the ways in which
contestations over representations of TKW are part of an imagining of the Indonesian
nation and the meaning of citizenship within that nation. These debates have been
shown to be part of a longer conversation about the relationship between Indonesian
womanhood, the family and the nation. While this conversation changes in relation to
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socio-political contexts, the link between representations of w o m e n and a gendered
imagining of nation and citizenship continues. It has been shown how, despite
inherent tensions and contradictions in state discourses, the debate over TKW as hero
or as victim has continued to the present day. Specifically, Indonesian NGOs continue
to employ images of Indonesian TKW as victims to challenge the Indonesian state to
be more accountable to its citizens, and in particular, to its female citizens. These
debates are discourses of morality which revolve around notions of rights and duties

in the relationship between citizens and state. They reflect a selective imagining of th
nation characterised by sensitivity to Indonesia's position in the global economy and
the anxiety that Indonesia may be perceived as a "coolie nation". TKW stand at the
heart of these debates about national identity and citizenship in Indonesia.

In contemporary Taiwan, representations of transnational domestic workers are also
an important component in debates about the nation. These debates can at times
expose FDW/carers' occupation of the wild zone of power and at other times, obscure
it. The following chapter mirrors this one as it explores representations of FDWs in
relation to imaginings of the nation, albeit in the receiving nation of Taiwan. The
primary difference, however, is that while the focus of debates remains on the
overseas domestic worker, in Taiwan these women are no longer citizens, they are
migrant domestic workers or the "Others Within" being co-opted into debates about
Taiwanese nationhood.
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CHAPTER 3

TAIWAN - THE NATION, THE SELF AND OTHERS

In the preceding chapter, the discussion focused on issues of national identity,
citizenship, gender and the ways in which they are made manifest in debates over
FDWs within the sending nation of Indonesia. This chapter examines these nationality
dynamics as they intersect with the issue of FDWs in the receiving nation. In

particular, the discussion focuses on the relationship between national identity as its
relates to imaginings of the Self and the Other/s. Taiwan, as a new democracy, is a
particularly challenging case because national identity and citizenship are overdetermined by questions of national sovereignty. Debates about Taiwan's national
identity are best understood from the perspective of Taiwan's relationship with its
"Significant Other", the Peoples Republic of China (PRC). This relationship with the
PRC is relevant to the issue of Indonesian FDWs because representations of foreign
workers and FDWs in particular, have been drawn into nationalist discourses of
Taiwanese identity. Specifically, representations of foreign workers become part of
Taiwan's relationship with the PRC, its assertion of difference from the PRC, and its
claims to sovereignty. This dynamic, together with the changing character of
Taiwanese state/civil society relations, constitutes the terrain upon which NGOs
challenge the state and Taiwanese citizens to be accountable for the conditions under
which non-citizen workers are incorporated into Taiwanese society. At times, this
involves the exposure of the results of Indonesian FDW/carers' occupation of the wild
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zone of power in the form of abused workers. The form that these debates have taken
illustrates the profound way that the relationship between the PRC and Taiwan shapes
all manner of issues. Even the matter of foreign labour has been subordinated to this
relationship.

Echoing the preceding chapter, the empirical case study is preceded by a theoretical
primer. Hence, the chapter begins with a consideration of the imagining of the Other/s
— the Significant Other and migrant Others Within — as they pertain to national
identity and notions of nationhood. The discussion then moves to the specific case of
Taiwan. As this chapter examines the ways in which notions of Taiwanese nationhood
are embodied in the FDW, it is necessary to provide the context of these debates by
outlining the historical relationship between the PRC and Taiwan in some detail. The
relationship between the PRC and Taiwan has shaped Taiwanese civil society in such
a way that civil society has been slow to develop. Previously weak citizenship rights
under the Chinese Nationalist Party (Kuomintang or KMT) have only started to be
strengthened over the last two decades. This history of civil society and citizenship
rights affects not only Taiwanese citizens but also influences the conditions of

incorporation of non-citizen labour at this particular point in history. Overall, debates
about foreign worker Others represent a simultaneous conversation about the national
Self. In line with the above outline, the chapter is divided into two parts: the first
examines the historical relationship between Taiwan and its "Significant Other, the
PRC and the second examines representations of migrant workers

National Identity: Imaginings of Self and Other
It must be stressed that despite the insights that modern theorists of nationalism such
as Anderson (1991) above offer, insufficient recognition is given to the importance of
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immigrant Others in affecting discourses of the nation. Modernists such as Anderson
(1991) and Gellner (1983) do not explore the imagining of any immigrant Others
residing within the nation. In a similar fashion, the significance of women and other
subordinated groups in the nationalist imagining were not addressed until the late
1980s when they were noted by authors such as Yuval-Davis and Anthias (1989) and
Enloe (1989) and subsequently Yuval-Davis (1997). Hence, the topic of FDWs,
represents an intersection between these points by the considering workers who are
migrants and who are women and the processes of their "othering".

The imaginings of one's own nation and of nationality involve a simultaneous and
hierarchical imagining of national Others, an imagining of who belongs and who does
not. In the introduction to their edited reader, Becoming National, Eley and Suny
(1996a p.28) call these processes of exclusion "nationalism's negative codings",
noting that,

This sensitivity to nationalism's negative codings, to the ways in which even
the nation's most generous and inclusive democratic imaginings entail
processes of protective and exclusionary positioning against others, often
extraordinarily subtle, but including of course the most violent forms of direct
colonial rule, is one of the most important gains of the last two decades.

Basically, nationality and nationhood are not only about inclusion but are also
simultaneously concerned with exclusion; part of this process is imagining those to be
excluded as an Other. As Brubaker (1992 p.x) points out, "Every state establishes a
conceptual, legal and ideological boundary between citizens and foreigners", which
lies at the very heart of nationhood. This boundary, and the dynamics of both

37

Post-colonial nationalisms were also ignored up to this point (Ozkirimli 2000).
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citizenship and national identity, is m a d e even m o r e significant if an individual
resides, even temporarily, outside the state where one holds citizenship, becoming the
foreigner disconnected from "home" territory and access to the (variable) rights of
citizenship. They are like Connor's Magyars residing in Slovakia, as they constitute a
"segment of a nation living outside the state where the major body of the nation
resides" (Connor in Spira 2002 p.261). In such instances, discourses of nation and
nationality can become amplified. In this case of FDWs, they are non-citizens in
Taiwan and they are Indonesians and they are citizens abroad: all these categories of
the national become replete with meaning and underwritten by assumptions based on
imaginings of nationality and gender. This multiple-outsider status is experienced in
material ways in dealings with Taiwanese citizens, with the Taiwanese state, with
labour brokers and even at times with the Indonesian state, demonstrating the
centrality of national identity, and of citizenship, to their experiences of being FDW
Other39.

The imagining of these migrant "Others Within", and the meaning attributed to their
nationality and citizenship, is manifested in what Ozkirimli (2000) has described as
"everyday discourses of nationalism" or the everyday conceptions and activities of
ordinary people. To put it another way, rather than a popular understanding of
nationalism as confined to right wing movements, it is contained in the everyday
38

The division between citizen and foreigner is blurred by differing prerequisites for cit

different states i.e. citizenship by virtue of descent (jus sanguinis) or through birth (j
Brubaker 1992; Castles and Davidson 2000).
39

The situation is further crosscut by a FDW's status as a documented or undocumented work

the receiving nation (Anderson 2000).
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(gendered and class) constructions of one's o w n nation and fellow citizens as well as
everyday imaginings of Others Within. Therefore, it is necessary to include and then
to extend the focus of enquiry beyond the state. Moving closer to the "banal" (Billig
1995), this thesis follows Ozkirimli's suggestion that "we must probe into the process
by which ordinary people continue to imagine themselves [and Others] as an abstract
community" (Ozkirimli 2000 p. 195). This point is particularly relevant to the
construction of Indonesian FDWs' identity by labour brokers during the recruitment
process as discussed in Chapter Four.

The inclusion of the Other is particularly important because historically the
nationalism literature (for example, authors such as Benedict Anderson (1991) and
Ernest Gellner (1983)), has focused primarily on the dynamic process of creation of a
nation's own identity in opposition to external Others. Triandafyllidou (2001 p.3, 8)

argues that "although the existence of the Other as part and parcel of the definition o
the Nation has been widely accepted in scholarship, the relationship between the
Other and the Nation has not been investigated in depth" nor has it been explicitly
theorised. She contends that the role of an immigrant "Significant Other" is a
neglected but important factor in redefining national identity in various parts of
Europe. My research pursues a different perspective on this relationship, that is, the
way in which the national identity of the "Others Within" is understood, negotiated
and redefined by various forces within the host nation. Hence, the primary focus of
the national identity remains on FDWs.

Nationalism is not just about the imagining of one's own nation, but also the
simultaneous, hierarchical and gendered imagining of Others — that is, other nations
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in contradistinction to one's o w n as well as the imagining of the Others Within, such
as migrant workers. Echoing Homi Bhabha, this dynamic represents a type of
contestation within the dominant dynamics of nationalism where those at the national
margins feature in the process of construction of national identity (Ozkirimli 2000,
p. 197). In this case, however, the loudest voices are not the migrants themselves
producing "counter-narratives" but various other forces, such as NGOs, who represent
them within the nation. Part of the reason for FDWs' lack of political voice is their
absence of opportunity — the particular conditions of employment of FDWs, that is
they live-in and often work seven days a week — and partly, their lack of Taiwanese
citizenship and accessible infrastructure to make themselves heard. They enter
Taiwan as political and civil outsiders and remain so. Unlike some immigrant
communities, FDW have no choice but "culturally and politically to continue to
'belong' to their 'mother country'" (Yuval-Davis 1997 p. 17).

This highlights the specificity of the case of the short term contract FDWs as an
example of the Other Within. Their case is quite distinct from settler immigrants who
are citizens or permanent residents with a range of rights, some with aspirations of
belonging and identifying with the host nations. In Taiwan, FDWs are female
temporary Others who have little hope of ever belonging40. The perception is that
FDWs in Taiwan need to be contained, controlled and then expelled - part of this
process is the creation or imagining of their national identity in essentialist and
40

Unlike the situation of Filipinas in Canada where "mobile women blur the boundaries bet

categories of voluntary migration recognized by the state: labor, marriage, and family reu

(McKay's 2003 p.48), far fewer Indonesian FDWs in Taiwan cross over to the category of "wi
Rather the majority of Indonesian FDWs are inspired by personal desires to "expand their
(see page 151) and improve their families' circumstances as discussed in Chapter Four.
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hierarchical ways. That is to say, everyday discourses of the Others Within involve a
differentiated imagining — that is, all FDWs are not imagined in the same ways, for
example, in Taiwan, Indonesian FDWs are imagined as "stupid" and "loyal" while
Filipinas are considered "smart" and "unruly". These particularistic (and contested)
imaginings exist side-by-side with a more generalised imagining of the FDW within
the nation that is often connected with debates over the legitimacy of their presence

Taiwan. As Stuart Hall argues such identities are "the unstable points of identificati
or suture, which are made within the discourses of history and culture. Not an

essence, but a positioning" (Hall cited in Ozkirimli 2000 p. 197). This thesis examines

these empirical matters of nation, nationality and national identity by questioning wh
creates national images, how are they reproduced and why are they important in
understanding the lived experience of Indonesian FDWs in Taiwan. These matters are
now considered in the case of Taiwan.

China and Taiwan: Issues of National Identity and Civil Society

Anna Triandafyllidou (2001) uses the concept of "Significant Others" in her work on
immigrants and national identity in Europe. She argues that we can better understand
the history of each nation if we take into account Significant Others, which she
defines as,

Other groups that have influenced the development of a nation's identity
through their 'inspiring' or 'threatening' presence ... usually territorially
close, or indeed within, the national community ... Significant Others are
characterised b y their peculiar relationship to the ingroup's identity: they
represent what the ingroup is not (Triandafyllidou 2001 p.32, her italics).
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In the context of Taiwan's relationship with the P R C , the concept of Significant Other
is extremely useful because it allows us to appreciate how much the relationship
between the two nations has shaped Taiwan's history, civil society and national

identity. Therefore, that historical relationship and its effect on national identity an
civil society in Taiwan are examined below.

Sinicisation and Authoritarianism
The original inhabitants (pre-1600s) of Taiwan were of Austronesian descent and
called the island Pakan (New Taiwan 2007). The Qing dynasty began administering
Taiwan in 1683, and in 1885, Taiwan was named an official Qing province (Morris
2004 p.4). During this time, there was a brief period of rule by the Dutch (1624-1662)
who knew Taiwan as Ilha Formosa or "beautiful island" (Chun 2000 p. 3; Morris 2004
p.8). There was also incursion by the Spanish (from the Philippines) who antagonised
the Dutch by colonising the northern tip of Taiwan in 1626 and setting up government
in Tamsui in 1629 (Cauquelin 2004 p.5). In 1642, three quarters of the Spanish forces
were recalled to address rebellions in the Philippines, and the Dutch responded by
reclaiming the north and the entire island as "Keelung" (Cauquelin 2004 p.5). Taiwan
was subsequently ruled by the Japanese (1895-1945). Japanese colonisation started in
1895 when the population, composed of inhabitants of South-eastern Chinese descent
and Aboriginal groups, came under Japanese rule after military defeat in the SinoJapanese war and the subsequent treaty of Shimonoseki41. The second period of

41

In fact, Taiwan declared itself an independent republic on May 25, 1895 but four days later 12,000

Japanese troops landed in Taiwan and had defeated the independence movement by October 2
same year (New Taiwan 2007).
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colonial rule was under the Chinese (1945-present), the period upon which the
following discussion concentrates.

In 1945, at the end of World War II, Taiwan was ceded to China. Mainland China
subsequently set about purging all traces of Japan from the Taiwanese cultural and

bureaucratic landscape in favour of re-Sinicisation (Morris 2004 p. 19-20). This deJapanising process was further intensified after 1949 when Mao Zedong's Communist
forces drove two million nationalists (the Kuomintang or KMT) out of China to
Taiwan where the KMT under General Chiang Kai-shek established a government in

exile. A view of Taiwan as "the fortress for reviving the Chinese nation" (quoted in
Lu 2001 p.3) against the "Communist bandits" (gongfei) was promoted. This period
of oppression, known as the "White Terror" (baise kongbu) lasted from May 19, 1949
to July 15, 1987. It began with the infamous "February 28 (2-28) Incident" in 1947
when KMT agents beat up a 40 year old widow for selling black market cigarettes. A
massive backlash of built-up Taiwanese resentment against Mainlander corruption,
waste and domination broke out across the island in the form of destruction of

property, assault of Mainlanders, and both spontaneous and organised protests (Morr
2004 p.21). Troops were subsequently brought in from Mainland China. They
engaged in the indiscriminate widespread murder, rape and assault of Taiwanese.
Many Taiwanese intellectuals including academics, doctors, lawyers and high school
students were systematically rounded up and executed, or they fled the country (Chu

and Lin 2001; Morris 2004 p.23). A reign of state terror silencing the opposition ha

begun. It was to last, with varying degrees of brutality and co-option, for almost 5

years, the longest period of martial law in modern history. Martial law was declared
on 19 May 1949 with the initial intent of combating communism, and subsequently,
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as a tool for suppressing pro-democracy forces. The imposition of martial law
fortified the position of the KMT military command and at the same time froze the
protection of civil rights that were guaranteed under the 1947 Republic of China
Constitution (Chu and Lin 2001 p.l 14).

Allen Chun (2000 p.6) argued that it was especially after the 2-28 Incident that a clea
"Taiwanese identity" started to emerge in opposition to KMT totalitarianism.
However, as Chun (2000 p.6) noted, this identity remained effectively suppressed
until the lifting of martial law,

Needless to say, its [Taiwanese identity] existence as a politically recognized
ideology could not have been possible until after the K M T ' s relaxation of
martial law in 1988 42 , making it even more recent.

Particularly after the 2-28 Incident, the so-called ethnic divisions between Mainlander
("alien provincials" or waishengren) and Native Taiwanese ("native provincials" or
benshengren) became more political in focus, that is, these identities reflected the
entrenched rule of the waishengren minority (about 25 percent) ruled over the
benshengren majority (about 75 percent) (Chun 2000 p.6) The dominance of the
KMT political and military machine ensured that during the 1960s and 1970s,
'Taiwanese identity" meant being "more Chinese than the PRC". This nationalist
agenda was aggressively practised even to the extent of suppressing any languages
other than Mandarin (Hsiau 1997), redesigning the education system and rewriting
history (Gold 1996; Chen 2000; Lu 2001). This nationalist programme was
simultaneously pursued beyond Taiwan's borders in the international community with
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The end of martial law was officially 1987.
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claims of being the sole, legitimate representative of China. This status was
internationally recognised with the Republic of China on Taiwan or "Free China"
being incorporated as the true representative of China in the United Nations (and
having a seat on the Security Council) until 1971. This was largely due to support
from the United States as part of its own anti-communist stance (Chu and Lin 2001
p.l 17; Morris 2004 p.23).

The uncompromising w a y in which the authoritarian Taiwanese state maintained
national identity during the period of martial law, meant that a democratic civil

society was for all intents and purposes non-existent. Michael Hsiao (2003 p.l80-181)
aptly summed up the situation as follows:

Under political authoritarianism and the martial law regime of the 1950s,
1960s and 1970s, Taiwan had no genuine N G O sector that could have engaged
in any legitimate or genuine state-civil society dialogue or exchange ...
Existing N G O s in that period were de facto bureaucratic arms of the K M T
party state, virtually parts of the vertical chain of c o m m a n d structures of
K M T ' s authoritarian rule. N o free and autonomous horizontal linkage and
networking were allowed between N G O s , particularly for politically sensitive
civil organizations such as labor unions, farmers' associations, students groups
and cultural and intellectual societies. M a n y N G O s were even established
directly by the K M T in order to pre-empt any real grassroots N G O s and to
extend the party's penetration into every sector of Taiwanese society.

This type of "mobilisational authoritarianism" (Rigger 2001) whereby any socioeconomic interests were directed by the state into state-sponsored, state-structured,
state-funded and state-controlled organisations successfully stunted the development
of civil society in Taiwan (Chen 2000 p.618). Similarly, any political activity was

effectively suppressed through the state's massive security and intelligence networks
(Chen 2000 p.618). Additionally, labour remained impotent in the face of what is best

described as "the KMT-led corporatist control of labour, the despotic labour regime at
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the point of production and martial law" (Gold 1996 p. 1102), a legacy of weakness
which has continued to the present day, as seen in Chapter Five. Up until the latter
years of the 1970s, domestic NGO activity remained tightly constrained while the
only real NGO presence permitted were some foreign NGOs such as World Vision
and Christian Children's Fund, which were de-politicised, charitable institutions,
(Hsiao 2003 p.l81). In sum, citizens were reduced to a role of supporters of an
authoritarian regime in the civil and economic arenas and through their participation
in the military.

Redefining National Identity and the Expansion of Civil Society during the Martial
Law Years
A range of interconnected factors precipitated the emergence of a more active civil

society in Taiwan, and ultimately, the lifting of martial law in 1987. Beginning around
the mid-1960s, the purely political domination by the KMT (one that had marked
Taiwanese citizenship from 1947) expanded to take in the economy, the result being a
situation where "economic forces [were] in relative command" (Hsiao 1990 p. 164).
This change unfolded under the leadership of Chiang Kai-shek who had strengthened
the economy through land reform, improvements in communications, transport,
agricultural and industrial development (Morris 2004 p.24). During this time, the
KMT state had prioritised economic strategies and successfully implemented the
move from Import Substitution Industrialisation to Export Oriented Industrialisation
(Hsiao 1990 p. 164). The result was a proliferation not only of independent
Mainlander and Taiwanese capitalists, but also of small and medium-sized businesses,
accompanied by an expanding industrial workforce and emergent middle classes
(Hsiao 1990 p. 164).
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While the economy had strengthened by the early 1970s, Taiwan's political isolation
had well and truly begun. International recognition of Taiwan as representative of
China had considerably eroded after the US and its allies withdrew recognition of
Taiwan after its 1971 expulsion from the UN. Taiwan's political fate was sealed when
the US signed the Shanghai Communique which acknowledged "there is but one
China and that Taiwan is part of China" (Morris 2004 p.26). This was one turning

point for civil society. Specifically, the absence of international recognition of Ta
as the true China weakened the KMT's justification for not allowing Taiwanese to

vote for their leaders and as a result, the KMT started to allow some reforms in order
to build ties with the Taiwanese populace (Rigger 2001 p.7). While this stage was set
during Chiang Kai-shek's rule, it was under the leadership of his son, Chiang Chingkuo that the real potential for an active civil society began to be realised. Chiang
shek died in 1975, and his son, Chiang Ching-kuo, who had spent most of his life in
Taiwan, took over the presidency in 1978. Under Chiang Ching-kuo, there was
increasing, though not consistent, tolerance for Taiwanese culture and political
activity (Morris 2004 p.26). The KMT allowed Taiwanese limited political
participation by permitting the election of a few supplementary legislators, which
non-KMT candidates won (Rigger 2001 p.7) By the early 1980s, the tempo of
independent political activity had begun to speed up under Chiang Ching-kuo's new
liberal policy; and opposition political movements and social organisations,
established by Taiwanese citizens, assumed a progressively more audacious and overt
stance (Hsiao 2003 p. 181).
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The movement from "hard" to "soft" authoritarianism rather than being an automatic
evolution, was in fact "the result of a conscious response by the KMT, designed to
absorb the expansion of demands from the civil society" (Hsiao 1990 p. 166). These
changes were not solely due to Taiwan's political isolation or to increasing civil
demands but they were underwritten by the economic conditions of the time. The
economic transformation of Taiwan that had started under Chiang Kai-shek, and
continued under Chiang Ching-kuo, had resulted in widespread affluence. And, as
Chen Jie (2001 p.618) argued,

Industrial prosperity nurtured the civil society with necessary economic
resources, and increased popular awareness of the problems in Taiwan's
political, economic and social developments. The budding social movement
N G O s started to press for change within the existing system of state-society
relations.

Along with economic prosperity came civil opportunity. As Hsiao (1990 p. 165)
observed, "the basic needs of various sectors and classes were, by and large, met in a
maturing capitalist Taiwan", which in turn allowed space within which change could

be contemplated. Interestingly, in light of Taiwan's political isolation and consequent
lack of access to international funding bodies, the Taiwanese NGO movement that
started to emerge at that time was truly grassroots (Hsiao 2003 p. 181 -182).

The new civil space saw the rise and consolidation of the then illegal Dangwai
(literally outside the party) movement whose goals were democratic reform and who
pushed a Taiwanese identity separate from the PRC (Chu and Lin 2001 p. 120). The
Dangwai movement signified the integration of opposition activists with intellectuals
acting on common political goals against the authoritarian state (Rigger 2001 p.7).

43

Sometimes the term "Tangwai" is also used.
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The Dangwai

movement symbolised the beginnings of a n e w relationship between

citizen and state. Certainly, there were periodic crackdowns on this pro-democracy
movement and its leaders, for example, the Formosa or Kaohsiung Incident of
December 1979 when many members were arrested and subsequently imprisoned44.
However, the movement's emergence marked a new autonomy in civil society from

state domination; in short, the power relations between the authoritarian state and th
mobilising civil society were fundamentally changed (Hsiao 1990 p. 165-166).
Subsequently, social movements revolving around consumer rights, women's rights,
environmental and socio-economic issues started to materialise, acting not only to
further loosen the authoritarian grip on civil society but also consolidating an
environment conducive for further opposition (Gold 1996 p.l 110; Chu and Lin 2001
p. 120). There was a massive increase in both authorised and unauthorised street
demonstrations over a range of issues from the 2-28 Incident, corruption, martial law,
nuclear power to the rights of the disabled, indigenes, and workers, to issues of
affordable housing (Hsiao 1990; Gold 1996 p.l 111). Finally, on 28 September 1986,
directly defying martial law, the regrouped members of the Dangwai movement
formally established an opposition political party, the Democratic Progressive Party
(the DPP) and the KMT did not retaliate (Rigger 2001 p.8). In an atmosphere of
resignation to the inevitability of political reform, a week later Chiang Ching-kuo
declared that martial law was to be lifted (Chu and Lin 2001 p. 120-121; Rigger 2001
p.7).

44

The crackdown on the Formosa Incident was a typical example of Chiang Ching-kuo's inconsistency

at that time.
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In sum, the movement from harsh authoritarian rule with no independent civil
presence to a visibly active civil society with autonomous NGOs was paralleled by
broader changes in the KMT's focus (Hsiao 1990). The seeds of change were planted
when the KMT's strategy moved from purely political control of the populace to
successfully instigating economic change in the nation. This in turn, provided the
critical prerequisite for the successful emergence of a new relationship between
citizens and the state (Hsiao 1990). The pro-democracy Dangwai movement heralded
a transition from state-controlled civil movements to autonomous NGOs, which

ultimately resulted in the lifting of martial law. Notably, these social and political
transformations remained tightly tied to issues of national identity especially as
martial law ended and a "new Taiwanese" identity emerged.

The End of Martial Law and the Search for the "New Taiwanese"

The lifting of martial law, the opening up of the political arena to opposition partie
and the mainstreaming of the popular rhetoric of independence that accompanied that
Dangwai movement, signified the emergence of a more vigorous civil society. It also
marked the start of a search for the essence of Taiwanese-ness (Gold 1996 p.l 108).
An important part of this push for an identity, separate from that of the PRC,
surprisingly came from the KMT under President Lee Teng-hui (Chiang Ching-kuo's
successor).

In the early 1990s, President Lee Teng-hui, a native Taiwanese began to speak of a
"special state-to-state" relationship much to the chagrin of the PRC government who
sought re-unification. Lee instituted constitutional changes and removed legal
obstacles to democracy, for example, lifting the 36 year ban on new newspapers, and
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successfully conducting thefirstdemocratic elections for the Legislative Yuan in
1992 (Gold 1996 p.l 111; Chu and Lin 2001 p. 122). This was a symbolic move away
from KMT policy of regaining control over Mainland China to one of governing
Taiwan (Morris 2004 p.28). However, rather than being confrontational about

sovereignty on the international stage, Lee methodically sought informal diplomatic

recognition through applications to join the United Nations and other internationa

agencies (Chu and Lin 2001 p. 122). President Lee also began to focus on establish
a distinct Taiwan by means of a new agenda of community development — in 1994,
he proclaimed that "In order to construct a grand Taiwan Nation, we have to start
from small communities at the local level" (quoted in Lu 2000 p.8). "Traditional"
Taiwanese culture was not only sought across the island but it was at times rather
tenuously created, for example, a "traditional" wooden clog village, Baimi (see Lu
2000). In August 1995, Lee launched the concept of the "New Taiwanese" (Xin
Taiwanren), which he cautiously worded as "the New Taiwanese conception" (Xin
Taiwanren guan) (Corcuff 2002 p. 186). Corcuff (2002 p. 186-187) explains the
meaning behind Lee's term:

For him, it meant, "abandoning divisions based on who arrived first or later"
(xian lai, hou dao), and stressing instead "the love of Taiwan" and the "efforts
m a d e for Taiwan," but still, then, with the idea that Taiwanese were Chinese
and that they "should not forget ultimate reunification".

While the term "New Taiwanese" quickly merged into the mainstream as a political

descriptor of national identity (Corcuff 2002 p. 187), the vision was also pursued
material ways. Cultural centres were set up to promote local Taiwanese history and

culture under the Committee for Cultural Development, and the Ministry of Education
began to establish departments for the study of multiculturalism (Chun 2000 p.2).
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Even as early as 1992 (and up to the present day) the D P P shared this vision of
multiculturalism as a way to bring Taiwanese together and thereby create a reimagined nation. Multiculturalism in Taiwan had two important elements according to
the DPP: first, one country does not always mean one nation or one people so all
groups must be encouraged to non-competitively express their identities; and second,
the combination of these groups must comprise the core of modern citizenship in
Taiwan and in doing, would create a national consciousness in contradistinction to
Chinese (KMT) nationalism (DPP policy cited in Wang 2004 p.304-305).

By the late 1990s, the strength of civil and parliamentary desires to distance the "N
Taiwan" from its both its past and its identity as China-in-exile was symbolically
exemplified by the removal to storage of thousands of statues of Chiang Kai-shek
(Emerson and Meyer 1999 p.l). Under the leadership of Lee Teng-hui, there had been
a move from antagonism between Mainlander and Taiwanese identities towards a
more composite middle ground of being "New Taiwanese". This transformation had
been accompanied by an expansion in civil society, an increase in numbers of NGOs
and active political engagement by Taiwanese citizens. This "quiet revolution"
(ningjing geming) (Morris 2004) had laid the foundations for formal political change
and a stronger assertion of an independent "Taiwanese identity".
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Chen Shui-Bian, the DPP

and "Taiwan for the Taiwanese"

Under the watchful eyes and considerable sabre-rattling45 of the PRC and despite the
popular unease of being under the PRC's gaze, Chen Shui-bian of the Democratic
Progressive Party (DPP) was swept to power in the presidential elections of 18 March
2000. He won on a platform of human rights, democratic values and Taiwan's right to
sovereign representation in the international community. Chen's campaign was
underwritten by claims of Taiwan's difference to the PRC and an assertion of

Taiwan's right to be different, both culturally and politically. Most notably, he link
democratic values and human rights to this imagining of Taiwan as separate to the
PRC. It was in effect a more overt continuation of the path taken by the former KMT
President Lee Teng-hui. DPP rhetoric was marked by a different imagining of the
Taiwanese nation from the Chiang dynasty era; that is, Taiwan was no longer
imagined as China in exile but it was imagined as separate and sovereign. It was no
longer more Chinese than the PRC, it was a "new Taiwan" that was multicultural in
character, seeking to reconcile political differences between pre and post 1949-ers,
and a nation whose citizens were participants in a newly active civil society.

Chen's success was further reinforced in the parliamentary elections on December 1,
2001 that saw the DPP consolidate its popularity and power base. The state has
continued its emphasis on Taiwanese cultural uniqueness (read: difference from
China) with a view to legitimising claims to have a sovereign identity in the eyes of
45

At the time of the elections, the Chinese government test-fired two waves of missil

Taiwan, with the nearest missile landing just 55 kilometres off Taiwan's coast echoing
aggression during 1995-96.
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the world. T h e imagining of Taiwan as multicultural represented long overdue
recognition of indigenous and Hakka46 groups as part of the new imagining of the
nation (unlike during earlier Japanese or KMT times) (Morris 2004 p.28). This
inclusiveness was manifested in the introduction of Aboriginal languages into the
education system, the funding of Aboriginal dance troupes, art exhibitions and other
cultural performances (Emerson and Meyer 1999). Despite the emphasis in the "New
Taiwan" on multicultural inclusiveness and on cultural uniqueness from China, it
must be noted that the homage paid to multiculturalism is somewhat partial — for
example, it refers to the indigenes but does not include the Japanese who remained in
post-war Taiwan and who assimilated linguistically and culturally, but still remain an
Other (Chun 2000 p.7). Nevertheless, Aboriginal culture in particular became "a vital
reference point for distinguishing between Chinese and Taiwanese culture" (Wang
2004 p.306). Correspondingly, as Li-jung Wang (2004 p.306) argued, "the
development of multiculturalism has become a way to show the difference between
Taiwanese and Chinese culture."

At the same time as these inward looking movements, Taiwan continued to look
outward, desperately seeking international recognition by emphasising its
commitment to so-called global values such as human rights, environmentalism,
democracy and progressiveness. Meanwhile, the PRC continued to politically isolate
Taiwan, blocking its access to the UN and using its "almost superpower status and
economic clout to prevent virtually any international recognition of Taiwan as a

46

The Taiwanese Hakka form part of a diasporic community numbering around 100 million

worldwide; within Taiwan itself, they constitute a minority ethnic group which has been
discourses of Taiwanese multiculturalism (Wang 2007).
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sovereign state" (Morris 2004 p.29). Missiles continue to face Taiwan's west coast
across the Taiwan Strait. An anti-secession law passed in China on March 13, 2005
stated that should Taiwan attempt to secede, China "shall employ non-peaceful means

and other necessary measures to protect China's sovereignty and territorial integrity
(People's Daily Online, 14 March 2005). However, Taiwan persists in seeking
international recognition of its sovereignty. On July 19, 2007, for the 13th time,
Taiwan unsuccessfully applied to rejoin the United Nations In the letter of
application, President Chen stated that the UN:

... would rather ask a country that advocates the universal values of
freedom, democracy, h u m a n rights, and peace to submissively remain silent
when its identity is denied and security threatened (Office of the President
2007a).

The bid was rejected on the grounds of the one-China policy. At an earlier
international meeting in 2006 appealing for support for Taiwan's UN bid, President
Chen stated:

So, w e feel, just let the People's Republic of China represent that one China in
the world. A n d let the P R C represent the 1.3 billion people of China. But
China cannot represent the 23 million people of Taiwan. Only the duly elected
government of Taiwan has that right, and only the legally elected government
of Taiwan has therightto represent those 23 million people and exercise their
right to participate in the United Nations... Even though strong divisions exist
over national identity in Taiwan, most of Taiwan's people could never accept
the scenario in which Taiwan becomes a second H o n g Kong, nor could they
accept the "one country, two systems" formula. They will not allow Taiwan to
be belittled as a province or a special administrative region under the
jurisdiction of China. Taiwan is a sovereign nation (Office of the President
2007b).

Although there have been increases in Taiwanese support for a status-quo identity tha
is neither reunified with the PRC nor sovereign (Election Study Center 2008), to a
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large degree, national identity in Taiwan is still mostly imagined politically in terms
of Taiwanese versus Chinese — these are the "strong divisions" to which Chen refers

above. Chu and Lin (2001 p. 123) best summed up contemporary Taiwan as follows,

Recurring political participation under a democratic regime helped develop a
sense of political consciousness a m o n g the people, transforming the term
"Taiwan" from a geographic unit to a political community and the term
"Taiwanese" from an ethnic term for native Taiwanese to a civic term for
citizens of Taiwan. Most significantly, through indigenization and
democratization, the society managed to transform the raison d'etre of the
state in a fundamental sense. The state was re-engineered to foster the growth
of Taiwanese nationalism and to consolidate the 're-imagined community'
both at h o m e and in the international system.

The case of Taiwan described in this section not only demonstrates the fluidity of

national identity but also the historical specificity of power relations embedded in th
relationship between citizen and state. It is also clear that NGOs are not always nongovernment organisations as evidenced by the intervention of the KMT political
machinery in every aspect of civil society. The end of martial law marked a
profoundly changed relationship between citizen and state in Taiwan; this
transformation was mediated by a pro-democracy movement which had unified at that
point of history around a new imagining of the nation and of the rights of citizens.
This brief history of Taiwanese national identity and civil society is pivotal in
understanding the Taiwanese state's rhetoric on non-citizen Others Within. That is,
the issue of the incorporation of foreign workers into the Taiwanese nation has been
drawn into the orbit of discourses about Taiwanese national identity between state and
sectors of civil society.
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Representations of Migrant Workers

In 2007, migrant workers represented 1.47 percent of the total Taiwanese population
of approximately 23 million and they constituted 3.9 percent of the workforce
(DGBAS 2007a). By the end of 2007, migrant workers numbered around 360,000
(EVTA 2008). These workers are represented in three very different ways: as
contributors, as villains and as victims. These images of migrant workers constitute
integral component of the contestations over the conditions of foreign workers'
incorporation into the nation. They also represent conversations about the moral
character of the Taiwanese nation.

Migrant Workers: Contributors to the Nation
Foreign workers are included in state rhetoric of a new, democratic Taiwan —

As an integral part of our overall national policy, improvement of human
rights is related to every aspect of our country's economic development and
social stability. The importance of safeguarding therightsof foreign workers
cannot be overemphasized ( C L A 2001).

They are also celebrated at the local bureaucratic level. For example, the Taipei Cit
Labor Bureau runs a migrant worker poetry competition, Taipei, Listen to Me, which,
rather ironically, provides a window into the experiences of migrant workers which
are not always so celebratory. Migrant workers are included in the imagining of the
new multicultural Taiwan alongside Aboriginal dance; their contributions being
exhibitions of national costumes and dances. This inclusiveness is further
demonstrated by the presence of institutions like International Community Radio
Taiwan (ICRT), which hosts Sunday morning radio programs specifically aimed at
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migrant workers advising them about changes in labour legislation, employment
difficulties and providing an all-round "chat" show.

On a local bureaucratic level, the contribution of foreign workers to Taiwan is
sporadically recognised. For example, former Taipei City Mayor Ma Ying-jeou47,
who was often prominent at international celebratory events for foreign workers,
thanked Indonesian workers for their contributions to Taiwan during a public
gathering to celebrate Idul Fitri, the end of the Muslim fasting month (Taipei Times,
17 December 2001). Even the sacrifice of foreign workers has been noted. For
instance, the Taipei City Government annually sponsors a religious memorial service
that is attended by the mayor and other dignitaries to commemorate those migrant
workers who lost their lives while working in Taipei. At the third consecutive service
in 2001, the priest effusively stated that the event celebrated,

the significance of the great contributions made by foreign workers in the
development of the City of Taipei, just as Christ himself has to suffer himself
and die for us to be glorified in the City of Israel (cited in Taipei Times, 16
April 2001).

Positive public acknowledgement from the general citizenry is also present, though to
a lesser extent, in letters of appreciation about migrant workers to newspapers, for
example, in the Kabayan columns in Taiwan News and "Foreign Voice" in the China
Post newspapers: for example, 'Taiwanese thanks 'Filipino mother'" was a typical
letter of praise for the family's foreign carer (Taiwan News, 28 November 2004).
Moreover, the political potential of foreign labour to aid Taiwan's pursuit of

47

M a Ying-jeou has since been elected President of Taiwan in May 2008.
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sovereignty has been expressed in the media. For instance, an article in the Taiwan
News (10 September 1999) suggested that,

Society itself should welcome these workers with thanks: W e should thank
them for helping build our economy, and for bringing us contact and
friendship with other cultures. Every foreign laborer ultimately becomes an
emissary carrying the message of Taiwan's friendship back to his o w n
country, and to the international community at large. Given the degree of
diplomatic isolation in which Taiwan finds itself, doesn't this represent a
valuable resource?

Joining indigenes, foreign workers have also been consciously drawn into the
imagining of Taiwan as a multicultural and compassionate nation by state structures.
President Chen at the 10th Presidential Inaugural Speech on 20 May 2000 spoke
inclusively of foreign workers in a "New Taiwan" stating that:

Whether indigenous peoples or "new settlers", expatriates living abroad,
foreign spouses or immigrant workers w h o labor under Taiwan's blazing sun all have m a d e a unique contribution to this land and each has become an
indispensable m e m b e r of our " N e w Taiwan" family (Office of the President
2000).

While, these positive public representations about migrant workers do not constitute
the dominant representation of foreign workers, they remain striking for two reasons.
First, because positive representations rarely feature in the academic literature on
foreign labour in Taiwan which tends to focus on the negative representations in a
legitimate effort to illuminate equity (c.f. Lin 1999; Lee 2004; Lin 2004; Cheng 2006;
Lan 2006)48. Second, because these positive representations are linked, both implicitly

48

The value of considering these positive representations has also been questioned in personal

conversations with some Taiwanese academics, namely, because positive representations do

adequately represent the lived experience of migrant workers. However, my position is th
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and explicitly, to issues of sovereignty and nationhood, and as such, they are part of
the narrative of nationality that is pertinent to the story of Indonesian FDWs in
Taiwan. The link between nationhood and the conditions of foreign labour remain
strong in Taiwan. For example, in 2005, Vice-President Annette Lu publicly
apologised to Thai construction workers in Kaohsiung who brought domestic and

international attention to their abuse by rioting. This negative attention hit a sensiti
chord in terms of national identity in that it challenged the DPP's portrayal of Taiwan
to the world as a progressive, democratic nation. This sensitivity was clear in the
Taiwan News (25 August 2005) report of Lu's response, which is arguably aimed at
an international audience in an attempt at "damage control":

She [Lu] said both she and President Chen Shui-bian regretted that the
workers had to resort to violence to receive better treatment in Taiwan. She
also expressed her concern that Taiwan's image as a nation committed to
h u m a n rights protection had been damaged. Taiwan needs to provide a good
environment for foreign workers, because without them, Taiwan's construction
development would be stagnant.

Certainly, efforts from civil society to promote empathy for foreign workers may well
be due to individual efforts rather than strong, well organised movements in civil
society. For example, Taipei Mayor Ma's openness to recognising the contribution of
foreign workers is well known, as is the role of vocal ex-activists like Lorna Kung in
pushing for a more positive representation of foreign labour in the general
community. In late 2002, Lorna Kung headed the state Foreign Workers' Counselling
Center in Taipei and was very active in organising marches and celebrations of the
foreign worker communities. Prior to this she was active in the civil sector, working

important to explore why these representations exist and how they are contested in order to better
understand the dynamics between citizens, NGOs, the state and FDWs.
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with the migrant advocate N G O , H o p e Workers' Centre in Chungli. I would argue
that the absence of broad and coherent pro-migrant movements reflects the nascent

nature of civil society in Taiwan after only 21 years free of martial law. The fact that
notions of rights and accountability have entered the vocabulary of state and civil
society at all is pertinent. Likewise the very existence of debates as to whether these
rights should or should not be extended to non-citizen workers reflects an expansion
of civil space. Even the occurrence of demonstrations, such as those organised by
Lorna Kung, attest to the changed nature of citizenship in Taiwan. Essentially, these
facts and the reality that the state is sensitive to these issues cannot be understood
without an appreciation of the history of state/civil society relations and the
relationship between Taiwan and the PRC. An important element of positive
portrayals and inclusiveness is a strategic assertion of national identity: that is,
positive portrayals represent an engagement with the international community as part
of Taiwan's ambition to be recognised independently of the PRC. As a nation
representing itself as a defender of human rights (read: unlike the PRC) that are even
extended to the migrant worker, such portrayals represent a claim of difference to the
PRC and of similarity to the modern, global community and a shared commitment to
global values of human rights, democracy and freedom etc. These portrayals do not
go unchallenged.

Migrant Workers as a Threatening Other
Public anxiety and negative sentiments about foreign labour come from a range of
sectors in civil society and are based on economic, social and security concerns. The
state must negotiate a delicate balance between addressing public unease and
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maintaining a public commitment to the h u m a nrightsdiscourse aimed at national and
international audiences. The following discussion considers these issues.

In Taiwan, unemployment has risen largely as a result of the 1997-1999 Asian
economic crisis and the flight of industries to the PRC, which is favoured for its
cheaper labour and laxer laws. There have been concerns from both domestic labour
and the indigenous movement that cheaper foreign workers are substituting rather
than supplementing the local workforce. According to the Council of Agriculture,
since the 1970s, 80 percent of farmers have worked part-time in factories in the
mornings and returned to cultivate their land after hours in order to make ends meet
(Commercial Times, 7 December 1999). However, the relocation of factories to the
PRC and the importing of foreign workers have acted to erode this supplementary
wage and caused a crisis in the agricultural sector with many farmers defaulting on
loans and losing their land (Commercial Times, 7 December 1999). Local workers in
industry and construction, including indigenous workers whose employment was

primarily located in the construction industry, have also been displaced in favour of
cheaper, more flexible foreign labour (Chu 2000). At many of the demonstrations by
indigenes against unemployment and foreign workers, claims of equivalence between
the number of unemployed and the number of foreign workers are constantly stressed
(China Times, 31 March 2000). However, the image of foreign workers as an
economically threatening Other is also accompanied by representations of these
workers as a social menace.

Social anxiety about the presence of foreign labour is reflected in a range of ways. O
Sundays and on national holidays Taipei Railway Station main hall is a favoured
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gathering place of foreign workers due to the space and air-conditioning49. These

workers gather to chat, sit together and eat snacks. In a survey of 272 local commuters
aged between 20 and 45 years conducted on April 23, 2000 by a Taipei city

councillor, 76 percent responded that they felt "bad" or "disgusting"(sic) at the nois
and chaos caused by this convergence; 28 percent felt "untold fears" at such a large
gathering of foreigners; 22 percent feared the foreigners would spoil the environment

with litter and noise; 17 percent worried that the gathering would affect "public order
and cause criminal activities"; 39 percent cited inconvenience at the station but most
tellingly, 90 percent stated that they felt "the phenomenon is a negative sub-culture"
(Central News Agency, 27 April 2000). There have also been reports in Taipei Times
(31 August 2000) about the defiant nature of Filipino workers outlining their
"contempt toward Taiwan's labor laws and their attempts at bullying Taiwanese

employers". The article reasserts brokers' claims of a tendency for Filipino workers t
frequently abscond from employers and encourages potential employers of foreign
maids to hire Indonesians instead who, although reputed to be "lazier" and "less
educated", were more caring, dependable and much less trouble. The negative
stereotype was amplified when TV coverage was given to a video taken secretly of a
Filipina domestic worker abusing a Taiwanese child in her care. Other articles
focused on the problems of "runaways" and the crackdown by police to "chase them
down and throw them out", citing a 76 percent increase in deportations. This piece
reflected community fears that these temporary workers may stay to be become an
unwanted and illegal component of the nation (Taipei Times, 31 July 2000).

49

Other favourites gathering places include the Catholic Church on Chungshan North Rd, the

Chungshan Stadium, the Chiang Kai-Shek Memorial Hall Complex and the Taipei City Zoo.
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From parts of the academy, direct correlations have been drawn between social
disorder and the presence of foreign workers. Dr Wang Lih-rong, an academic trained
in social welfare and teaching in the Department of Social Work at National Taiwan
University stated:

The many small-to-large disruptions generated by various poor adaptions [sic]
to our culture and society on several occasions have deprived m a n y local
residents of their peace of mind, making them unable to lead a quiet life in
their o w n neighborhood (The China Post, 13 December 1999).

Concerns over the security of the Taiwanese people and negative portrayals of the
foreign Other were especially heightened when it came to the issues of FDWs. These
were clearly evident in debates over the "Foreign Maid Policy" in the early 1990s.
Chin-ju Lin (2004) noted that during this debate, negative stereotypes of FDWs were
evident in Chinese language newspapers. Lin (2004) found that around the time of
debates over the legalisation of migrant labour in October 1989, and since that time,
there were many articles in local newspapers by scholars as well as the general public

which highlighted the potential negative social costs that the legalisation of migrant
workers might incur50. These included increases in crime, drugs, disease and,
particularly in the case of FDWs, absconding from their employers and disappearing
into the community to cause social problems later on. Migrant workers were
perceived to be "dangerous, causing problems and social disorder", therefore
requiring strict control in terms of conditions as well as limits on numbers (Lin 2004
p. 115). She cites the case of the President of the Council of Labor Affairs having a
nightmare which was headlined in the newspapers as "Waking up at Midnight,

50

A more detailed discussion of the legalisation of migrant labour and the presence of undocumented

migrant workers in Taiwan is outlined on pages 180-181.
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Sweating and Scared: H o w D o W e Get Rid of Foreign Laborers in the Future?"
(Huang and Yang cited in Lin 2004).

Public fears about the supposed unpredictability of FDWs operating within the
confines of the home were apparently confirmed in 1995 when a Filipina domestic
worker killed her patient before attempting suicide. This was reported as "The First
Case of a Filipina Maid Killing her Employer Breaks out in Our Nation" (cited in Lin

2004 p. 120) implying that this confirmed the public's worst fears and the nation co
now expect the floodgates to open with further incidents of impulsive homicidal rage
by FDWs (Lin 2004 p. 120). These representations of the FDW as unpredictable and
uncontrollable, as a ticking bomb within the household just waiting to explode
continued to be present in the media: for example "Vietnamese maid kills elderly
employer" told how a "Vietnamese caregiver in Taipei went berserk yesterday
morning, killing her 67-year-old employer and then trying to commit suicide" (The
China Post, 15 November 2006); and "Cause of Filipino maid's attack still unclear,
say police" (Taiwan News, 26 September 2006). These ran alongside stories of FDWs
meeting up with male migrant workers and becoming murderous thieves; and others
such as "Filipina Servants' Blackmail Scam: They Target the Famous" alleging that

domestic workers and carers invent claims of sexual abuse and rape in order to extort
money from their employers (China Times Weekly, 7 March 2005). The high numbers
of runaways are continually reported in the media, confirming public fears that
migrant workers are out of the realm of state/employer control and now blend
furtively into Taiwanese society.
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The public anxiety about a substitute workforce, about a potentially uncontrolled (and
uncontrollable), possibly diseased and perhaps dangerous migrant Other Within is
addressed by the state through a domestically directed promise of strict control of
migrant workers51. Although migrant labour is covered by the same legislation as

local labour, this is mitigated by the other migrant-specific legislation governing thei
entry into the Taiwanese labour market. State assurances of containment are backed
up by legislation controlling migrant workers through their contracts, mandatory
medical check-ups, rules restricting changing employers or sectors in which foreign
workers are employed, rules restricting intermarriage, and limits on the duration of
visas. The state further controls the entry of foreign workers in terms of countries of
origin and, as far as FDWs are concerned, they must be live-in and remain under the
constantly watchful eyes of their employers. These conditions of employment
presume that the presence of migrant workers is problematic and that these Others
Within must be unambiguously contained.

Legislation prohibiting changing employers or jobs constitutes a denial of workers'
rights according the UN International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of
All Migrant Workers and Members of their Families (United Nations 1990) which
states that,

Migrant workers shall enjoy treatment not less favourable than that which
applies to nationals of the State of employment in respect of remuneration and
other conditions of work and terms of employment.

51

The particular form of these controls, that is, laws and regulations concerning the incorporation of

foreign labour is covered in detail over the following chapters.
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And it is this contradiction between positive state portrayals of the treatment of

migrant workers and the negative reality of their legal incorporation, that sectors of
civil society, NGOs in particular, hone in on to demand accountability. They do this
most effectively by representing the foreign worker as an abused female victim.

Migrant Workers as Victims

The portrayal of foreign workers as victims is evident in media stories focusing on the
economic exploitation of foreign workers in terms of brokers' fees, non-payment of
wages and the commodification of FDWs such as "OCWs are 'not just disposable
utensils'" (Taipei Times, 14 June 2004) and "Protect foreign maids' rights, say
migrant advocates" (Taiwan News, 27 April 2003). NGOs draw upon the state's own
discourse, in this case of democracy and human rights to challenge it to "walk the
walk, not just talk the talk". This was done in the case of the beating and forcible
deportation of Filipino workers at the Formosa Plastics Group in Mailiao (see Taipei
Times, 28 October 2005) and the Kaohsiung riots of Thai workers mentioned earlier.
Notably, the connection between the image of Taiwan's national identity and the
experience of migrant workers is very clear in a statement by Vice-President Lu
announcing a task force to protect foreign workers' rights:

At first, the [Kaoshiung] riot incident represented a crisis to Taiwan as it
exposed inhumane treatment of immigrant workers. N o w , w e have turned the
crisis around into an opportunity to prove to the world that Taiwan is a nation
founded upon the principles of h u m a nrights(Taipei Times, 4 September 2005.

Reports of the riot, which represented foreign workers as victims, directly collided
with the state's inclusive discourse which represents foreign worker as significant
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contributors to the nation. This conflict is m a d e explicit in Lu's response where the
identity of the nation and the experience of foreign workers are equated.

When the images of foreign workers feature women, the debate tends to intensify and
become more closely aligned with the physical body of the FDW. This gendering of
the debate is particularly expressed by the fact that female foreign workers are often
represented as victims of sexual abuse in the media: for example, "Ex-lawmaker
convicted of raping Filipino maid" (The China Post, 9 July 2005); "Rape accusations
spark protest" (Taipei Times, 18 February 2004); and "Tainan's Massive Labor
Trafficking and Rape Case" (Taiwan Alliance to Combat Trafficking, 29 May 2006).
These sorts of images of FDWs are powerful and emotive ones. In cases such as
these, NGOs call both the state and Taiwanese citizenry to account by confronting
them with powerful images of abused migrant workers, in particular abused migrant
domestic workers. Indonesians have featured large in this discourse. I examine this
pattern more closely through a consideration of the murder of Liu Hsia by her
Indonesian carer, Winarsih and the case of the abused Indonesian FDW, Siti Aniyah
and the ways in which these cases became entwined in the debate over the presence of
FDWs in Taiwan.

The Case of Liu Hsia: A Collision of Imaginings of the Nation

The case of wheelchair bound Liu Hsia is instructive because it illustrates the conflict
over discursive representations of foreign domestic workers and the ways in which
this is linked to the imagining of the Taiwanese nation. Further, it demonstrates how
this discursive conflict is so closely bound to the body of the FDW.
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O n February 7, 2003, the famous writer and National Policy Advisory to the
President, Liu Hsia was found badly beaten. Liu Hsia was rushed to the hospital with
bone fractures and concussion but died the following day. Police arrested Winarsih,
her Indonesian carer, over the fatal attack that shocked the nation and made headlines
through subsequent days. Winarsih was subsequently found to be suffering a stress
related mental disorder and not held accountable for the homicide. However, this
homicide represented the realisation of deep seated fears associated with the
"unpredictable and dangerous" FDWs and renewed questions about the place of these
workers within the nation. The following day, calls were made to better regulate
foreign labourers: Democratic Progressive Party lawmaker, Lai Ching-the, was
quoted as saying: "Although it is impossible for us to stop hiring imported laborers
now, we have seen the need to review our foreign laborers policy" (The China Post, 9
February 2003).

Public fears were felt more keenly because the homicide was conducted in the home,
me inner sanctum of the Taiwanese nation. Popular discomfort with the presence of
foreign workers in Taiwan spilled over to challenge the state over its foreign labour
import policy. At a news conference, Liu's younger brother, Liu Kan challenged the
government to filter out villainous FDWs and stop them entering the Taiwanese
nation:

My sister's death would be worthwhile if the government could set up a safety
mechanism to ensure that w e are not hiring a wolf, a tiger or a murderer
(Taipei Times, 9 February 2003).

NGOs representing migrant workers went into damage control following the Liu Hsia
incident. At a press conference, NGOs called for the introduction of a "housework
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service act" to cover housemaids and caregivers, regardless of nationality, w h o are not
protected under the terms of the Employment Service Act so must often be on call 24
hours a day, 7 days a week and so suffer extreme stress and exhaustion. Speaking on
behalf of the coalition of NGOs, Lorna Kung said "Liu's death has shocked the
public" and she claimed that "both employers and foreign housemaids often fall
victim to Taiwan's legal system" (Taipei Times, 17 February 2003). The image of
FDWs as victims and the state as accountable was echoed in other articles - the

editorial in the Taipei Times (8 February 2003) entitled "When victims become
victimizers" reported:

A member of an often victimized group has reportedly injured a member of
another often victimized group. The irony and the social problems highlighted
simply cannot be overlooked. The nation's social welfare system doesn't do
enough to help the physically handicapped, in terms of either monetary or
substantive assistance. The same is true with those permanently bed-ridden
due to old age or illness.

NGOs pushed confronting images in the media in order to challenge the
predominantly negative representation of FDWs (especially Indonesians) dominant at
that time. They fought the discursive war with vividly portrayed cases of abused
domestic workers, particularly that of the Indonesian domestic worker, Siti-Aniyah
Tugiman in a desperate attempt to turn the tide of public opinion.

Siti-Aniyah had been badly abused by her employer, leaving her blind in one eye,
severely traumatised and suffering from back injuries and injuries to her feet from
being repeatedly hit with the blunt end of a large chopping knife. NGOs argued that
FDWs suffered enormous stress brought about by highly exploitative conditions of
employment precisely because this employment was not controlled or adequately
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regulated by the state. Nine days after Liu-Hsia's death, Siti-Aniyah was presented at
a press conference where NGOs made the case that despite the state rhetoric of human
rights and democratic values that was supposed to include migrant workers, the reality
greatly differed and so the Taiwanese nation was in part responsible when things go
wrong. NGOs sought to use the state's own discourse about the new democratic
Taiwan to elicit accountability in much the same way as Indonesian NGOs challenged
rosy Indonesian state discourses on the export of Indonesian women as FDWs in the
preceding chapter.

This picture shows Siti Aniyah at a press conference held nine days after
Liu's death with photos taken of her injuries inflicted by her employer52.

This example of harnessing images of battered and vulnerable FDWs constitutes a
challenge to both the wider society and the state concerning the imagining of the
nation. Is Taiwan a modern, democratic and inclusive society, a promoter of human

rights? Or, is it an uncaring Taiwanese nation engaging only in rhetoric but failing in
reality? It is in this way that the contestations over the imagining of the Taiwanese
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Photo from Taipei Times 17 February 2003.
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nation c o m e to be embodied in the F D W and the politics of shaming c o m e into play.
As Chen Jie (2001 p.623) noted,

Diplomatic isolation makes the Taiwanese government anxious to come back
to the 'mainstream* of the inter-state community and Taipei is thus extremely
sensitive to its o w n international image. Since the government has been
engaged in m a n y international public relations activities to boost its image as a
model international citizen, it is vulnerable to international pressure mobilized
by Taiwanese N G O s in close cooperation with powerful Western-based
INGOs53.

Although, the efficacy of international linkages in the case of migrant worker issues54
in Taiwan is questionable, as discussed more fully in Chapter Seven, the strategy by
Taiwanese NGOs to shame the state is quite clear. Essentially, the representations of
foreign workers reflected contested imaginings of the nation. Migrant workers are
Others Within whose different representations as contributors, villains or victims
speak of the national identity of Taiwan.

Conclusion
In 2003, one judge at the Taipei Migrant Workers' Poetry competition, Chen Yinchen commented on the tensions between state rhetoric on Taiwanese national
identity and the reality of foreign workers' incorporation into Taiwanese society:

53

INGOs is an abbreviation for international non-government organisations.

54

The efficacy of international linkages can vary across countries. For example, it was

such linkages that an Indonesian activist attending a conference in Korea on the traffic

became aware of the problems experienced by Indonesian female migrant workers - as a dir
Solidaritas Perempuan was formed (Robinson 2000 p270).
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Poems are like mirrors. A n d these poems written by foreign workers reflect
h o w Taiwanese employers, w h o have abundant resources, treat their migrant
employees. These p o e m s force us to think about h o w hypocritical the slogans
are that w e cry out every day like democracy, freedom, justice and h u m a n
rights (Taipei Times, 20 October 2003).

This insight picks up the fact that imaginings of the Self and imaginings of the Other
are two sides of the same process. In the case of Taiwan, this dynamic is heavily
influenced by its relationship with its Significant Other, the PRC. This relationship
has not only affected nationalist imaginings but the nature of state/civil society
relations for an extended period. The lifting of martial law in 1987 and the ensuing
successful transition to democracy saw an expansion in civil society accompanied by

concerted nationalist assertion of difference from its Significant Other. Under the DP
and President Chen, Taiwan has doggedly pursued sovereignty by means of

international diplomacy. Its declaration of difference from the PRC is underwritten by
an identity of good global citizen and defender of human rights. Nationalist claims by
the state to represent western democratic values and human rights as part of this
pursuit of international acceptance is reflected in the positive representations of
migrant workers and their (rhetorical at least) inclusion in the imagining of the
Taiwanese nation. Therefore, the foreign worker not only supports the nation in a
physical and economic sense but also in a discursive sense when co-opted to
underwrite Taiwan's role as a good global citizen.

Not only have these positive state representations been vigorously contested by more
negative imaginings of the "Others Within" by Taiwanese citizenry but the veracity of
positive state discourse has been challenged by NGOs. NGOs use images of abused
(often Indonesian) FDWs, as particularly powerful strategic tools to confront state
representations of Taiwan as a modern, democratic and inclusive nation committed to
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h u m a nrights.This N G O strategy of representing non-citizen labour as victims is an
attempt to shame the state into legislative change and draw greater public empathy for
foreign workers. They are in fact attempting to expose the location of these workers in
the wild zone of power to the Taiwanese public. However, the fact that Taiwanese
civil society in general is still relatively young, and that migrant advocate NGOs
(MANGOs) represent a relatively small voice in the NGO sector (as examined further
in Chapter Seven), mitigates against profound change for migrant workers at this

stage. Nevertheless, the fact that such debates are engaged in at all, and that it is do

openly, is testament to the depth of transformation in Taiwanese civil society since the
hfting of martial law in 1987.

Essentially, these debates are nationalist discourses that involve imaginings of Self
and Other in a range of ways, all of which are dialogical and contested. The

contestation over representations, and the ambiguities within this oratory, reflects the
multiple audiences to whom it is directed and the competing agendas which such
rhetoric must address. The ambiguities in state positioning (inclusion and exclusion)
of foreign workers constitutes "a way for the nation to present itself to multiple
audiences: to the national community (regardless of gender, sexuality, race and class)
and to the international community" (Mayer 2000 p. 10). The body of the FDW in
particular has become one terrain upon which Taiwan's claim to be a worthy,
independent international citizen, distinct from the PRC, is waged. This is the terrain
upon which the state and a nascent civil society negotiate the place and rights of the
non-citizen Other within Taiwan. In these NGO discourses, and in state discourses,
the dialogue about the Others Within do not invoke the national stereotypes that are
evident in other areas such as by labour brokers and employers as described in
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Chapter Four. Rather, the notion of Others Within is used as a trope in debates over
the presence of foreign labour in Taiwan, especially by NGOs as they challenge the
state.

This chapter has explored how matters of national identity and citizenship in the
receiving nation of Taiwan have shaped the representation of foreign workers,
especially FDWs, and the nature of debates about the terms of the incorporation of
these Others Within. The following chapter continues to explore the pertinence of
matters of nationality to the story of Indonesian FDWs' migration to Taiwan. The
numerical dominance of Indonesian women in Taiwan's FDW/carer sector is quite

marked. In order to understand factors underlying their dominance, it is necessary to
examine the ways in which these workers have been commodified and popularised as

national products. By analysing the recruitment, training and marketing processes ste
by step, we can see how Indonesian women become the ideal FDW/carers so popular
in the households of Taiwan. This process of construction spans both sending and
receiving countries as Indonesian women move through a recruitment, training and
placement system which increasingly commodifies them as it simultaneously
disempowers them. This represents yet another step in the positioning of these women
ever more definitively into the wild zone of power.
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CHAPTER 4

DILIGENCE AND DEFERENCE: RECRUITMENT,
MARKETING AND PLACEMENT OF INDONESIAN
"MAIDS"

Having examined the dynamics of national identity and citizenship that informs the
relationship between Taiwan and the generalised Others Within, this chapter looks
more closely at Indonesian FDWs as a particular national Other in Taiwan. The
chapter considers the process of constructing nationality-based identities for
consumption; these practices are set in motion in Indonesia and then further
consolidated in Taiwan. The discussion therefore focuses on these two locations. It
begins with Indonesia, tracing the recruitment of rural Indonesian women as
prospective FDWs and illustrating how their identities as Muslims, mothers,
daughters and wives are manipulated by recruiters to draw them into transnational
labour. Their identity is further manipulated in the training centres or penampungan

where these citizens are transformed into national products suitable for export, that is,
FDWs with a distinctively Indonesian quality. These women's experiences of political
and cultural citizenship and their socio-cultural understandings of domestic labour
inform both their behaviour and that of their trainers in the process of creating the
Indonesian maid. It is in the training centres that the future experience of overseas
domestic work is constructed in a way that shapes FDWs' expectations. This
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experience produces a narrative about the nature of labour and the appropriate
behaviour that accompanies that particular form of labour. The second part of chapter
examines the continuing process of constructing and commodifying the Indonesian
domestic worker in Taiwan along nationality lines. In their marketing of these
women, Taiwanese labour brokers reinforce the images of Indonesian FDWs as
inherently subservient and hardworking. They contrast Indonesian women with
women of other nationalities in order to position them in particular segments of the
labour market according to reductionist perceptions based on their nationality and
their gender.

Essentially, this chapter illuminates particular sites in recruitment process where th
national and gendered identities of Indonesian women are both constructed and
manipulated in sending and receiving countries. Through this examination, it becomes
clear that the utilisation of foreign domestic labour in Taiwan involves more than
economic considerations. Indonesian women are desired because of the ways in which
they are perceived as a national group; being an Indonesian woman is equated with
being a "maid" by nature. The recruitment process and the positioning of Indonesian
women as suitable maids in the Taiwanese labour market are shaped by economic,
cultural and political factors. The nationality-based essentialising of Indonesian
women as natural maids is not just a result of state policy. While Donald Nonini
(2002 p. 15) noted the importance of state policies in hierarchically segmenting
migrant populations while "convey[ing] on each segment its own essence of racial
and national character suited to a particular kind of work, and imposing] practices of
regulations and discipline accordingly", it is also vital that to we look to labour
recruiters, agencies and brokers to understand these processes more fully. As
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Rudnyckyj (2004 p.411) suggested in her response to Nonini's focus on the state,
non-state entities like recruitment agencies constitute "technologies of servitude" or
mechanisms that underwrite and enable the making of suitable domestic labourers in
terms of necessary skills and attitudes. These technologies of servitude stretch from
the villages of Java to the shores of Taiwan, as these workers are increasingly
commodified and disempowered, and therefore further consolidating their occupation
of the wild zone of power. This is the journey that will be traced in this chapter.

The Recruitment Process: Brokers, Agents and Training Centres in
Indonesia
Historical Precedents
The business of brokers handling the movement of Indonesian migrants has not just
emerged with the recent increases in international labour migration but resonates with
earlier practices during the Japanese occupation at the time of World War II and even
further back to mid-nineteenth century Dutch colonial times (Spaan 1994; Raharto
2007). Japanese occupiers forcibly utilised Javanese labour under a system known as
romusha where Javanese worked as menial labour in the outer Indonesian islands, in
Singapore, in Thailand and Burma, and other parts of Southeast Asia (Vickers 2004;
Raharto 2007 p.220).

The Dutch system of recruiting Javanese as coolie labour in the early 1900s as
described by Jan Breman (2002 p.333ff) bears several interesting parallels with
contemporary labour migration. Like contemporary Indonesian transmigrants —
coolie workers were predominantly of Javanese origin working for non-Indonesian
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employers; they were bonded labour, being bound by debt to labour brokers, by
contract to employers and by restrictive regulations; they were also often subject to
abuse by employers; and often fell prey to the unscrupulous practices of agents in
their efforts to obtain work out of sheer desperation and poverty.

Coolie labour was not the only migration with contemporary echoes that was
managed by brokers during Dutch colonialism. Brokers also managed Indonesians
pilgrims travelling to Mecca via Singapore to perform the Hajj; this was often a
clandestine arrangement due to Dutch restrictions on the free outflow of Javanese
wishing to go to Mecca (Spaan 1994). At times, these pilgrims would be stranded in
Singapore mid-way through their journey due to indebtedness whereupon they would

be forced into a bonded labour for several years before affording passage on to Arabia
(Tagliacozzo 2005 p.241). Past practices of combining work and pilgrimage are now
often repeated as worker/pilgrims travel to Saudi Arabia with the dual objectives of
performing the hajj55 and then remaining to work (both documented and
undocumented) (Hugo 2002). Additionally, there have been cases where descendants
of former hajj brokers now operate as transnational domestic labour agent/brokers,
utilising the same dormitories and facilities formerly used for pilgrims (Rudnyckyj
2004 p.408).

In contemporary Indonesia, the business of recruitment of transnational domestic

labour is a lucrative industry. The recruitment process is complex, involving a serie
of brokers and agencies that operate between rural households and villages and major

55

Sometimes workers were content to perform the umrah, a lesser pilgrimage, if it is not the

appropriate time of the year for the hajj (Silvey 2005 p. 136).
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international airports and seaports. However, the recruitment of migrants is not
merely a matter of economics, of supply and demand but is better understood as a
nuanced process of inducement, compulsion, objectification and indebtedness
whereby a suitable and saleable national product (the obedient and loyal Indonesian
FDW) is achieved at the end of training. The following section traces this process of
modification, commodification and "nationalisation" in the making of an Indonesian
maid.

Contemporary Brokerage and Rural Javanese Households56
In the case of working-class households in rural Java, Jan Breman (2004 p. 12) argued
that "the dynamic ratio between productive and non-productive members has made all
the difference between living slightly above or below the poverty line". This
represents a strong imperative to labour abroad. In the face of a lack of job
opportunities and low wages locally, the landless and land poor households are the
households from which the poorly educated, Muslim Indonesian women are drawn
into transnational domestic labour (Nayyar 1997; Sanusi 2007). Many of these women
are propelled into such work by a desire to improve the economic and social status of
their family and household (Silvey 2005 p.25; Sanusi 2007). Migrant remittances have
a marked impact on the economic well-being of households, families and
communities, being used to improve housing, purchase rice fields, start family
businesses, pay for children's education, and meet the family's everyday living
expenses (Sukamdi, Satriawan et al. 2004; Silvey 2005 p.29-30; Raharto 2007 p.227).

56

This discussion focuses on recruitment processes in Java because the majority of my Indonesian

informants came from that part of Indonesia (see Appendix A).
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A series of middlemen, brokers and agents (calo), stand between these prospective
migrants and their goals.

The recruitment, placement, training, deployment and return of documented

transnational domestic labourers lie within the domain of the Department of Labour's
Overseas Worker Placement Agency (Hugo 2002 p. 168-9). Some recruiters work for
government approved labour export agencies which operate under an umbrella

organisation of registered labour recruiters and supply agents called Perusahaan Ja
Tenaga Kerja Indonesia or PJTKI (Tirtosudarmo 2004 p.317, 322). Most recruiters,

however, are linked to small-scale companies that have no links with either licensed

recruiters or the Ministry of Manpower (Jones 2000 p.45). In short, there is a licen
system of recruitment that coexists with an interweaving network of unlicensed
brokers who channel workers both to licensed training and placement agencies and
connect undocumented migrants to people smugglers (particularly in terms of
migration to Malaysia) (Spaan 1994; Jones 2000; Tirtosudarmo 2004 p.323). The
latter option, undocumented migration, markedly increases the vulnerability of

migrant workers to exploitation and misadventure due to its clandestine nature, lack
of regulation and the migrant's reluctance to draw attention to him/herself (Jones
2000).

Within Java where the majority of Indonesian FDWs originate (Hugo 2005 p.61-62),

the official system of recruitment runs from the licensed agencies in Jakarta, Sura
and other major centres to regional recruiters (e.g. calo Surabaya or calo Cilacap)
outlined above, down to the village level recruiters or calo lokal57 (Raharto 1999;

Also known as "sponsors".
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Jones 2000) and back again. Reminiscent of local Islamic patriarchs facilitating the
flow of female labour to Javanese factories described by Mather (1983), local brokers
may be religious leaders, village heads or local entrepreneurs (Rudnyckyj 2004
p.414). Workers often have little choice but to place their trust in local recruiters
because these recruiters have access to city-based labour recruiters who in turn have
access to overseas partners, information, transport, and administrative competency
(Spaan 1994 p.98; Wee and Sim 2004 p. 174). While the common residency or

familiarity of village level recruiters (and their fear of retribution) may act as so
guard against over-exploitation of prospective migrants, this connection also
engenders (sometimes misplaced) trust; the reality is often that as the physical
distance from the village increases so does the lack of accountability (Spaan 1994;
Rudnyckyj 2004 p.415). If unable to raise money from relatives or friends, village
level brokers lend money to would-be migrants to facilitate travel and contact with
city-based agents, reclaiming this money from the agency as payment for recruiting

the migrant domestic worker; this fee (plus substantial interest) is then passed on to
the migrant to be repaid upon starting her employment (Rudnyckyj 2004 p.414ff). In

fact, the vast majority of migrant workers are not in a position to fund their migrati
(Hugo 2002 p. 169) so they must borrow money at high interest rates (Surtees 2003
p. 100). This system involves a series of fees, thus increasing indebtedness for the
migrant worker, at each stage of the recruitment process: the commission paid the
calo lokal by the agency, the fee for registering with the department of labour, the

costs of the training centre (training, board and food), passports and travel fares to
destination country.
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Overall, this brokerage system affords multiple opportunities for the exploitation of

migrant workers before they have even left the country (Jones 2000) in no small par

due to the lack of regulatory efforts by the state. The corruption of labour recrui

well-known, particularly the prevalence of false or invalid travel documentation (W
and Sim 2004 p. 179). The susceptibility of migrant workers to exploitation is

exacerbated by their low levels of literacy, their unfamiliarity with the administr

and regulatory systems concerning migrant labour in general and with work contracts
in particular (Raharto 2007 p.228). This situation is made even more precarious by

depth of corruption at all levels from immigration officials issuing fake passports
government officials taking bribes to speed up processing or ignore violations, to

village chiefs falsifying migrant details like age and marital status, to recruiter
workers false information about wages, destinations and work conditions (Hugo 2002
p.176-177; Surtees 2003 p.101, 103; Lyons and Ford 2007 p.246). It is not uncommon
that brokers get money from prospective migrants then vanish as was the experience
of 24 year old Wariyanti from Indramayu in West Java:

When I wanted to work overseas, I sold all my jewellery to pay the calo and
also borrowed m o n e y from other people. I paid 21 million rupiah58 to go to
Korea. Then the calo disappeared, and all m y m o n e y was gone. This also
happened to m y friend. I had to borrow more m o n e y to get here.

Workers' lack of knowledge and experience is further manipulated by recruiters in

pressuring workers to go to particular destinations by appeals to the migrant worke
religious, familial and/or moral identity.

Approximately US$2,290 (US$1 =9,168 Indonesian rupiah)
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Invoking Identity: Being a Good

Woman

Ford and Parker (2008 p.3) argued that decisions regarding work undertaken by
Indonesian women are not solely determined by individual economic considerations
but rather often are "moral decisions" taking into account communal, household and
family obligations and interests. Ford and Parker (2008 p.3) state:

When we come to study real women working in Indonesia, we come to
understand that w e are dealing with single w o m e n , daughters, mothers and
wives w h o are not free to m a k e market-based decisions about what will
provide the most income or best career for them as individuals. Rather, they
make choices about work - or sometimes have their decisions m a d e for them and in the process they constitute their o w n identities as full, gendered human
beings: as good mothers, capable wives, virtuous daughters or reputable,
marriageable young w o m e n .

Decisions are made within these cultural parameters of being an Indonesian woman
(part of the story of nationality). While migration decisions are made within the
family, brokers and agents play on moral values held by prospective FDWs in order to
achieve their own desired goals of filling labour contracts. For example, many
Indonesian FDWs conceptualise their absence as a duty to the family and her decision
to migrate as recognition of her gendered position in the family. As Silvey (2006
p.31) argues, the migrant women worker "normaliz[es] her subordinate decisionmaking power within the family" by stressing that the migration was only undertaken

with her husband's permission. Brokers pressure parents/husbands to consent to their
daughters/wives working abroad in return for promises of money that would be
remitted homewards. The invocation of a women's familial duty by both the women
themselves and by brokers, reflects the fact that for Indonesian FDWs, the familial
home is a primary social unit within the community from which "many women derive

their most important social and political roles and identities" (Purwani-Williams 20
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p.405). It is clear that contribution to one's household and family is not only a matter

of economic necessity but it is also driven by cultural imperatives prioritising
family unit and the community above the individual (Blackburn 2004 p.86). Women
may be motivated to engage in transnational migration for a range of reasons:

unhappy marriages or family lives (interviews 2002, 2004); a desire for conspicu
consumption (Silvey 2006) after having seen the relative wealth of the returned

migrant neighbours (Purwani-Williams 2005); and at times, the lure of "expanding
their horizons" (memperluas cakrawala) (Purwani-Williams 2005 p.406). Despite
actual reasons or motivations, many Indonesian FDWs in Taiwan refer to their

decision to work overseas in terms of a contribution to their family. Notably, t
articulation of the importance of family did not seem to be confined to married

women, or only to Javanese women from a single province, but was evident in wome

from different parts of Java and provinces beyond Java. For example Salmawati, a
married 35 year old from Tegal (Central Java):

I worked for five years in Saudi [Arabia] to pay for a house and land for my
family and n o w I work in Taiwan to pay for m y children's education. If I a m
not working m y children could not go to school and n o w they have a chance at
education and a good life.

And Nopi, a married 28 year old from Yogyakarta (East Java) who sought to benefi
her son said:

Some Indonesians work overseas for freedom but not me, I came to improve
m y family's life in Indonesia. I have sent a lot of money home. But I send it to
m y mother because she cares for m y son. M y husband would spend it on
gambling if I sent it to him.

Wariyanti, a single 24 year old from Indramayu (West Java):
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I help m y family. I sent m o n e y h o m e to build a n e w house for m y family The
house is beautiful, it is solid [made of bricks/concrete], painted nicely with a
garden and a large fenced gate outfront.I also paid for a motorbike for m y
brother... our social status is n o w higher (mempertinggi keadaan sosiat)

And Dewi, 22 years old from Lampung (Sumatera) was the third of four children said:

My father said I should work overseas to earn money to pay for the other
children's education. I do not like working here but I cannot go home.

Likewise Sophie, a 31 year old single (engaged) woman from Sumbawa (West Nusa
Tenggara):

I have five brothers and sisters so wanted to improve my family's situation.
N o w I have bought land and paid for a n e w house for m y family. N o w I can
go h o m e and get married.

It is not only the Indonesian woman's familial identity that is played upon, but als
her Islamic identity in the case of migration to Saudi Arabia. Silvey (2005 p. 131)
noted the pattern whereby "Recruiters deploy religious codes to persuade aspiring
migrants of the desirability of specific destination sites". This may take the form
appealing to an individual's desire to perform the hajj and so brokers laud Saudi
Arabia as a destination. Saudi Arabia represents both the opportunity to engage in
religious duty and wage labour. If women migrants manage to achieve these dual

objectives, they can present themselves as devout Muslims back home: their religious

identity is reaffirmed, they feel spiritually uplifted, and their social prestige i
(Silvey 2005 p. 137). Alternately, if the desired objective is to entice workers
elsewhere, Saudi Arabia is demonised as being religiously "fanatical "(fanatik)
(Silvey 2005 p. 136) and the advantages of work elsewhere are highlighted. For
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example, making Taiwan an attractive option is a little more challenging than Saudi
Arabia because Taiwan is known as a Chinese, non-Muslim country where the

preferred meat is pork. Not only has anti-Chinese sentiment a long and dark histor
Indonesia (Coppel 1983; Purdey 2006) but the handling and consumption of pork is
forbidden under Islam. Naturally, working as a FDW in Taiwan would involve

dealing with both those issues. Some workers such as Hartini from Kediri told of h
the calo said she would be absolved of any religious transgression when she asked
him if she would have to cook pork59:

Sometimes you must cook pork for your employer, God understands this. You
are helping your family by working in Taiwan. Y o u can go to pray at the
mosque about this. There are mosques in Taiwan where you can pray. Y o u can
also pray w h e n you return home.

The attractive wage in Taiwan is also invoked together with the women's duty/desir
to improve the lot of the family. However, deception is often involved with false
information given to migrant women about wages, fees and conditions (Surtees 2003

p. 103). The experience of Yuni from East Java, a FDW/carer in Taiwan demonstrates
this:

I heard about the high wages in Taiwan but they [brokers] didn't tell us about
all the taxes and deductions like insurances, fees for A R C card, agent's fees
and so on. I was surprised w h e n I got m y first salary slip with all the
deductions. Calo should tell us about Taiwan's laws when w e are still in
Indonesia.

59

Some workers, such as Rini, a 27 year old from Indramayu did not seem to care at all about the

handling of pork. Rini, in particular, seemed to care little about her religious i
observance of Islamic customs.
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Setiawan, a 27 year old from Surabaya, East Java also spoke of her encounter with the
calo:

I said to the calo that I wanted to go to Saudi [Arabia] to work so that I could
perform the hajj but he said that Saudi is a closed society and life is very
difficult there. H e also said that there was a long waiting list to go to Saudi. H e
said that if I wanted to earn m o n e y sooner and get a job quickly, Taiwan was a
good country to work in and I could go soon and be sending m o n e y h o m e to
m y family very quickly. H e said that helping m y family was an important duty
as well. I wanted to earn m o n e y quickly to help m y family, I wanted to buy
some land and start a business, so I came to Taiwan. I was told the wage was
good in Taiwan.

Setiawan's dialogue demonstrates that a range of factors are pertinent to the "choice
of destination of which religious identity and the desire to do one's "duty" as a
Muslim by helping one's family is just one. That is, there is an interplay between
FDW's own desires, the demand for FDWs in a specific country at a particular time,
the economic wants/needs of the individual and her family, the purported high wage
in Taiwan, her religious identity, the pressure put on the FDW by the broker and by
her family, and so on. Brokers opportunistically play on these different sentiments
highlighting the importance of contribution to the family unit, identity as Muslims,
and desires to enhance familial status, in pursuit of their own ends. These
manipulations echo the manoeuvring of these women's identity by the state as
examined in Chapter Two.

The manipulation of prospective migrant Indonesian women at the level of village is

further pursued at the training/processing centres but in a different way. In the tr
centres, these women's identities as good Indonesian
mothers/wives/daughters/Muslims are subsumed to the construction of new identities
as "Indonesian maids" naturally suited to subservience by virtue of their inherent
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national (and gendered) character. O n c e this state of being is achieved, they can be
exported as quality national products with characteristics quite distinct from FDWs
from other nations. Let us look more closely at this "nationalising" process60.

Making the Maid: Indonesian Training and Processing Centres61
A critical part of the recruitment process occurs in the training centres (penampungan)
where Indonesian women are constructed into suitable and saleable FDW and carers.
The tiaining of FDWs is organised by the Indonesian Labour Recruitment Agency
(Raharto 2002 cited in Raharto 2007 p.228). After being recruited in the village, the
women are handed over to a city-based agency where they are registered formally for
official selection and undertake a compulsory medical examination to assure good
health and to pursue their training (Rudnyckyj 2004). At this time, local recruiters are
paid, passports are applied for and workers' personal information including a photo is
compiled and dispatched to placement agencies in destination countries (Surtees 2003

p. 100). The bio-data is often falsified to fit the necessary criteria desired by oversea
agents, employers and laws with regard to age, village of origin, name and marital
status (Asosiasi Tenaga Kerja Wanita di Hong Kong 2007).

60

It is important to clarify that as this thesis focuses on documented F D W s , this chapter explores the

official channelling of documented workers through recruitment and training procedures. A

significant number of Indonesians engage in undocumented migration, especially to Malaysi
bypassing training centres, the stories of undocumented and irregular FDW migration lies
scope of this thesis.
61

As there was no primary fieldwork conducted in Indonesia or the training centres, this

penampungan relies upon the secondary literature and information gathered from interview
Indonesian FDW/carers in Taiwan.
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It is illuminating to briefly note some differences compared with the recruitment of
Filipina FDWs. The Indonesian FDW begins paying recruitment costs once she is
employed unlike Filipina FDWs who must pay most of their fees prior to a recruiter
processing them for overseas deployment (Wee and Sim 2004 p. 176). Although some
Filipina FDWs in Taiwan considered Indonesians to be lucky because they don't pay

all their fees upfront, it also means that there is considerable pressure on Indones
FDWs to remain in employment regardless of conditions. Another significant

variation in recruitment is that while the Filipina FDW awaits deployment at her own
or a friend's home (Wee and Sim 2004 p. 176), the Indonesian FDW must live at an
agency training centre in order to qualify for certification. During this time, she

forcibly confined despite the fact that such practice is illegal: she is not allowed
leave the centre, visit or be visited by her family or friends (Jones 2000 p.51).
Workers must remain in the centre until selected for employment during which time
and she must pay rent for food and board: this can take an extended period from
weeks to months and therefore becomes very costly (Varia 2007). According to
Endah, a 24 year old from East Java, her debt to her broker amounted to 2 million
Indonesian rupiah (approx. US$220) for just over two months in the penamgungan. In
interviews with Indonesian workers in Taiwan, they reported that confinement in the
training centre ranged from just two weeks to six months; this occurred despite a
presidential decree limiting the maximum processing time of migrant workers to 24

days (Hugo 2007). Effectively these workers are stockpiled until they are chosen for
assignment.
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Stories of abuse within these training centres are too m a n y to n a m e and are already
well documented — rapes, death by medical neglect, extended confinement,
overcrowding, inadequate nutrition, unpaid labour and so on (Jones 2000 p.49, 5Iff;
Komnas Perempuan and Solidaritas Perempuan/CARAM Indonesia 2003; HRW
2004 p.30-35; Wee and Sim 2004 p.l77ff; HRW 2005). These centres represent the

first of a series of sites of unfree labour and deprivation of civil liberties for t
Indonesian FDW. The burden of daily increasing debt acts as a mechanism of control
over the FDW because their decision to labour abroad represents a significant

emotional and financial investment by the individual and her family, one that cannot

be discarded lightly. In the recruiters' eyes, these women represent future earnings
which cannot be allowed slip away (Jones 2000 p.51)

Training centres are supposed to teach the rural workers basic language skills, cul
and culinary particularities of their future employers and the use of unfamiliar,
modem household utensils and electronic appliances (Raharto 2007 p.228). After
training workers are further instructed by the Bureau of Labour Training, and

examined for certification attesting to their competency as FDWs; certification then
enables the processing of a passport and visa to the destination country (Rudnyckyj

2004 p.418). In reality, however, this training is not always given because certific
can easily be bought from corrupt officials (Rudnyckyj 2004 p.418). FDWs' training

does not include information about worker's rights, or about potential problems that
may be encountered or about methods of seeking assistance should trouble arise
(Surtees 2003 p. 100). Although such information is available from NGOs, these

organisations are rarely invited by the training centres to teach such issues (Surt
2003 p. 105) because workers' obedience rather than safety is of greater concern.
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Most importantly, these centres constitute places where an understanding of the nature
of domestic labour and the necessary disposition of a domestic labourer are taught.
The penampungan represents a place where these woman becomes the ideal
FDW/carer not merely on account of the domestic skills attained but also by virtue of
the acquisition of the appropriate demeanour and attitudes. From the worker's
perspective, the quicker she achieves this state, the lower the cost of accommodation
fees in the centre and the faster she can begin earning, repaying her debt and earning
money for her family. In short, it is her interests to become "the maid" by exhibiting
behavioural characteristics that the trainers deem to be appropriate for domestic
workers; these qualities in turn become markers of "Indonesian-ness" in the eyes of
consumers, distinct national qualities which are extremely desirable. For brokers,
these women are transformed into a national product that is highly marketable.

Rudnyckyj (2004 p.408) discussed training centres as "technologies of servitude
[which are] intended to impart the skills and attitudes necessary to conduct domestic
labor". He (Rudnyckyj 2004 p.416) describes how potential FDWs are chosen by
agencies for their "mental capacity (kapasitas mental)" and "the ease with which their
mind could be opened (kalau bisa bukapikiran mereka dengan mudah)". The austere

environment of the centre, strict training schedules, score sheets and hierarchical (
harsh) speech forms are all used to discipline and shape the worker to her future
identity as an obedient Indonesian domestic worker (Rudnyckyj 2004 p.419). Workers
have related how they were badly treated and called names like "dogs"62 in these

62

T o call these workers "dogs" is particularly insulting because dogs are unclean in an Islamic sense.
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centres (Varia 2007 p.5). Ani, a 36 year old Indonesian FDW/carer in Taiwan
described the experience as follows:

I paid Rp.1.5 million [US$164] to the local recruiter then spent one and a half
months in the training centre with more than 200 other w o m e n learning
Chinese. W e were not allowed to go out or use the phone. I felt bridled
(kekang) in that closed environment.

Similarly, Siti, a 27 year old carer from Blitar, East Java reported her experience:

I felt really homesick in the training centre. I was not allowed to leave the
centre or talk to m y family. There were so m a n y w o m e n there. M a n y days I
suffered with headaches from being tired and always doing classes, always
learning n e w things and I did not sleep well there. I felt far away from m y
family and they [training centre staff] were very strict. They shouted at you if
you did things wrong.

Take also the case of 20 year old Dewi Hariyanti cited in a H u m a n Rights Watch
Report (2005 p. 18):

In the training center, it was very bad .... W e received rice once a day and in
the morning bread .... I was there for three months. There were over a hundred
girls there. The gate was always locked. The security guard had the key. If m y
friends ran away, the rest of the girls received punishments. They wouldn't
give us food for a day, or w e would have to do three or four hundred sit-ups. I
was so depressed. I wanted to give up, but I could not because I have family
problems. I was so tired once [during training] I feel asleep. The staff woke
m e up and m a d e m e do two hundred sit-ups until I almost fainted. Sometimes
they used very harsh words like, "If you're not successful, you'll become a
prostitute!" They used all bad words. M y passport was held by m y agent ....
They didn't explain the employment contract; I just had to sign it. I did not
receive a copy. I did not k n o w what was inside.

This high degree of control is paralleled by intensive training revolved around an
obsession with physical and mental cleanliness described as "brainwashing" (otak
0 by one agent in order to make workers "emotionally prepared" with "the proper

CUCl
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attitude to work well" (kasih pandangan

untuk kerja bagus) (Rudnyckyj 2004 p.419).

The process of discipline extended to an insistence on physical deference by speaking
from a kneeling or stooping position, avoiding eye contact while looking at the floor,
and always speaking quietly and politely (Rudnyckyj 2004 p.420). In order to remain
in the program, workers must pass an evaluation of their progress on a score sheet
which includes: concentration, ability to follow instructions, responsiveness,
diligence, work motivation, emotions, self-confidence, behaviour, language learning,
practical learning and attention to detail (Rudnyckyj 2004 p.423). As Rudnyckyj

(2004 p.423) noted "the score sheet may elicit the very qualities that it is purported
objectively evaluate, by making behaviour and characteristics favoured for emulation

explicit to the trainees". Whilst this is true, deferential behaviour is also shaped b
other experiences.

There are many factors which bear upon the propensity to deferential behaviour by

these workers. Importantly, deference is neither an inherent nor an automatic attribut
of an Indonesian woman worker as labour brokers suggest. In the case of Java, both
obedience and activism in women factory workers have been shown to be derived
from locally held (and changing) notions of appropriate behaviour regarding women's
duty to her family and her social networks as well as being shaped by local histories
of migrations and engagement with industrial labour, all of which can vary across
villages within Java (Silvey 2003). That is, such behaviour can be argued to be
situationally appropriate (e.g. from training in the penampungan) rather than
culturally predetermined by virtue of belonging to a particular ethnic, regional or
national group. Equally, while the importance of hierarchies have been noted (and
debated) within families, between men and women, across age and class within
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Javanese households (Hart 1986; Sullivan 1990; Brenner 1995), behaviour cannot be

explained solely within this context. Notions of appropriate behaviour also interse
with other broader historical experiences of citizenship. For example, an
understanding of rights (and assertiveness about rights) is tempered by a citizen's
experiences of the legacy of the New Order period where dissent was viciously
suppressed and the labour movement "almost totally destroyed" (Tirtosudarmo 2004
p.319). These factors influence behaviour, and for Indonesian FDWs, they may well
encourage deference. Moreover, as many of these women are first-time migrants to
Taiwan, they are unsure about the experience of domestic labour there; hence, they

must rely upon the expertise of the trainers in terms of advice about the importan
deferentiality.

Furthermore, these women have their own understanding of the nature of domestic
labour derived from the local context. While domestic workers have been
romanticised in some Indonesian literature and films, notions of deference and
obedience have been a constant from colonial times to the present day (Dupar 1997).
Within Indonesia, domestic workers are considered as "second-class citizens whose
subordinate role excludes them from those rights enjoyed by other members of the
community" (Amnesty International 2007 p.4) as well as any legal protection by the
state (Komnas Perempuan and Solidaritas Perempuan/CARAM Indonesia 2003 p.4).
Stories of abuse of Indonesian FDWs are commonplace in Indonesia acting to support
the image of FDWs having few rights; and in doing so, these images underwrite the
value of deference as a (hopeful) protective strategy. In fact, the experiences of
domestic workers within Indonesia - their exploitation by brokers and employers,
their mistreatment, lack of payment, isolation, long hours and lack of contracts -
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strongly parallels that of Indonesian transnational domestic workers

(Komnas

Perempuan and Solidaritas Perempuan/CARAM Indonesia 2003).

All of these aforementioned factors together with the training regime push the

prospective FDW towards deferential behaviour. It is important to also recognise that
the appearance of deference in trainee Indonesian FDWs is an intelligent and rational
choice of behaviour. These women respond to the training regime in order to be

perceived to be dutiful and obedient, and as a result, they facilitate their own rapid
placement and their sustained employment in the global labour market. In other
words, they performed 'deference' in order to demonstrate that they were 'trained'
workers. However, this performance is more than just an act. The daily practice of
deference also impacts upon the way they behave after leaving the penampungan and
upon arrival in the destination country. For most Indonesian FDW/carers, Taiwan is

culturally, geographically, and linguistically foreign. In such a situation, it is no
surprising that many women resort to behaviours learnt within the training centres as
a way of coping in an unsure environment. Take for example the case of Siti, the 27
year old from East Java who spoke of her experiences soon after arriving in Taiwan:

I was pleased to leave the training centre and be in Taiwan. I was happy to be
starting m y job but I was scared also because I didn't k n o w h o w m y life would
be here. I was anxious about what m y employer would be like... She [her
employer] was very strict too [referring to our earlier discussion about the
teachers in the penampungan]. I knew that I must always smile and be polite
and do everything well even w h e n she shouted at m e because Indonesians
must respect their bosses. W e must do as they ask and work hard.

Siti's dialogue indicates the linkage between her experience and expectations formed
in the penampungan and her polite and diligent behaviour in the employer's home.
Siti drew on the behavioural tools garnered during her time in the training centre 162

she "knew" that she must smile, be polite and act respectful w h e n dealing with her
strict and "sometimes shouting" employer. Such acts of deference become inscribed

in the worker's daily performance of 'being a maid' through constant repetition over a
period of time.

In Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of Identity, Judith Butler (1999)
described how the categories of sex, gender and sexuality are culturally constructed
through the repetition of bodily acts over time, a process which she termed

"performative". She argued that what seems to be a natural given is in fact a cultural
process whose meaning is built through repeated performance — "performativity is

not a singular act, but a repetition and a ritual, which achieves it effects through i

naturalization in the context of a body, understood in part, as a culturally sustained
temporal duration" (Butler 1999 p.xv). If we understand the performance of diligence
and deference by Indonesian FDW/carers in this light then it allows us to view their
behaviour without determining whether or not it is 'an act'. Instead it allows us to

address the question of the implications of this particular performance. In the case o
Indonesian FDWs and carers, the performance of deference is interpreted by
Taiwanese brokers and employers as an innately Indonesian trait derived from these
workers' gender and nationality.

The training centres represent a site where rural, female Indonesian citizens are
converted into national products. They are constructed into Indonesian FDWs who are
obedient and hardworking by nature, they are marketed by Indonesian agents and
Taiwanese brokers as possessing these qualities because they are Indonesian. For
example, in a survey of 29 recruitment agencies in Taiwan, more than half marketed
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Indonesians as having the inherent qualities of being "obedient" alongside other
national characteristics of being "simple-minded", "loyal", hardworking ("no days
off) and "honest" (Lan 2006 p.76). Finally, they are placed in the homes of Taiwan

in their capacity as Indonesian FDW/carers featuring all those "inherent" qualities for
which they are so well known. Essentially, this entire process ensures that the circle
the production and reproduction of stereotypes is closed and the process of creating
the Indonesian FDW/carer is complete. The next section examines this practice at the
Taiwan end of the journey where the national identity of Indonesian FDW/carers is
consolidated in a process of differentiation from foreign workers of other
nationalities.

Marketing the Maid in Taiwan
It is not just non-state actors that manage the movement of labour from Indonesia to
Taiwan but as Anderson (2007 p.250) noted, the state plays a role in the construction

of categories of suitable foreign labour through immigration legislation. In the case o
Taiwan, the state targets suitable sources of foreign labour not on the basis of any
mtrinsic qualities of these nationals (as brokers would have us believe) but rather for
what is known in Taiwan as "foreign labour diplomacy". Foreign labour diplomacy
indicates that the flow of labour from source countries, and the continuation of this
flow, is tied to issues of trade and diplomacy (Chen 2005). The temporary ban on
Indonesian labour, supposedly due to high numbers of Indonesians absconding from
their jobs, was extended when Indonesia refused the official entry of Vice President
Annette Lu in 2002. The PRC had threatened to sever ties with Indonesia should the

63

Part of the following discussion are revisions of material drawn from earlier publications (Loveband

2004; 2006)
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visit go ahead (Taipei Times, 11 February 2003). L u had described the visit as "part of

a highly difficult, highly secretive diplomatic battle" and her barred entry had bee

linked to a lost opportunity to discuss the lifting of the ban (Lim 2002). Further th
emanated from Taiwanese state representatives and lawmakers after President Chen's
visit was cancelled later in 2002: calls were made to veto labour imports from
Indonesia, to halt plans for investment in Indonesian gas and to introduce a total
economic boycott (Taipei Times, 11 February 2003). Similar connections between

freezing labour imports and international trade and diplomacy have played out in the
case of Thailand and the Philippines (Taipei Times, 11 February 2003). As one
government worker quietly explained to me in a discussion about the ban,

The countries that Taiwan chooses to import labour from do not have an
ethnic basis, it is not about whether Indonesians are good workers or not. It is
a political g a m e by the government. W h e n L u was refused entry into
Indonesia, the government got annoyed. The choice of sending countries is
political. N o w w e invite Mongolians - this is not about similar cultures but it
is political. W h e n the governments of Indonesia or the Philippines or Thailand
are not good to the Taiwan government then there is a n e w policy. They say
"Let's look to Mongolia now". Y o u should understand it's a diplomatic game.
This is foreign labour diplomacy.

Proposals have been made to replace current labour import countries that do not have
formal diplomatic relations with Taiwan with those who have formal diplomatic links
to Taiwan (Tseng 2004 p.l 16). Nevertheless, while foreign labour diplomacy affects

which countries are permitted to export blue-collar labour to Taiwan, in which secto
foreign workers can labour and for how long, it is Taiwanese labour brokers that we

must consider in more detail to understand the nature of the incorporation of foreig
labour into the Taiwanese labour market. This is important because it is the
Taiwanese labour brokers that oversee the manner in which foreign labour is
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marketed and positioned into the labour market in very specific ways based on their
nationality and gender.

The state issues licenses to Taiwanese foreign labour brokers and agencies. In 1997,
there were approximately 200 foreign labour agencies in Taiwan, consisting of large
companies and small single-employee businesses (Lin 1999 p.27.) By 2005, the
EVTA (2007b) stated there were 695 agencies of varying sizes registered across
Taiwan. The larger companies have greater access to capital and so they market
foreign workers through a variety of mediums such as websites, video catalogues and
magazines (Lin 1999 p.28) in contrast to the smaller businesses who rely on more
modest means such as local newspaper advertisements, word of mouth and existing
social networks. The number of agencies have now saturated the market;
consequently, there is a high level of competition between agencies and pressure to
reduce fees and engage in bribery to win contracts, an expense passed on to the
migrant worker (Cheng 2006 p.81). These agencies constitute a powerful lobby group
actively endorsing the interests of recruiters and seeking to influence foreign labour
policy (Cheng 2006 p.83).

Taiwanese brokers market foreign workers according to their virtues and weaknesses
that are supposedly derived from inalienable national characteristics. These traits
evidently determine workers' suitability for particular occupations according to their
nationality and gender. Despite the fact that both migrant workers and employers pay
the broker, the employer is generally considered the client and the worker the
merchandise. Taiwanese brokers represent an essential link between the Indonesian
product and the Taiwanese consumer. Although direct hiring of FDWs and carers
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remains permissible in Taiwan, it is rather unpopular due to the complexity of the
administrative procedure, employers' unfamiliarity with the system (O'Neill 2007)
and the widespread perception that brokers are the purveyors of specialised
knowledge about foreign workers. Several brokers attested to the fact that employers
were dissuaded from engaging in direct hiring of FDW/carers because,

Employers want it [employing a FDW/carer] to be easy, they want us to
handle all the forms and advise them about choosing a good worker.

And another explained:
The process is too complicated for employers, they must go to the police
station, they must arrange the worker's medical certificates, there are too
m a n y windows [referring to the bureaucratic process].

Additionally, Tierney (2007 p.206) argued that direct hiring has been stymied by a
corrupt coalition of ruling class, state and corporate interests that benefit from a
profitable kickback system. Although there is a perception in Taiwan that foreign
labour brokers are unscrupulous parasites or even vampires (Tierney 2007 p.218),
there is also a widespread faith that agents can guide employers through the complex

process of matching a foreign worker to their particular needs. This process of broke
expertly matching the foreign worker with the employer by stereotyping national

groups of workers not only highlights global structural inequalities but it marks the
divisions between classes, between citizen and non-citizen, between employer and
employee and between those with rights and those without rights. As Bakan and

Stasiulis (1995 p.307) noted in the case of Canadian foreign domestic labour agencies

This ideological work maintains the extreme inequity that exists between
employers and domestic worker employees as well as the racial ranking
within domestic employment hierarchies. In particular, the construction and
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dissemination of racialized and gendered stereotypes aid in demarcating and
legitimating a hierarchy in citizenship status and rights.

However, unlike the Canadian case of the Live-in Caregiver Program which can be a
pathway to permanent residency through the "gatekeeping" features of Canadian
FDW brokers (Bakan and Stasiulis 1995), the door to Taiwanese citizenship and its
associated rights remains firmly shut on FDW/carers in Taiwan. Nevertheless, the
homogenising process reducing these workers to national and gendered products
evident in Canada is also prevalent in Taiwan.

During interviews, it was apparent that brokers held common views about different

national groups of foreign workers in terms of inherent suitability for specific secto
of the labour market. Loveband (2003) describes how brokers peddle a particularly
reductionist imagining of national groups of foreign labour, which can be summed up
as follows. Thai men make the best factory and construction workers because they are
hard working and honest. Filipino men are also good in the factory but for different
reasons; they are not as hard working as Thais but they can read English so they are
useful in interpreting English-language instruction manuals. On the down side,
Filipinos can be more "troublesome" and militant. This must weighed against Thai
men's propensity to drink alcohol. Vietnamese are supposedly culturally closer to
Taiwanese but their communist background raises some concern. However, the HanChinese historical influences on Vietnamese ensure shared Confucian values of
diligence, frugality and stamina (Lan 2006 p.77).

Looking more closely at the category of FDW/carers, the following advice was
offered to the author by brokers as to who would make the best carer. If one were
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looking for a carer for one's children, one would choose a Filipina because they are
deemed clever on account of their English-language skills - most Taiwanese children
now learn English at school and English proficiency is held in high esteem. Filipinas'

English speaking abilities are not taken to be an acquired skill but rather an indicato
of their inherent intelligence and a marker of their level of civilisation and
Westernisation, both of which are highly valued in Taiwan. This stands in contrast to
Indonesian FDW/carers who having been trained in the penampungan have greater
fluency in Mandarin than Filipinas but less English; however, proficiency in

Mandarin is not equated in the Indonesian case with intrinsic intelligence but rather
is reduced to a question of instruction. In fact, Indonesians are marketed as somewhat
dim-witted, hence naturally suitable for monotonous work as a broker noted:

Indonesians are rather rough and simple; they are good at cooking,
washing but not teaching children.

Brokers often advise prospective employers against hiring a Filipina if the qualities
loyalty and diligence are required such as care of a sick, disabled or demanding
patient. Filipinas, a broker warned in an interview, can be "cunning, troublesome and
somewhat unreliable with a tendency to steal or run away". A second broker
recounted:

There is a government regulation that there is a trial period of 40 days. Often
Filipina maids will be really hardworking during the 40 days then will be lazy
after that; they are very cunning, they k n o w all the tricks and play with the
rules.

Another broker related:
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It is often the case that Filipina workers that they c o m e to Taiwan legally with
the plan to run a w a y and work illegally for more money. They always use the
same tricks to bend the system to their advantage.

As previously mentioned, brokers considered Filipinas as more civilised in contrast
with Indonesians who were seen as uncivilised, a characteristic evidenced by their
supposed lack of hygiene. In all interviews with brokers, the issue of Indonesians
having to be "trained" to use toilet paper rather than just water was raised as proof
both of their backwardness in terms of social, intellectual and cultural competency
and their lack of suitability for caring for children. Overall, brokers state that
Indonesian women exhibit both positive and negative attributes that impact upon their
suitability for specific jobs within the home. Despite their toiletry habits and lack of
educational levels equivalent to Filipinas, Indonesians were praised for their loyalty
and willingness to work hard. As one broker noted, "they are good at simple,
repetitive tasks that are not too challenging".

Indonesian women are promoted as the best carers of the chronically ill, the paralysed
and elderly patients because they are supposedly caring and devoted by nature.
Brokers suggested that Indonesians could cope with the repetition of washing and
cleaning of people, of clothes and of households more easily than the cleverer
Filipinas who tended to argue about their rights and precise job specifications. The
propensity for hard work and the alleged lack of intelligence and sophistication of
Indonesian women were also invoked as justification for brokers advising employers
not allow Indonesian women out to mix with other workers or to have a day off
supposedly because they may be led astray. As a broker recounted:
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People whisper to foreign workers to run away, these illegal brokers
encourage and trick foreign workers to run away to other jobs where they
won't have to pay taxes. Indonesians are particularly susceptible to this kind
of trickery because they are naive and inexperienced. That is w h y it is better
they work all the time and don't go out.

Rather coincidentally, the very jobs that brokers deem suitable for Indonesian w o m e n ,

as carers of the elderly and disabled, are the ones that require 24 hour days seven day
per week commitment hence no days off. This strategy is known by Taiwan-based
NGOs as the "NAGO policy" or "not allowed to go out" policy. It goes hand in hand
with the advice from brokers to confiscate workers' passports and Alien Residence
Certificate; while this contravenes the law, it is common practice for employers to
"look after" these documents which also makes it more difficult for workers to run
away.

The essentialising of FDW/carers according to nationality by Taiwanese labour
brokers and claims to expertise in matchmaking are further pursued on the Internet.
This reflects broader patterns throughout East and Southeast Asia analysed by Tyner
(1998; 1999) who contended that "web-based recruitment reinforces global patterns
of gendered and racialised migration patterns through the use of statistical
prejudgements" (Tyner 1998 p.332). Taiwanese brokers' websites market Filipinas as
the civilised, outgoing, educated, intelligent but difficult to manage, insubordinate
and demanding Other; Vietnamese as the culturally similar, politically different,
diligent, Chinese speaking, frugal, lowly educated Other; and Indonesians as the
simple-minded, loyal, honest and obedient Other who requires no days off (Cheng
2006 p.88; Lan 2006 p.76). These stereotypes are present in everyday conversations
across a wide spectrum of people and professions so much so that they take on an
almost commonsense quality. However, the brokers stand as the expert purveyors of
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truth and knowledge about FDW/carers to which potential employers defer in the
process of choosing a "maid". For example, at a luncheon interview with two female
employers, Grace and Weny, both of whom employed Indonesian carers spoke of
how their agent informed their choice.
Grace: Why should we bother with all the paperwork and complications with
getting a maid? That is w h y the agents [brokers] are useful, they just do
everything. W e just pick out w h o w e like from the photo.
Weny: But sometimes the maid looks nothing like the photo [she giggles].
Sometimes they look really nice in the photo then they come and they are not
like that at all.
Grace: [laughing] Yes, that's true. But my agent was good and helped me. I
a m a busy person. I do not have time to think about which maid is best so the
agent advised m e . She told m e Indonesians like to work hard and are honest.
So I picked an Indonesian.
Weny: I used the same agent. She arranged everything. She knew Indonesians
are good workers and caring ... they are good with old people. Different
groups have different everyday habits. Filipinas have better sanitary habits
than Indonesians, they speak better English and are smart and out-going. They
are good with babies and children. The agent advised m e to choose an
Indonesian to help with m y mother.

The process of choosing a maid is facilitated and supervised by brokers. A
prospective employer can browse a possible employee's personal profile on brokers'
websites or in the files of the labour broker where the FDW/carer is smiling while

neatly dressed in a maid's uniform. Brokers market themselves as professionals in the
area of FDWs and carers. Take for example, the Taiwanese "Highly Manpower
Consulting Co. Ltd" attests to its proficiency in the following ways: a proven track
record of 13 years, an ability to handle all paperwork, knowledge of all legal
requirements, professional video selection of maids; testimonials from previous
clients; "dual screening" of maids for "added protection", thorough training and
provision of appropriate carers' manuals for maids; and computerised management
(Highly Manpower Consulting Co. Ltd 2008).
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There are three further points to be m a d e about the representation of Indonesian
FDW/carers as obedient compared with the representation of Filipinas as difficult to
manage, the last two of which will be explored further in Chapter Seven. First,
Indonesian FDW/carers represent greater earnings for brokers compared with their
Filipina counterparts (Sheu 2007 p.89-90) so it is more profitable for the broker to
market an Indonesian rather than a Filipina. Second, at the risk of repetition,
Indonesian women have been shaped by their own experiences (and expectations) of
citizenship as well as by their training in the penampungan to be obedient and
deferential workers. Similarly, Filipinas have been shaped by their experiences and
expectations of their citizenship which may bear upon their (more assertive)
behaviour. Comparatively speaking, according to Wee and Sim (2004 p. 179-180),

Filipina FDWs have a greater understanding of their rights because Filipinas are bett
educated than Indonesians, they have superior English literacy with which to access
information, and civil society has a stronger and longer presence in the Philippines
with more NGOs monitoring Filipina FDWs' conditions and demanding

accountability for their citizen-workers. Third, representations can vary across time
and space. Although difficult to measure beyond numerical presence, a dominant
representation of Filipinas as lively and clever can change to one of being
troublesome and constantly demanding their rights as newer more pliable forms of
labour, for example Indonesian workers, become available. The case described by
Bakan and Stasiulis (1995 p.320) is instructive because changing perceptions of
Caribbean domestics in Canada and their diminishing popularity seemed to be "in
inverse proportion to a rise in organized resistance." Again, representations of
Filipinas vary across locations: the demanding Filipinas in Taiwan are represented as
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the most uncomplaining of workers in the United States, rocking babies "for hours
without losing patience" (Brush and Vasupuram 2006 p. 182). In other words, the
constructed nature of nationality is quite clear.

Conclusion
This chapter has traced a three step process: the gathering of prospective FDWs by
calo lokal; the ways in which agents and trainers in the penampungan employ
technologies of servitude to sort and transform these women into Indonesian maids
ready to perform domestic labour; and the positioning of these women by Taiwanese
brokers in particular segments of the Taiwanese labour market. There are some
common threads running through this process that are worth noting. First, there is the
continuous presence of differing forms of manipulation of these Indonesian women's
identity as mothers, daughters, wives, Muslims, domestic labourers, Indonesian
women, and as foreign workers. Second, there is a profound and enduring process of
commodification of these women as a national product which is gathered, stockpiled,
exported, imported and placed in the Taiwanese labour market without regard for
their humanity or their rights. Third, the unfree nature of this form of labour is
striking as evidenced by their forced confinement in training centres, their proposed
confinement in their new employment, their lack of freedom to change employers
under Taiwanese law and the depth of their indebtedness binding them to their job.

The aforementioned patterns are all underwritten by issues of national identity and
citizenship. These women's experiences and identity as Indonesian women and

Indonesian citizens, their understandings of labour and dissent, their perceptions abou

the nature of domestic labour all play a part in shaping the form of their incorporatio
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into the transnational domestic labour force. These factors simultaneously intersect
with other state level processes first in Indonesia and then in Taiwan. In Indonesia,
these are high under- and unemployment, a labour export policy that demonstrates
endemic corruption and impotence to protect their female citizenry. In Taiwan, these
processes are expressed in the high levels of control of foreign labour in terms of
numbers, sending countries, sectors, visas and exclusionary citizenship laws.
Moreover, there are the complications that can and do arise due to issues of foreign
labour diplomacy and international relations. All of the above factors act to reduce
these FDW/carers to the level of pawns in the dealings between the two states (Ball
and Piper 2002 p. 1018), a status which is clearly manifested in the recruitment
process.

Even more than this, the entire recruitment process illustrates the ways in which
Indonesian FDW/carers' status as workers is obscured in favour of their

representation as national products naturally suited to domestic labour. As in times of
slavery and colonialism, the mode of ideological stereotyping endemic to this process
serves the purpose of "portray[ing] a Active, universal nonwhite, female noncitizen
Other whose biological and ostensibly natural makeup ascribes her as inherently
appropriate for private domestic service" (Bakan and Stasiulis 1995 p.318-9). In this
process, the nationality of the FDW/carer is highlighted as the marker of identity
where individual differences are subsumed in favour of presuming and naturalising
universal characteristics of the national group (England and Stiell 1997 p. 197).

At the same time, her identity as an individual and a worker with rights is pushed
aside during the process of her commodification throughout the recruitment process.
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This commodification of the "non-citizen Indonesian Other" as a household
accoutrement acts as a type of alienation (Chin 1998; Lindio-McGovern 2004), which
acts to build higher the "walls of silence" which surround the FDW and her lack of
labour rights and benefits (Chin 1997 p.354). This commodification also results in
"Filipinas" coming to equal "child carers" and female "Indonesians" coming to

signify "carers of the sick/elderly/disabled". In other words, certain nationals come t
represent certain jobs and vice versa but all the time remaining the non-citizen Other
relegated by gatekeeper brokers to specific locations in the labour market. Finally,
despite the fact that Indonesian FDWs do the most demanding work, they earn the
same minimum wage of NT$ 15,840 as all other foreign workers regardless of

nationality unlike the wage hierarchies linked to nationality evident in countries suc
as Singapore and Malaysia.

In sum, the recruitment process involves the commodification and construction of
Indonesian women as national products ideally suited to the most difficult and
marginalised occupations in a hierarchically segmented labour market in Taiwan.

Factors of nationality, national identity, citizenship and gender are integral to this
process and hence influence the migration experience of Indonesian FDWs and carers
and inform their ultimate location in the wild zone of power. Having said this, it is
important to now balance this information against FDWs' rights under Taiwanese law
and the ability of the Taiwanese legal system to ensure these rights are realised.
Hence, the following chapter considers legal framework relating to the incorporation
of foreign workers (especially FDWs) into the Taiwanese workforce.
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CHAPTER 5

THE LAW, THE CITIZEN AND THE OTHER

The previous chapter illustrated h o w Indonesian FDW/carers were essentialised and
commodified on the basis of their nationality and gender during their recruitment and
marketing. These women were marketed as national products with innate
characteristics of diligence, deference and low intelligence, and considered ideally

suited to the most demanding jobs as carers of the disabled and elderly. These sorts o
jobs are located in the most marginal sectors of the wild zone of power. However,
before considering the daily lived experiences of Indonesian FDW/carers working in

these jobs, it is necessary that we take takes a step back to examine the legal contex
surrounding their employment. Here too, the spectre of nationality-based divisions
and related degrees of disempowerment haunt the migration experience. The first part
of the chapter outlines the history of labour importation into Taiwan and the legal
stipulations relating to the employment of non-citizens workers. The discussion

especially highlights distinctions between citizens and Others. The second part of the
chapter looks more closely at the particular case of FDW/carers, which again

emphasize that derivative of nationality, that is, citizenship. The discussion explor
the economic, legal and social context of FDW/carers' employment in Taiwanese
households and the ways in which citizenship and nationality play a part in
distinguishing the terms of their employment. These variations are particularly
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noticeable with regard to the terms of FDW/carers' employment contracts. The final
section examines the efficacy of the legal system, its ability to protect the rights
non-citizen FDW/carers after the legacy of decades of authoritarianism and the legal
situation faced by abused runaway FDWs. Overall, nationality-related issues,
particularly citizenship in this case, are shown to constitute an important force
shaping FDWs' migration experiences. Now, it is necessary to understand the socioeconomic history of Taiwan's importation of foreign labour and the legislation that
accompanied it.

Taiwan's Import of Foreign Labour
Taiwan had a per capita national income of US$186 in 1952, and a population of only
eight million (Cooney 1996 p.l 1). While the country remained under martial law,
migration — inward and outward — was virtually non-existent (Tsay and Tsai 2003

p. 15). Under the directives of the KMT, the economy started accelerating in the 1960
while labour was drawn from the rural sector to meet the needs of the mushrooming

export-oriented industries (Tsay and Tsai 2003 p. 16). The standard of living improve
markedly between 1950 and 1988 as evidenced by a rise in literacy rates (56 percent

to 92.6 percent), a fall in infant mortality rates (35.16 to 5.34 deaths per 1,000 liv

births) and a rise in average life expectancy (55.57 to 73.51 years) (Tan 1999 p.276).

The per capita national income also steadily increased, being US$1000 in 1975, rising
to US$3300 in 1985, to US$11,600 in 1994 (Tsay 2000 p.141) and to US$15,640 in
2006 (DGBAS 2007). By the early 1980s, Taiwan was pursuing a path of economic
liberalisation and political democratisation (Tsay and Tsai 2003 p. 15). By 1989,
Taiwan was a well-known booming Asian Tiger economy (one of the four "dragons"
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alongside H o n g Kong, Singapore and South Korea) with an unemployment rate of
less than 2 percent (Tsai and Hsiao 2006 p.2).

Between 1986 and 1988, the state remained adamant that no foreign labour would be
used in Taiwan. However, in October 1989, the importation of blue-collar foreign
labour (wailao) was authorised to meet the demands of 14 planned construction
projects (Chen 2000 p. 157). At that time, there was a shortage of local workers who
were willing to undertake the "3D" (dirty, demanding and dangerous) jobs (Tsay and
Tsai 2003 p. 10). This shortage also reflected the increasing number of young people
entering the labour market after graduating from college and university who were
unwilling to engage in menial labour (Tsai and Hsiao 2006 p.3). The decision to
import blue-collar foreign labour from a limited number of countries reflected two
factors: Taiwan's concentration on establishing a separate national identity and its
fraught relationship with the PRC. Workers were only to be imported from specific
Southeast Asian nations while workers from Mainland China were banned. This
labour import strategy initiated under President Lee Teng-hui, colloquially known as

the "Go South" policy, had two primary goals: first, it was an attempt to stem the ti
of investments by Taiwanese capitalists in Mainland China ("Going West") and in so
doing maintain a degree of separation; and second, to redirect such investments by
these Taiwanese capitalists into Southeast Asian nations thereby establishing
economic relationships independent of Mainland China. As such, the labour import
policy whilst being a pragmatic response to labour shortages in certain sectors also
constituted yet another brick in the national identity building project.

This is an abbreviation oiwaiji laogong meaning blue collar foreign
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The process of legalising labour importation, the creation of foreign labour policy and
the associated regulations created to manage these foreign workers lay in the domain
of the administrative unit, the Employment and Vocational Training Association
(EVTA), which itself fell under the umbrella of the CLA, the top government office
concerned with matters of national labour (Cheng 2006 p.41). However, it was not
until May 1992 that the laws, policies and regulations relating to the administration
foreign labour were created with the Taiwanese state's approval of the Employment
Service Act (ESA), which constituted the primary legal means of regulating foreign
workers (Cheng 2006 p.41).

The labour import policy represented a cautious move within a tightly controlled
arena rather than a throwing open of the doors. The state was careful to promote the
fact that the migrant workforce was a supplementary workforce rather than a
substitute for domestic labour. According to the CLA, the foreign labour policy was
implemented,

For the purpose to fulfill [sic] the economic and social needs of the country,
foreign workers are introduced to meet the labor shortage in limited trades and
quantities. It is with this principal in mind that introduction of foreign workers
are measures to help resolve the labor shortage problems in stead of changing
or lowering labor conditions of local workers ( E V T A 2007a).

Through Chapter Five of the ESA, the CLA sought to "avoid social problems" and
protect local labour in four main ways: first, by ruling that employers must first
advertise for a local worker to fill the position and "not refuse the job applicants

without proper reasons"; second, by limiting the duration of visas of foreign labourer
so that they "shall be prevented from becoming covert immigrants"; third, by limiting
the numbers of foreign workers; and last, by ensuring foreign workers had thorough
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medical examinations to avoid importing diseases ( E V T A 2007a). In order to further
control blue-collar foreign labour, the state limited the supply of foreign workers
specific economic sectors — these being, large scale construction and

manufacturing65; as carers of the elderly, chronically ill and very young; as domestic
helpers; and as fishermen. Most importantly, unlike Taiwanese workers, blue-collar
foreign workers are not allowed to freely change employers. The CLA (EVTA 2007a)
stated that the above measures would ensure that employment rights and interests of

nationals would not be violated and the labour conditions of the country would not be
lowered.

At the heart of foreign labour legislation in Taiwan was the understanding that such
labour migration was to be temporary, hence the restrictive conditions of
incorporation. However, as reliance upon cheap foreign labour deepened, and
reluctance by Taiwanese workers to do these jobs endured, the length of working

visas was extended. In 1989, visas were for one year with a possible extension of one

more year; in 1998, one further year extension was possible taking the total to three
years. In January 2002, the maximum allowable stay was extended to six years but the

worker must leave the country for at least one day after three years in order that th

remain ineligible to apply for permanent residency (O'Neill 2007). Finally on May 30,
2007 an extension of visas to a maximum of nine years for blue-collar workers,
including FDWs, was passed in the legislature (Kung 2007a). Unlike Taiwanese
65

The total number of foreign workers is restricted to 15 percent of the number of employees in a

company. But from Sept. 15, 2007, the maximum for Class A and Class B industries will be 20 percent

and 18 percent respectively. The Cabinet's definition of Class A industries includes businesses rela
to heavy metal and plastic refinement. Class B industries include businesses related to fibre, glass
paint (Taipei Times 26 July 2007/
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workers, the visa regulations governing blue-collar foreign labour are a means
through which migrant workers can be contained and controlled; these regulations
represent state assurances that the citizenship boundaries of the national community

remain impenetrable to migrant Others Within66. Essentially, the restrictions on length
of visa, sectors of employment and numbers of workers constitute legal sanctions
which ensure the temporary nature and outsider status of the migrant labour force.

Although my research focuses on documented FDWs in Taiwan, it is necessary at this
point to note that foreign labour was present in Taiwan prior to 1989 albeit
undocumented. Undocumented blue-collar foreign workers had worked in Taiwan
since the mid-1980s in construction, manufacturing and in households (Tsay 2002).
Likewise, white-collar foreigners "have always worked in Taiwan as missionaries,
English teachers, white-collar professionals, skilled technicians, and in other
occupations, both legally and illegally" (Cheng 2006 p.43). Undocumented foreign
labourers used to circumvent the law by entering Taiwan as tourists and then
overstaying their visas (Tsay 2002 p.386). In fact, there were estimated to have been
between 100,000 and 200,000 undocumented workers from the Philippines,
Indonesia, Thailand and Malaysia in Taiwan in 1989 (O'Neill 2007). At that time, the
government faced a choice to either deport illegal workers, which would be very

costly, or to legalise them (Tsay 2000 p. 145). After an initial crackdown in February
1991, bilateral agreements were reached with the governments of Indonesia, the
Philippines, Thailand and Malaysia so workers from each of these four countries
could legally work in Taiwan (O'Neill 2007). In November 1999 and January 2004,

66

This legislation stands in contrast to the more flexible and lengthy visas for white-collar foreign

workers such as language teachers and missionaries.
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Vietnam and Mongolia, respectively, joined the list of countries invited to export
labour to Taiwan. Table 2 below shows the breakdown of foreign workers by

numbers, sector and percentages as at 31 December, 2007. Alongside local worker
all foreign workers were entitled to the minimum monthly wage of NT$ 15,840

(US$509) regardless of their nationality or the sector in which they labour. Th
minimum wage had been frozen since 1997 but rose to NT$ 17,280 on July 1, 2007

all workers except for household service workers including FDWs and carers who

wage remained at NT$ 15,840 (Boehi 2007). Additionally, foreign workers must be
least 20 years of age.

TABLE 2
Foreign Workers in Taiwan by Nationality and Employment Category
(as at December 2007).
Thailand

Philippines

Vietnam

Indonesia

Mongolia

Malaysia

Total No.

Category

No. & %

No. & %

No. & %

No. & %

No. & %

No. & %

workers

Total %

Construction
workers

7,180

574

781

59

0

0

8,594

2.40%

83.55%

6.68%

9.09%

0.69%

0.00%

0.00%

100%

77,936

60,744

33,337

11,286

15

11

183,329

42.51%

33.13%

18.18%

6.16%

0.01%

0.01%

100%

13

736

511

2,526

19.44%

13.50%

66.72%

0
0%

3,786

0.34%

0
0%

1,796

23,289

34,273

100,337

1.12%

21.46%

62.83%

0
0%

159,702

14.58%

7
0%

23
0.91%

1,080

141

1,282

5.58%

50.75%

0
0%

2,526

42.76%

0
0%

86,948

86,423

69,043

115,490

22

11

357,937

Factory
workers

Fishermen

Caretakers &
nursing aides

Domestic
helpers

TOTAL

51.22%

1.06%

100%
44.62%

100%
0.71%

100%
100%

Source: E V T A (2008a) and C L A (2008).
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Indonesian workers have come to dominate the service sector in Taiwan: there were

no documented workers in the service sector in 1995, but by 1998, Indo
contributing around 12 percent, which rose to just over 70 percent by

Tsai 2003 p.3 5). By the end of February 2008, Indonesia represented t

of foreign workers numbering 120,910 or 33.3 percent of the foreign la

these Indonesians, more than 105,000 were employed as carers (Taiwan N
2008). In brief, most Indonesians worked as carers and most FDW/carers

Indonesians. The following table shows the breakdown of foreign worker
nationality in the FDW/ carer sector.

TABLE 3

Foreign Domestic Workers and Carers in Taiwan by Nationality and
Percentage Share (as at December 2007)

NATIONALITY

DOMESTIC WORKERS AND
CARERS

PERCENTAGE SHARE

Indonesia

101,619

62.64%

Vietnam

34414

21.21%

Philippines

24369

15.02%

Thailand

1819

1.12%

Mongolia

7

0%

Malaysia

0

0%

TOTAL

162,228

100%

Source: E V T A (2008a) and C L A (2008).
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FDWs and Home-Based Carers
Taiwan allows the importation of FDWs (in official terms, "domestic helpers")67 and

carers (officially, "caretakers/nursing aides")68 under separate categories. In spite

limitations on hiring FDWs, the government has not applied quotas on foreign carers
(as discussed below). There have been a number of significant changes in Taiwanese

families that have acted to increase demand for FDW/carers. State policies pursuing
industrialisation saw women joining the labour force in ever-increasing numbers
(Chen 2000 p.74). Female labour force participation rates have risen from 37.7
percent in 1991 (ROC yearbook cited in Chan 1999 p.3 87), to 46.1 percent in 2001
and to 48.1 percent in 2006 (DGBAS 2001; 2007b). Over two million women with
children under the age of twelve were employed in 2001 (Tsai and Hsiao 2006 p.4).
Single parent families were also on the increase with crude divorce rates (couples

1,000 population) rising from 0.4 percent in 1966 to 2.75 percent in 2005 (Tsai and
Hsiao 2006 p.4). Additionally, Taiwan's population was aging with 9.48 percent of
the population being over 65 years (Tsai and Hsiao 2006 p.4). Traditionally, both

child and elderly care was the responsibility of the extended family with parents a

grandparents caring for children/grandchildren and daughters/daughters-in-law carin
for their elders (Chen 2000 p. 103). However, Taiwanese families had changed as
wives, mothers, daughters and daughters-in-law took up employment and extended
family co-habitation changed to nuclear family households (Tsai and Hsiao 2006).
These changes heralded an aged-care crisis. This crisis was further complicated
because elder care was traditionally viewed as an expression of filial duty and

Locally known as "maids".
Also known as "caregivers" in Taiwan.
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institutional care was equated with "a stigma of filial failure" (Lan 2006 p.35). The
introduction of FDW/carers addressed the needs of working mothers, daughters, and

daughters-in-law and provided care for one's elders thereby meeting the requiremen
of filial duty (despite being subcontracted out). Even when such obligations were
addressed in the past by the employment of middle-aged Taiwanese women (obasan),

their foreign counterparts were considered a better option as they were always on c

more affordable and more easily controlled as demonstrated in the following chapte

Despite some resistance by local women's groups attempting to protect local domest
workers' jobs (Lin 2004 p.l 16-7) and some support by other women's groups trying
to alleviate Taiwanese women's dual "burden" of work and home (Chen 2000 p. 193),
foreign women workers legally entered the service sector of the Taiwanese labour
market in 1992.

However, there were restrictions on accessing the services of FDWs and carers.
Foreign women workers were legally allowed to work as carers for the severely
disabled without quota limitation from March 1992. From August 1992 through to
December 1995, a quota of 16,000 domestic helpers was introduced for families with

young children and elderly relatives (Lin 1999 p. 14). In 1996, the state under the
Employment and Vocational Training Administration (EVTA) largely suspended the
import of foreign "domestic helpers" stating that unemployment was rising and
domestic workers should be local Taiwanese women not foreigners. Despite this
suspension, some people still qualified for a foreign "domestic helper", including

the C E O of a foreign company with an investment amount over N T $ 100
million or managers of a foreign company with an investment amount over
N T S 200 million, a family with children or elderly over 16 points can apply
for foreign maids ( E V T A 2007a).
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The "16 points" refers to the score on the "Barthel Index" which is a medically based

points system measuring the level of disability; the score is between 0 and 105 — t

lower the score, the greater the dependence (Chiou, Chen et al. 2005 p.823). The st
uses this index, together with a medical certificate to determine eligibility for
(EVTA 2007a). Notably, the use of the word "maid" to cover domestic helper and

carer in the EVTA quote is indicative of the actual overlap of the categories "maid
and "caretaker".

Eligibility for a foreign carer is further determined as follows: families with tw
more children under the age of six, triplets or a dependent person over the age of

families with chronically ill or paralysed family members living in the home and in

institutions, for example nursing homes and hospitals caring for patients suffering
from one of the 36 diseases listed by the state (ESA 2006). Unlike Hong Kong and
Singapore, there is no minimum income requirement for households (Lan 2006 p.36).

In fact, in 2003, the CLA toyed with the idea of banning rich families from employi

foreign carers and subsidising families willing to hire local housemaids and care
in order to address unemployment (Central News Agency, 12 January 2003). More

recently, the state has attempted to restrict the numbers of foreign carers (but s

meet demand) by the "good housekeeper" project whereby the Ministry of the Interior

plans to fund the training of 30,000 local home-based care providers over the years

2007 to 2009 to care for the aging local population (Hsieh, King et al. 2005). Desp

this, FDWs and foreign carers remain employers' preferred choice, and as is evident
in Table 2, Indonesian women are clearly the most popular nationality within this
category. However, their incorporation into the Taiwanese household is not on an
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equal footing with either Taiwanese household workers or F D W s from other countries
as demonstrated below. Essentially, their daily lived experience of migration is
crosscut once again by factors of citizenship and nationality.

Laws, Contracts and Pliable Domestic Labour
The terms of FDW/carers' conditions of labour are initially determined by state
legislations and the contract of employment. The Taiwanese state does not regulate
FDW/carers' labour or that of local domestic workers: that is, FDWs and home-based
carers are not covered by Labour Standards Law (LSL). According to a government
worker, the reason being that,

Legislation over household labour is too difficult to apply because it is
impossible to cover variations in hours unlike a factory where the conditions
are clearer. For example, factory workers have clear working hours - eight
hours a day and sometimes overtime and Sundays off- but it is not the same
with household workers ... it is too irregular.

Beyond a legal entitlement to the minimum wage, the terms of FDWs' employment
are a private matter between employer and employee, one that is mediated by the

private broker (the expert) in the form of a contract. Hence, there is no legal or e
independent foundation for the content of FDWs and carers' contracts. While the
Philippines Overseas Employment Administration (POEA) has an official standard

contract for its citizens labouring in Taiwan, the efficacy of this contract in prot

the rights of workers is undermined by the use of an addendum or side contract. This
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side contract effectively nullifies m a n y of the conditions outlined in the original
contact signed in the Philippines (Migrante Sectoral Party (Taiwan) 2006)69.

Likewise, despite the signing of paperwork by Indonesian women workers being done
before departing Indonesia, the specific terms and conditions of labour are often
included in a separate contact or a supplementary document. According to a

Taiwanese activist, this "side contract" states extra hours, additional broker's fee
an agreement to work seven days a week with no holidays. This contract must be

signed before starting work in Taiwan. The signatures on the contract legalise migra

workers' status as documented, non-citizen workers but ties their employment visa to
one specific employer. Importantly, unlike Taiwanese workers, the migrant worker is
not allowed to change employers or freely engage in the Taiwanese labour market.
Under Article 50 of the Employment Service Act, the only circumstances where a
worker can change employers are as follows:

when an employer dies or emigrates to another country; in case of
seafarers/fishermen, w h e n the ship where he works is detained, sunk or under
repair; w h e n an employer fails to pay the worker's salary according to the
contract or has closed his business; and other cases not attributable to the
worker, such as sexual or physical abuse ( E V T A 2002).

The legislative neglect of household workers under Labour Standards Law further
reinforces the isolation experienced by the live-in FDW/carer - not only must the
FDW/carer labour alone in the seclusion of the household but also the conditions of

her labour are largely unregulated in terms of effective mechanisms to ensure fair a
legal treatment. Unlike the local worker who can exercise her rights by leaving the
69

The use of side contracts to undermine the rights protected in the POEA contact is

Malaysia (Iredale and Piper 2003 p.36).
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job, the FDW/carer's cannot "vote with her feet". A s a non-citizen worker, she has no
choice because she is contractually bound to her employer. The marginality of the
FDW/carer is echoed in the contract of employment signed by worker and employer.
In fact, the contract represents a window into the conditions under which Indonesian
FDW/carers' labour for Taiwanese employers.

All FDW/carers, regardless of nationality, earn the minimum monthly wage of
NT$15840 plus NTS52870 for each Sunday worked. From this wage, various

deductions are made including health insurance, taxes, debt to brokers and fees for th
Alien Resident Certificate (ARC). While health insurance deductions and ARC fees
are broadly equivalent across national groups, broker's deductions are not. Even
though the Taiwanese government suggested that sending countries restrict their
broker's fees to one month's salary (NT$ 15,840) and legislated that Taiwanese
brokers can collect monthly fees of NTS 1,800 (US$57) in the first year, NTS 1,700
(US$54) in the second year, and NTS 1,500 (US$48) in the third year (totalling
NT$60,000/US$1,910) (EVTA 2007b p.3), brokers circumvent these rulings by side
agreements, through which Indonesian workers are comparatively worse off. For
example, on the basis of extensive case files, Hope Workers' Center deduced that in
2006, Indonesian FDW/carers paid brokerage fees of between NTS 161,000 - 164,000
(US$5,170 - 5,265) while Filipinas paid significantly less between NTS 104,000124,000 (US$3,340 - 3,980) (O'Neill 2007)71.

Equivalent to US$509 plus US$ 17 for the Sunday.
71

Brokerage fees include fees paid (or debt incurred in most Indonesian cases) to bro

sending and receiving countries. When one takes into account both these charges, Indo
paying higher fees than Filipinas.
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Significantly, no contracts for FDW/carers state set hours, clear job specifications or
rest periods. There is, however, one important variation between contracts which
significantly shapes the conditions of labour for Indonesian FDW/carers (O'Neill
2007). This variation involve days off work. This difference is consistent with the
belief promoted by brokers that Indonesians are willing to do anything. An Indonesian
FDW/carer's contract doesn't state that she should have one day off for every seven
days worked although it is clearly confirmed in the Filipina, Thai and Vietnamese
contracts (O'Neill 2007) . The Indonesian FDW/carer's contract states: "Holidays for
employee is subject to mutual agreement", but brokers pressure the worker to agree to
no days off and no holidays as per employers' requirements (O'Neill 2007).

Indonesian workers are pressured by brokers to sign these contracts regardless of their
content. Indonesians are also under pressure because their own state of indebtedness
weakens their ability to bargain for better conditions73. Indonesian FDW/carers are
often not provided with a copy of their contract. In fact, many Indonesian
interviewees reported that they had signed blank contracts because they were afraid to
question anything for fear of being thought troublesome and repatriated. As one
Indonesian, Sri, reported:

They [brokers] only tell us w h e n w e have to sign the document [contract]
saying w e accept all these cuts and conditions. B y then it is too late, w e have

72

Under the law, FDW/carers do not have the legal right to a day off. Nevertheless, the C L A

"suggested" that it was advisable to give these workers one day off every seven days however, this decision lies with the employer.
73

As Wee and Sim (2004 p. 176) noted Indonesians leave home carrying a greater financi

agents than Filipinas who have to pay most of their fees up front.
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already paid the calo [agent] in Indonesia. W e can't go h o m e then, w e would
lose all our money.

The contract for FDW/carers includes a trial period of 40 days during which time the
employee can be returned and a new worker chosen if the employer is not satisfied
with her performance. This arrangement bears noticeable parallels with the purchase

of non-human products in retail outlets. From the perspective of the worker, there is
no guarantee that another employer can be found if she is rejected in which case she

can be deported if not taken up by a new employer. The trial period is a crucial time
for the Indonesian FDW/carer to impress the employer with her performance of being
a good maid, hi other words, she can demonstrate the obedience and diligence learned

during training at the Indonesian training centres, a process outlined in the subseq
chapter. It is also a time for employers to set the boundaries (or lack thereof)
surrounding conditions of labour within the household. Ideally, a trial period
constitutes an occasion for both parties to negotiate conditions of future labour;
however, the highly unequal relationship of power between the FDW/carer and

employer makes negotiation a very one-sided affair. Even if a worker passes the trial
period, it is relatively easy for an employer to dismiss an unwanted FDW/carer.

According to the terms of the contract, a worker is liable to deportation or dismissa
merely on the grounds of "failure to cooperate with the needs of the employer" (Wu
2000). All the power rests with the employer and all the accommodation to that power
must be undertaken by the FDW/carer or else she risks her employment. When a
worker is not longer wanted or needed, she is sometimes forcibly deported. Even

though there is a legal requirement under the ESA that thirty days notice be given to
workers who are to be terminated or deported, and that termination of contracts must

be signed by the worker and the employer in the presence of a local labour authority,
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illegal terminations and repatriations are c o m m o n (Lindio-McGovern 2004 p.226;
APMM 2005). Often forced repatriations are managed by the broker on behalf of
employers, as in the case of Maria:

Awakened at dawn with violent shakes, Maria - an alias - was told by two
thugs that she had to pack up her belongings at once, and leave the household
she had worked for. Maria was forced to get into a car, driven to the airport,
and put on a plane that sent her back to the Philippines (Taipei Times, 29
August 2005).

If, however, a worker requests a new employer for whatever reason, she may be
deemed "difficult" by the broker and thereby risks being deported. The unequal

relationship of power is quite clear. It is these forms of powerlessness that suppo
FDW/carers' "flexibility" in the workplace. The structural marginalisation of
FDW/carers and their relatively low cost underwrites their popularity over local
domestic workers. In 2002, employers estimated that live-in Taiwanese domestic
workers earned between NT$30,000-35,00074 per month (Loveband 2003 p.3); two
years later in 2004, one employer said:

Before I got my foreign worker, I hired a Taiwanese caretaker for my father
but she cost NT$60,000 a month, it's too expensive and she was too lazy. M y
mother was doing all the housework because the Taiwanese caretaker would
only look after m y father and not do other duties.

The FDW/carer represents low cost, full-time, live-in, malleable labour. These
attitudes were evident in a discussion with three middle-class employers, Jessie,
and Stephanie:

74

Equivalent to approximately US$964 - 1,125 per month compared to a F D W ' s wages

(US$509).
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Jessie: I had to pay a local helper N T S 1800 [US$58] just for one day when I
moved; if I had a local helper, not even live-in, it would cost at least
N T S 18,000 [US$580], maybe even NT$25,000 [US$803] a month even for
short days.
Doris: If there were no foreign maids, women would have to leave work, too
expensive.
Stephanie: When I wanted someone [Taiwanese] to live-in to look after my
father-in-law, it would have cost NT$66,000 [US$2,120] a month - w e can't
afford that. And, you can't even ask them to do house cleaning [as well].

Interestingly, Doris also felt that employers were doing FDW/carers a favour by
employing them:

Indonesians can work here for just one year then they are rich. Taiwan gives
them hope and money, they don't mind working hard. For Taiwanese, the
same money means nothing.

These employers don't recognise that more than one year's wage is used to repay the
broker as discussed in the following chapter. The above sentiments also reflect the
representation of foreign workers as the impoverished Other in contrast to the
prosperous Self. In other words, by employing foreign workers, employers perform
what Cheng (2006) calls a type of "global charity". The sense that Taiwanese would

not do the same job for such as low wage is also implicit. Indonesian workers on the
other hand, are not only compelled by poverty and but they also supposedly "don't

mind working hard". They are thought to be innately suited to doing the dirty work a
outlined in the preceding chapter.

It is clear from the above discussion that FDW/carers are disadvantaged under the
laws governing their employment when compared to Taiwanese citizens. They are

especially disadvantaged by the law tying their work visa to a single employer ther
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preventing them from freely engaging in the labour market. It is also apparent that the
use of side contracts further disadvantage FDWs in general and Indonesian FDWs in
particular. Indonesian FDW/carers sign contracts agreeing to work seven days a week

due to their fear of being deported and ongoing debt and they pay higher brokers' fee
than their Filipina counterparts.

Despite a willingness to work hard, the FDW/carer occupies a position vulnerable to

abuse. The following discussion considers the nature of the legal system and the ways

in which historico-political forces have shaped this structure and its ability to en
labour laws and achieve effective regulatory mechanisms. The discussion
demonstrates how the legal framework shapes the conditions under which
FDW/carers labour and the context within which employers choose to follow, or more
likely ignore, the strictures of the law. It considers the impact of non-citizen
FDW/carers being legally bound to employers and how the unequal relationship of
power between employer and worker reduces FDW/carers' choices of action if
conditions become abusive. This discussion also looks at what happens when things
go wrong. It is not unusual that a decision is made by the FDW/carer to flee the
workplace, an act which changes her legal status.

Labour Laws, the Legal System and Citizenship

Any examination of the legal system and labour laws must be mindful of the wider
socio-political and historical context in Taiwan. While the changes in civil society

leading up to and following the lifting of martial law in 1987 have had some influenc

on labour laws, the task of transforming a legal system consolidated over 40 years of
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martial law prior to the introduction of democracy was not easy. Most basic labour

rights were ignored under martial law and even constitutionally assured labour right
were not enforced by the judiciary (Cooney cited in Cooney and Wang 2002 p. 187).

Basically, labour had no realisable rights under martial law. In contemporary Taiwan,
the combined legacy of repressive labour laws, lax regulatory mechanisms and
cultural practices in the workplace is profound. This milieu affects the forms of
negotiation pursued regarding the conditions of employment and also shapes
perceptions about labour relations. As demonstrated below, FDWs are disadvantaged

under labour laws, which even if revised, would have limited effectiveness due to the
lack of capacity for these women workers to access legal recourse in conjunction to
the absence of effective regulatory mechanisms and institutions to ensure the legal

code is followed in practice. This is the structural context within which FDWs labour

It is also the context that shapes the options available to FDWs when things go wrong

However, before examining worst case scenarios, it is necessary to review labour laws
and the legal system as they relate to foreign workers and as the context of their
employment.

Two significant laws have been passed by the CLA that have had a major impact on
foreign labour in Taiwan. The first of these laws was the Labour Standards Law
(LSL) of 1984. In response to pressure from Taiwan's working class and independent

trade unions, the LSL was introduced to regulate the wages, terms, hours, termination,
overtime and other conditions of employment for workers (Tierney 2007). The LSL
represented a step forward in recognising the rights of workers in the face of
employers. However, much of its legislative value was undermined by the inclusion
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of Chapter 9, which stipulated that capital had therightto specify work rules (Cooney
and Wang 2002 p. 199). As Cooney and Wang (2002 p.200) argued,

These [stipulations] have for practical purposes displaced the labour contract,
supposedly formed on the basis of consent by both employer and employee.
This has led in m a n y cases to labour relations in reality being determined
unilaterally by capital as authorised by the state.

The result is that "state and employer discretion over workplace conditions [have
extended] without either minimizing abuse of disadvantaged workers or enabling
those workers to assist themselves" (Cooney and Wang 2002 p.207). By 1998, LSL
covered both Taiwanese and foreign workers, and this style of disempowerment of
this class of labour remained intact.

Notably, however, as argued earlier, predominately female household workers, both

local and foreign, remain at an even greater disadvantage because their occupation
remains outside LSL or any form of state-derived legal contract. The CLA contends

that it is "technically infeasible" for household service workers to be covered b
(The China Post, 15 December 2007). In an interview with the Taipei Times (4 June

2007), Tsai Meng-liang, a CLA official, stated that the reason that the LSL is not

applicable to caregivers and domestic helpers is because they do not follow a sta

workday. Tellingly, he added that "Nobody would be able to afford caretakers if th
had to pay them overtime." However, the CLA (EVTA 2007b p.8), after lauding its

own position on equal protection under the law for foreign workers and local worke
is not ignorant of the implication of FDW/carers' exclusion from LSL, stating:

However, for domestic helpers and caretakers labor conditions and pertinent
rights are subject to the individual employment contract agreed upon between
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the worker and the employer. Such regulation has unfortunately forced m a n y
foreign workers to enter into unfavorable contracts with employers.

And yet, no laws have been passed to remedy this situation. Hence, of all migrant
workers, FDWs and carers are clearly the most unprotected group by virtue of their
exclusion from LSL.

The second law affecting foreign labour was the Employment Services Act (ESA) of
1992. The ESA was introduced for two purposes: to oversee the organisation and
operation of employment agencies and to regulate the importation of foreign labour
(Cooney and Wang 2002 p.203). The passing of the ESA was also a way for the state

to legalise the already present cohort of illegal foreign labour under pressure fro
employers (Tierney 2007 p.209). While the LSL covered all workers (apart from

household workers) in terms of wages and conditions, the ESA addressed the specific
conditions of incorporation of non-citizen labour in Taiwan. It was initiated in
response to competing demands: employers demanded cheap, blue-collar labour to
meet their needs while local blue-collar labour insisted that the terms of foreign
labour's incorporation must be restricted so that foreign workers did not displace
workers and drive down wages (Chan 1999; Tierney 2007 p.209). As noted earlier in

the chapter, the ESA regulated the numbers of foreign workers in each industry, the

industries in which these workers could work, the qualifying criteria for employers
and most importantly, the containment of these workers by restricting the duration

their visas and tying these visas to one employer (Cooney and Wang 2002 p. 188; 203
4). The combination of restrictive conditions of employment under the ESA and

exclusion from LSL places FDW/carers in a particularly vulnerable position. That is
unlike other migrant workers, the terms of FDW/carers' employment and the
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conditions of their labour are totally unregulated because they are not covered by
LSL, and unlike Taiwanese citizens, they are not able to change employers if they
face unreasonable conditions.

Moreover, there is little support from local Taiwanese workers because they continue
to perceive foreign workers as a threat to their livelihood (Tierney 2007). This

perception has undermined unified action across citizenship lines under common class

interests. This fracture is most evident in the reluctance of local labour to invite
foreign labour into unions or the labour movement. Under Taiwan's Labour Union
Law foreign workers are not allowed to form their own unions, be elected to union
office or engage in collective bargaining or striking (Chen, Ko et al. 2003 p.336).

However, they are permitted to join local unions and vote for union officials (Chen,
Ko et al. 2003 p.336). Nevertheless, union support is rarely accessed by foreign
workers and thus trade unions would be an unlikely catalyst for change in foreign

workers' conditions (especially the law-practice gap). As Tierney (2007 p.213) noted

The unions' hostility towards guest workers also explains why foreign workers
rarely seek help from the major unions and w h y the latter generally do not
recruit migrant members. Moreover, the union leaders do little to encourage
guest workers to participate in labor rallies; migrants are welcome only to the
extent that their numbers swell the size of demonstrations.

Participation by foreign workers in unions or any other organisations is also impact

by limited free time. This is especially the case for Indonesian FDW/carers who ofte
work seven days per week and are not allowed out, an issue examined further in
following chapters. The high degree of enforced flexibility in Indonesian
FDW/carers' conditions of labour and their utilisation in ways that contravene the
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law, as discussed in the next chapter, is evidence of a marked gap between law and
practice.

The law-practice gap that exists in Taiwan is considerable (Cooney and Wang 2002)
and in terms of the conditions of employment of Indonesian FDW/carers, it is
commonplace. While labour laws and employment contracts exist, however
inadequate they may be, it is a different question as to whether they are routinely

followed. Part of this problem is structural and part is cultural. On a structural leve
the outmoded legal system discussed at the beginning of this section, was largely
incapable of dealing with the more democratic changes in labour legislation since the
legal system and labour laws were derived from an authoritarian past (Cooney and
Wang 2002 p. 187). The disjuncture between civil demands from workers and the
capability of legal structures to respond to these demands has continued to be a
problem. An offshoot of this problem is that the lag between civil-political intention
and legal structural capability has propagated a widespread belief that the law and
workplace practice need not correspond. This is clearly the case in the conditions of
labour experienced by Indonesian FDW/carers. As Cooney and Wang (2002 p. 194)
noted in regard to industrial conditions in Taiwan,

It [industrial relations law] has not been substantially amended and it is now
out of step with reality. At best, it is routinely ignored. At worst, it constitutes
a serious obstruction to a more effective system of industrial relations.

The trend that contracts and labour agreements were "simply formulaic documents
composed to meet the requirements of the relevant government authorities" (Cooney
and Wang 2002 p. 187) do not just apply to industrial relations but also to employment
relations within the household. The reality that labour laws and contract conditions
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are consistently overlooked with regard to Taiwanese workers allows us to better
understand non-citizen FDWs' experiences of labour in Taiwan, particularly when it

comes to their extra-legal utilisation as outlined in the next chapter. Essentially,

ease with which contracts and labour laws are routinely ignored is a reflection of th
absence of effective regulatory mechanisms to enforce these laws.

Enforcing labour law has long been a problem in Taiwan. Even under the KMT, there
was limited regulation of working conditions and few resources directed to any
inspection of these conditions (Cooney and Wang 2002 p. 197). Effectively,
compliance was and continues to the responsibility of employers with "less than 1%
of enterprises ... now monitored for violations of the LSL" (Cooney and Wang 2002
p.207). Labour law has been virtually ignored due to the absence of effective
regulatory systems, a state of affairs exacerbated by what Cooney and Wang (2002
p.206) call "a defective" state inspection system. In terms of regulating foreign
workers' conditions, the CLA (EVTA 2007b) stated:

To protect foreign workers rights, CLA has assigned more than 110 inspectors
to visit foreign workers to understand their employment situations since 2000.
The inspectors have been assisting in the explanation of pertinent legal
regulations and managements in their regular visiting to the employers. The
purpose is to ensure the employers have complied with the instructions listed
on the "Day-to-Day Management Plan" for foreign workers and carried out
the employment contract faithfully to avoid illegal happenings and ensure the
rights of foreign workers.

However, according to MANGOs, this method of regulation is inadequate on at least

two counts: one, the number of inspectors (being 110) is insufficient to regulate the
conditions of over 330,000 foreign workers; and two, the inspectors concentrate on
factories and construction not the "private" domain of the home. As the Taiwanese
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state channels minimal resources to labour inspection (Cooney and Mitchell 2002),
and as these inspections focus on so-called formal sectors under LSL, the situation of
those FDW/carers who work in the so-called informal sector remain largely
uninspected and thus unregulated. As we see in the following chapter, the situations
experienced by many Indonesian FDW/carers represent prime manifestations of this
"defective" regulatory system. Not only does their contractual employment as a carer
not necessarily have bearing on their actual work, but also their workplace and labour
conditions are highly unlikely to be inspected.

Consequently, not using FDW/carers in family businesses or lending them out to
friends and family becomes largely a matter of personal choice rather than adherence
to routinely ignored laws. Choosing to use FDWs in extra-legal ways constitutes a

reasonable risk in light of the rarely enforced laws and lack of regulatory mechanisms.
When workers cannot engage freely in the labour market (i.e. resign and find another

job to their liking) because their contract and right to work is legally bound to a si
employer, it is often the case that FDW/carers must endure their conditions of labour
if they wish to continue legally working in Taiwan. If however, the FDW/carer is
unable to endure these conditions, she may attempt to achieve resolution through her
broker or she may choose to run away from her workplace. Although a foreign worker
may transfer employers under certain circumstances (as outlined on page 177)

including abuse, this is complicated by the fact that evidence of the abuse such as tap
recordings or medical statements are required before transfer is allowed (Pinoy Tw
2008). FDW/carers often are not permitted to leave the place of employment in order
to access these rights to transfer or complain, and are thus they are restricted from
changing employers. Moreover, any termination of a FDW's contract must be signed
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by employer and worker in the presence of the local labour official (LindioMcGovern 2004; APMM 2005). However, according to local activist informants, co-

signed documents are often presented to labour authorities as a fait accompli, rar

being signed in the official's presence. The same circumvention of law is common i

the case of the "voluntary" resignation forms that often precede forced repatriati

This trend is particularly prevalent in cases of abuse or extra-legal use of FDWs.

Though drastic, the other course of action that is often taken is that the FDW run
away from her prescribed employer. FDWs and carers are reputed to represent the
highest category of runaways (Lan 2008 p.853) and as Indonesian FDWs occupy the
most marginal locations in the wild zone of power, it is unsurprising that they
represent the largest numbers of runaways (CLA 2003).

The Abused Runaway FDW/carer in the Legal System

As FDW/carers are isolated in an unregulated workplace with little hope of their
extra-legal exploitation being challenged by authorities, they may turn to their
brokers. Brokers generally follow Taiwanese modes of grievance resolution, which

takes a familial form of negotiation. This reflects the cultural preference by bot

Taiwanese workers and employers in small scale businesses for mediation over legal
action when grievances arise: that is, local community leaders or family members

tend to mediate in employment disputes, especially in smaller firms, so resolution

be achieved outside the legal system (Wang Hong-zen in Cooney, Lindsey et al. 2002
p. 16). In much the same way, Taiwanese labour brokers encourage employers and
FDW/carers to try and solve their own grievances without recourse to the law. In

doing so, they fail to acknowledge the unequal power relations between the employe
and the FDW. That is, as FDW/carers bargain from a lesser position of power than
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employers, "negotiation" m a y well result in no resolution at all from the perspective
of the migrant workers. In this case, when LSL does not cover these workers, when
the ESA determining the type of work that should be done is not followed, when

regulatory mechanisms are lacking, when negotiation fails or brokers won't intervene
and when as non-citizens, they are unable to challenge the conditions of their
employment by freely resigning and getting another job, choices are limited. In
desperate situations, the FDW/carer may choose to flee her workplace. Although, this
scenario represents perhaps the most extreme form of resistance, the conditions
described above can precipitate such a choice.

When a FDW/carer runs away from her workplace and fails to return, her legal status
changes. Under Article 73 of the ESA (EVTA 2006a), absconding from the workplace
and remaining missing for three consecutive days, invalidates the employment
contract, which automatically cancels the legal right to be present in Taiwan and
nullifies any associated rights guaranteed by that legitimacy. In other words, by
running away, the FDW/carer commits a crime. Moreover, the CLA (2007a) states
that "Missing foreign laborers once seized shall be repatriated according to the
Employment Service Act, with a fine", which is up to NTS 10,000 (SUS318). When

runaways are caught by the authorities, they are then sent to a detention centre suc
Sanshia Alien Detention Center in Taipei County. Upon entry to the Detention Center
migrant are given information about their right to have consular representation and
their right to phone their consulate but this information is only given in Chinese
(Hope Workers' Center 2002).
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There are a range of reasons that F D W s abscond from the workplace: these include

reluctance to return home at the end of a contract, non-payment of wages, and/or th
lure of better remunerated but illegal employment. However, in interviews, NGO
activists and FDW/carers most frequently cited physical and sexual abuse as the
primary motivation to flee employers. Running away represents a risky but rational

response on the part of non-citizen FDW/carers who have limited alternatives beyond
remaining in an unregulated work environment as unfree labour largely unprotected
by law. The following two cases are typical examples of runaway workers.

Mariz was a widowed, 27-year-old Filipina who had been working in Taipei for
almost two years. She had a three year old son who was being cared for by her
mother. My meeting with Mariz took place in the Sanshia Alien Detention Centre. I

noticed her because she had her arm in a sling and I later found out she also had a

cracked rib. Mariz was being detained as a runaway, a serious charge in Taiwan that
results in deportation and being banned from ever returning to Taiwan. However her
case was further complicated by investigations into the reasons why she ran away.
She alleged that she had jumped from a second story apartment window because she
was fleeing attempted rape by her employer. Her employer countered with an
accusation of theft, saving she was running away because she had stolen money from
them. Accusation followed by counter-accusation is a common scenario, one which
entails either a lengthy court case or settlement outside court.

The second case is that of Hartini, a 20-year-old single Indonesian FDW/carer from
Kediri, East Java who had been working in Taichung.
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I met Hartini at the courthouse in late November 2002 where she was bringing

charges of abuse against her elderly employers with the assistance of local activists
She was a practising Muslim who had only been in Taiwan for four months. Both her
broker and employer refused to allow her to wear her hijab (head scarf). She was
employed to take care of an elderly man who was wheelchair bound. However,

shortly after her arrival all her clothes were taken from her by her employer and she
was forced to wear pakaian seksi (sexy clothing) and to massage Ah-kong
(grandfather). She was subsequently pressured by both the man and his wife to
perform sexual services. She related her experience as follows:

They said forget your boyfriend, think of Ah-kong. Amah [grandmother] was
angry w h e n I did not want to touch Ah-kong's penis. I lost six kilos in four
weeks. They think they bought m e but I a m not a slave. They offered m e a
bonus of S N T 5 0 , 000 to do what they wanted but I didn't want to because it
would be uang haram [dirty money]. I was very angry. I felt like killing them
but I decided to run away to save myself. So at 2 a.m. I climbed d o w n the
outside of the building from the thirdfloor.I was wearing these sexy clothes
and after one hour the police picked m e up. They shouted at m e . I spent one
week in gaol for running away before I went to the shelter.

During her employment, Hartini had closely cropped her hair to try and appear

unattractive. Hartini was clearly traumatised but also remarkably lucid and methodica
in the way in which she communicated her story. She made sure I understood the
immorality of the employers' behaviour and her disgust at their actions. We met
during the Muslim fasting month of Ramadan and Hartini was fasting. Several times,
she invoked her Islamic identity to compare and condemn the employers for their
behaviour saying "they have no God in them". Upon returning to Taiwan two years
later, I again met up with Hartini who had negotiated new employment through the
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This represents more than three months wages.
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local branch of the C L A ; deportation was avoided and a n e w job was permitted by the
CLA because her abuse was clearly established by her employers admitting liability
and paying compensation. Hartini therefore remained in Taiwan where she was
happily working as a carer despite the long hours. Hartini's case occurred in 2002,
and subsequently on 13 January 2004, the law was clarified to ensure that employers

convicted in court of abuse of foreign workers are not permitted to hire such worker

in the future (EVTA 2007b). Hartini's experience is testament to the vulnerability o
FDWs located in the home, but more importantly in terms of this argument is what

her case says about the existence of a law-practice gap, and an unwieldy legal syste
which disadvantages FDWs. These women need to resume work as soon as possible

for the very practical reasons of their indebtedness and need to earn money. Foreign
workers like Hartini do not have the luxury of family support or even the time

available to them to wait for their case to come to court and they are unable to jus
freely leave their employment as discussed below.

These cases are extreme examples of the law-practice gap which features overwork

and extra-legal utilisation of labour at one end and physical, psychological and sex

abuse at the other end. In other words, these experiences are located on a continuum

of abuse, a situation which is enabled by the non-citizen status of the FDW/carer, t

legal requirement that she lives-in and her inability to engage freely in the labour
market. While the class position of both Taiwanese and FDWs is underwritten by
their exclusion from LSL, the Taiwanese domestic worker can exercise her autonomy
by leaving the workplace. In contrast, the FDW is forbidden this choice by existing

laws that tie her visa to her employer; essentially, she is locked into a form of b
labour. A reasonable choice for a non-citizen household worker in such a context of
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abuse is to run away; however this course of action means that she, rather than the

employer, is immediately criminalised. In fact, she breaks the law twice over: first,
under immigration law because she has left her legitimate site of employment and
second, according to various activists, she can be sued for breach of her employment

contract for abandoning her patient. Tellingly, whether or not she actually worked a
carer is not deemed to be pertinent information by these authorities.

Having entered the legal system, its sluggish nature means that court cases to
determine culpability for an alleged Crime may take many months even before the
first hearing. As one Taiwanese activist recounted,

It [the court case] all takes so long. There would be afirsthearing after 2-3
months, then a second hearing after another 6 months and so on, the legal
system is at fault, it punishes the victims. O n e Indonesian migrant domestic
was raped more than 20 times and the case took more than one and a half
years in court. She lived at the shelter and because she was not working and
involved in a legal case, the police would not renew her A R C [Alien
Residence Certificate]. A s a result, she was an illegal so then she had to pay
N T S 10,000 for overstaying her visa before she went home. In the end the
court threw her case out because they said "why didn't you tell the wife if you
were raped by the husband" and "where is your proof?" Anyway, if the
husband rapes the maid, often the wife will collude with the broker to get the
maid sent home. Sometimes even without her salary!

Under the law, the victim must have proof of abuse including time, place, date,

witnesses and so on. The aforementioned activist stated that as abuse often takes plac
within the home, witnesses are unlikely to come forward because they are often
family members. In one case, MANGO workers related to me how they sent an
Indonesian FDW/carer back into the household with a hidden recorder in order to
attain such proof of the crime by recording her confrontation with her male employer.
However, the slow-moving nature of court cases is further disincentive for
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FDW/carers to pursue legal avenues of redress to their conclusion. For example, in
the aforementioned case of Hartini, her decision to abandon her court case was made
on the grounds of the possible duration of the case.

She related to me how her case would have dragged on for months during which time
she would not have been able to work and so would have no income to send home.
She said her only other alternative was working for new employers at whose
discretion she could attend the lengthy court case rather than working for them. She
asked me "Where would I find employers like that?" Her ARC was running out,
police refused to renew it because her status was unsure (criminal runaway or victim)
and until either resolution through the courts or through compensation was achieved,

she remained in a state of limbo while earning no income at all. She felt very stresse
Eventually, Hartini opted for an out-of-court settlement of SNT100, 000 rather than
pursue the case through the courts. The state's Bureau of Labor Affairs, the countybased division of the CLA, brokered the deal against the advice of the NGO activists
who had hoped for a conviction in order to disqualify the employers from re-hiring
another FDW/carer. The charges against her and the employer were both dropped.

In an interview, Hartini's legal advisor said her case represented an oft-repeated
pattern. He told how of over thirty sexual harassment cases brought to court,
including rape, only two were successfully prosecuted because all the others ended up
being settled out of court. He felt that the problems faced by FDWs in the court

system were typified by the fact that often the court is not even properly prepared fo
the migrant worker's case. For example, although foreign workers are legally entitled

to a free translator for the hearings with the prosecutor and during the court case, o
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is often not provided and documented information about the progress of the case is
only provided in Chinese (Hope Workers' Center 2002). Essentially, unlike
Taiwanese citizens, the foreign worker is often linguistically isolated from accessing
legal redress.

In sum, it is quite clear that the particular situation of non-citizen FDW/carers in
relation to labour laws and the legal system is rather precarious. Despite an emergent
civil society and a more vocal labour movement, as outlined in Chapter Three,
FDW/carers have been excluded from any effective protection because they are
informal sector household workers and because they are not citizens. A significant

factor that adds to this marginality is a legal system resulting from an extended perio
of authoritarianism; this is an antiquated and lethargic system, with poor regulatory
functions, one that is out of line with the newly expanded civil society. All these
factors foster the continuation of a significant law-practice gap in the workplace.
While the nature of the legal system and the exclusion of household workers under
LSL also affect Taiwanese citizens, FDWs are more profoundly disadvantaged by
limitations on the length of working visas which works against them seeking legal
resolution through the sluggish court system. When this is added to the FDW/carers'
lack of freedom to change employers, and the related sanctions against desertion, the
division between citizen domestic worker and FDW becomes more apparent. In this
sense, all FDW/carers regardless of their nationality are equally let down by
immigration and labour laws as well as by the legal system.
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Conclusion
When it comes to labour law in Taiwan, citizens and non-citizens are not treated

equally. Most importantly, non-citizens are not allowed to freely engage in the labou
market because their visa is tied to a single employer. This disadvantage is further
marked in the case of FDW/carers who are not even covered by Labour Standards
Law and therefore, the terms of their labour are unregulated by law. They, unlike
Taiwanese household workers, cannot freely leave an unjust employer. Essentially,
factors of citizenship, nationality and gender underwrite the incorporation of
FDW/carers into the Taiwanese labour market. The importance of matters of

nationality persists within the category of FDW/carer itself. Specifically, Indonesia
FDW/carers are even further disadvantaged because of higher brokers' fees and a

belief that they are innately suited to working seven days a week, a belief enshrined

their contracts. The conditions of their labour remain unregulated and as we have see
in this chapter and will see again in the next chapter, the transgression of the law
commonplace and at times, the only option in difficult situations is "become a
criminal" by absconding from the workplace. This chapter has argued that
exclusionary labour laws, an antiquated legal system and inadequate systems of
regulation cumulatively result in the extra-legal exploitation and abuse of
FDW/carers. This abuse takes the form of long hours as well as physical and sexual
mistreatment. Under these conditions, workers may flee their employers thereby
committing a criminal act under Taiwanese law. Running away not only highlights
inadequacies in the legal system but it also makes obvious significant shortfalls in
other structures of support available to FDW/carers, particularly to Indonesian
FDW/carers as discussed further in Chapter Seven.
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Ihis combination of exclusionary laws, an ineffective legal system and an absence of
Regulatory mechanisms discussed above leave FDWs in a wild zone of power.
However, as demonstrated more plainly in the subsequent chapter, it is Indonesian
FDWs who occupy the most marginal places of this wild zone, once again due to

factors associated with nationality. The next chapter examines labour practices with

the context of the Taiwanese household. Not only do the nationality-based imaginings
of Indonesian FDW/carers by their employers shape the conditions of their labour in
the home, but these constructions also intersect with Taiwanese imaginings of
themselves and the Taiwanese familial unit.
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CHAPTER 6

THE INCORPORATION OF INDONESIAN

FDW/CARERS INTO THE TAIWANESE HOUSEHOLD76

This chapter continues to explore the ways in which nationality dynamics shape the
lived experience of migration of Indonesian FDW/carers in Taiwan and their ultimate
location in the wild zone of power. Specifically, I demonstrate how the imagining of
Indonesian women workers along nationality lines continues to be active as it
influences the material conditions of labour in the Taiwanese household. Moreover,
the incorporation of these women workers is concurrently shaped by expectations and
practices associated with "being Taiwanese". The utilisation of Indonesian
FDW/carers in Taiwanese homes is practiced with little regard for the law.

The incorporation of Indonesian FDW/carers into the Taiwanese household represents
a convergence of the processes described in previous chapters. The household is
significant because it is the location of the daily experience of migration for most
Indonesian FDW/carers, one which may continue for years. It is also the site through
which various manifestations of nationality are interwoven, which in turn shapes the
conditions of FDWs' labour and consolidates their location in the wild zone of power.

76

Parts of this chapter constitute a revised and expanded version of a previous publicat

2006).
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The chapter begins with a brief theoretical consideration of "the family" as it relates
to this research. The discussion then illustrates how the national characteristics
attributed to Indonesian FDW/carers by brokers continue to be invoked by employers.
These representations form the basis from which employers assess and explain not
only their choice of worker but also the conduct and management of them. These
rationalisations frequently draw upon comparisons with Filipina household workers.
Such comparisons were particularly evident in issues of cleanliness, intelligence,
diligence and honesty. Ultimately, they were used as justification for Indonesians
doing the dirty work seven days a week77. The third section of the chapter examines
the ways in which the conditions of Indonesian FDW/carers' labour deviates from that
which is outlined in their contract. Taiwanese employers manipulate the system
regarding the employment of FDW/carers. Employers' perceptions of Indonesian
women workers as diligent and obedient target them as a suitable choice for working
beyond the parameters of their official employment. These women then work in a
variety of capacities, all of which lie outside the law and involve intense and
technically illegal exploitation. This constitutes the law-practice gap discussed in the
preceding chapter. The final section of the chapter reflects further upon the two earlier
sections outlining the labour experience of Indonesian FDW/carers. I contend that the
conditions of Indonesian FDW/carers' labour do not only involve the imagining of the
Indonesian Other but also expresses a simultaneous imagining of the Taiwanese Self.
The household is a site of social relationships where "being Taiwanese" is expressed
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Although the majority of Indonesians interviewed worked seven day weeks, there are the ex

who have Sundays off. The exact figures concerning the number of workers from different nat

groups that get days off have been impossible to obtain but according to brokers and activi
interviewed Indonesians usually work seven days per week.
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and reinforced on a daily basis. T o be more specific, the labour conditions
experienced by Indonesian FDW/carers are influenced by Taiwanese employers'
imagining of the household as a social and economic unit connected to broader
familial, social and economic networks. This imagining is anchored in socio-cultural
histories of the family, domestic service and work in Taiwan. In essence, if we want
to better understand Indonesian FDW/carers lived experiences of migration in
Taiwan, we must cast the net beyond western-centric images of the household and
wage labour relations and look more closely at the Taiwanese expression of these
relationships. We must consider the Taiwanese household as a site where "being

national" is produced and reproduced on a daily basis through the regular practices o
everyday living (Ozkirimli 2000 p.231).

One last introductory point must be made. It is important to note that statistics

identifying the exact numbers of Filipinas and Indonesians looking after children and
the exact numbers caring for the sick and elderly are unattainable as both jobs are

subsumed under the general category of carer. While Filipinas do at times care for th
sick and elderly, Indonesians rarely care for children. Let us now consider a key
component of this employment, the family.

The Family

The family is sometimes included in a broad notion of civil society that includes the
church, various social and civil-political organisations but stands as distinct from
state and the market (c.f. Cohen and Arato 1994; Siim 2000). Sometimes the family is
taken to be a separate sphere from both state and civil society occupying a private
domain (Pateman 1988). Berger and Neuhaus suggested that the family was a "major
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private and autonomous institution where individuals continue to exercise some
measure of control over their lives in the face of infringements by megastructures"
(cited in Hill and Lian 1995 p. 141). While the assertion that the family is a "private
and autonomous institution" is highly debatable, it must be acknowledged that the
family has some independence as an important source of practice and morality in the
lives of its members. If the family (and women within it) is relegated to the domain of
the apolitical and the private, we do not recognise the socialisation of citizens that
goes on in that domain nor do we acknowledge the degree to which the state and
family structures are intertwined.

In this thesis, the family does not constitute a private space separated from the
dynamic relationship between citizen, the state and the labour market. Nor is the

family included in an amorphous notion of civil society as just another institution. The
family, and the diverse range of interests and power relations within it, is located
historically and culturally as an institution and a mediating force in the relationship
between citizen and state. Citizenship dynamics operate alongside family dynamics in
a range of ways. For example, in Saudi Arabia or Jordan "political, social and
probably even civil rights might depend on the familial positioning of the particular
citizen" (Yuval-Davis 1997 p.81). To a lesser extent, this is the case in Indonesia.
Female Indonesian citizens are positioned in the family in specific moral and
economic ways, and the family is also positioned in relation to state and society in
terms of their class, ethnicity, and locality. These positionings are manipulated in
different ways by various actors, including for example, the Indonesian state in
relation to images of FDWs and the manipulations of notions of duty to one's family
by calo as we saw in previous chapters. In this chapter, we see how the Taiwanese
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family shores up familial interests while resisting state laws in the manner of their use
of Indonesian FDW/carers. The relationship between citizen, state and family cannot

just be reduced to state and civil society, and a matter of individual formal rights
duties, because the family is also an important site that mediates the individual's
experience of being a citizen and of being a FDW. As Michael Hill and Lian Kwen
Fee (1995, p.6-7) noted in the case of Singapore:

Two issues are central to a consideration of the relationship between the
family and the state: the family as a mediating structure and as a source of
moral values.

In Taiwan, the family is the location of Indonesian FDWs' employment, it is a space

infused not only with cultural expectations, values, rights and duties associated wit
the Confucianist family structures (Chen 2000; Lin 2004) but also with Taiwanese
experiences of citizenship, of law and the labour market (Cooney and Wang 2002).
These dynamics shape the ways in which FDWs are incorporated into these familial
work environments. This encounter also means that what seemed "natural" and
unproblematic in the FDW's home nation may become open to question and operate
differently in the receiving nation and at the site of employment, the family home

(Hugo 2004 p.63). The form and degree to which the state features in this encounter i

largely a matter of historical and cultural specificity. The institution of the fami

shapes the utilisation of FDWs, as we see later in the chapter, as does the advice fr
brokers about managing FDW/carers together (which also match popular perceptions

about FDWs). These "truths" about the inherent qualities of different nationalities of
FDWs are realised in the material conditions of labour in the Taiwanese household.
The ways in which this is manifested in terms of Indonesian FDW/carers is now
explored.
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Conditions of Labour in the Taiwanese Household for Indonesian
FDW/Carers

Being Indonesian: Naturally Suited To Doing the Dirty Work Seven Days A Week
Many Taiwanese employers subscribe to the belief that Indonesian women don't mind
hard work and are unintelligent. Much of this knowledge comes from the labour
brokers. This perception encourages the employer to modify the practice of household
labour. For example, some employers refuse to allow their Indonesian FDW/carers to
use the washing machine because employers feel that Indonesians couldn't follow
"complicated" instructions; therefore, they were forced to wash clothes by hand. In
other situations, they weren't trusted to make decisions about which tasks had to be
done each day, and although these duties were mostly the same each day, they were
told every morning what to do and when to do it. Further, Indonesians' supposed lack
of intelligence was equated with their obedient, caring and loyal nature as if

intelligence and loyalty/kindness were mutually exclusive traits. It was this particula
combination of nationality and gender traits that informed the form of their
incorporation into the household. In other words, most employers claimed that
Indonesian women were ideally suited to the tedious and demanding job of washing
and cleaning people and households. These characteristics were contrasted with the
supposedly more intelligent and clean Filipinas who tended to not to be satisfied with
such duties and would always be seeking better conditions. A typical attitude by an
employer was as follows:

Filipinas are not as good as Indonesians [at] looking after old people because
they are too smart, too connected with the outside world. Indonesians are
simple. T h e living standard in the Philippines is better [than in Indonesia] so
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they are cleaner than Indonesians but this also means they want days off to
connect up with others and I heard they steal and cause problems.

For these reasons, Filipinas are deemed to be best suited to caring for children: they
are clean, educated and more civilised. Weny, an employer stated:

Different groups have different everyday habits. Filipinas have better sanitary
habits than Indonesians, they speak better English and are smart and outgoing. They are good with babies and children.

However, the general consensus by employers was that despite Filipinas' suitability
for caring for children, they were sneaky. According to another Taiwanese employer:

They [Filipinas] k n o w their w a y around things, complain about everything and
get even if they are not happy ... they have two sides, they smile at you and
are nice to you, talking in a good w a y but they can be bossy or have other
plans [referring to running away].

An alternate explanation for recalcitrance was offered by Ada, a Filipina carer:

W h e n A m a h complains or asks m e do something, sometimes I cannot
understand, but sometimes I pretend not to understand. Then they just give up
(she laughs) ... if it is really important they can telephone the grand-daughter
w h o speaks English and she can tell m e (laughs again).

This sort of strategy feeds the belief that such behaviour is a collective, national t
informing all Filipinas' behaviour, that is, they are difficult. In a like manner, the

qualities of diligence and deference learnt in the penampungan are also interpreted as
an inherent Indonesian trait. Hence, all Indonesians are seen to be compliant, honest
and willing to work hard without complaint. One male employer, Dennis, stated that
Indonesians have these national qualities because "They are Muslim so they are
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conservative, they have a sense of duty from their religion and they don't steal - I
have never met a dishonest Muslim."

Rather than religious observance or innate national character, it is more likely that
Indonesians do not voice their concerns because they are unaware of their rights and
they fear repatriation if they are confrontational. Likewise, Filipinas' superior
knowledge about their rights and better government representation than Indonesians
(Wee and Sim 2004) increase the likelihood of them being seen as demanding and
forthright. These points are elaborated more fully in the following chapter. Whatever
the reason, the perception that Indonesian FDW/carers are inherently obedient as well
as diligent influence the employer's choice of worker because these are the virtues
deemed necessary for exhaustive care of the elderly or sick. It is a self-justifying
process where being a female Indonesian worker means being a carer for the sick and
elderly. Caring for the sick and elderly is often a more demanding job than looking
after children. While both types of carers usually clean the house, wash clothes and

often cook meals, the carer for the elderly and sick tends to be on permanent call. She
will often have to provide care on demand day and throughout the night. Eko, an
Indonesian who cared for an incontinent, elderly woman said:

I always have to wake up when amah wakes up because I sleep in the same
room. Sometimes she needs cleaning. I a m always tired.

Despite the focus of my research being home-based labour, it is worth briefly noting

the conditions for foreign carers in hospital based care. In a Taichung hospital, care

either shared the hospital room with their charge or stayed in a carer dormitory (wit
loudspeaker issuing calls 24 hours a day) depending on the level and constancy of
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care required. While the workers then had the company of compatriots, the level of

care for a hospitalised patient can negate this benefit. As one Indonesian carer, Er
remarked:

When I worked at the hospital, there were about fifty other Indonesian women
there as carers. I had to sleep in the same room as grandmother, always on
call. I was usually too tired or felt [too] sick to chat with the other Indonesians
because I often felt sick w h e n I had to clean up vomit or diarrhoea. I slept on
the floor beside grandmother. I had to get up to give medicine or clean her up.
Working in the hospital is both good and bad [pauses] ... you are not on your
o w n but the work is terrible.

The constancy of demand is as striking as the perception that Indonesians don't need

rest due to their natural suitability for hard work. This belief is rather convenien
that it rationalises the highly demanding work practices required for the job.

Confinement: No Days Off and Not Allowed Out

The patterns of imagining the Indonesian female Other is, as discussed earlier, evid

in contractual stipulations that govern days off. To recap, Indonesians, perceived a
obedient and inherently suited to demanding care work, are not offered days off in
their contracts. It is not solely the employers' need for everyday carers that that
influences their decisions to enforce the "no days off policy for Indonesian

FDW/carers. There is also the fear that the worker might run away. If this occurs, t
allocation quota of the employer is suspended, the bond is forfeited and the
"employment stabilization fee"78 must continue to be paid to the end of the contract

78

The bond is the equivalent of two months of the worker's wages and the "employment stabilization

fee" is NTS 1,500 (US$48.20) for carers and NT$5,000 (US$160.60) for domestic workers. The

employment stabilization fee is a government levy charged to employers of foreign workers, the fun
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until the worker is "apprehended" (Lan 2006 p.56). However, this reason was seldom
cited and employers' own disinclination or inability to care for their relatives

themselves was also rarely raised. The most common reason articulated by employers

for confining their workers was that Indonesians are gullible by nature. Specifica
employers suggested that the Indonesian workers might be lead astray by other

workers, they might find boyfriends, or be lured away by promises of better (illeg
employment by unscrupulous agents dealing with runaway workers. Laura, an
employer said:

Our neighbourhood is not so good because there are m a n y factories so there
are m a n y foreign workers. They whisper to each other and they get bad ideas.
Sometimes they meet boyfriends or [black market] agents. Our neighbour had
an Indonesian worker for one and a half years w h o was simple, from the
country, but then she suddenly ran away with her boyfriend on her day off.
This is w h y I don't want m y worker going out. Anyway, that was our
agreement at the start that she look after m y father the all week.

At times, such beliefs were shared by the Indonesian FDW/carers themselves. One 22
year old Indonesian FDW/carer told how she had not been allowed to leave the house
for two years. Another older Indonesian FDW/carer, Ani, who did have Sundays off,
commented:

But that is good; it is notrightto be allowed to go out if you are too young. It
is dangerous to have too m u c h freedom at that age. M a n y Indonesians go out
and meet m e n - that is not good. Many, even if they are married w o m e n , have
affairs. Not m e , that is against m y principles. That is w h y I don't have m e n
friends. Indonesians w h o are allowed to go out on Sundays, meet men,
especially Thai m e n ... they go to discos in Taichung. It is too free, too
dangerous for a young girl.

from which are used to defray government costs incurred in the management of migrant workers and
the support of Taiwanese workers (Article 55 in EVTA 2007).
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There is an underlying perception that going out is potentially polluting. T o put it
another way, going out alone beyond the boundaries of the household is thought to
expose the worker to dangerous and immoral influences. This theme of pollution was
also expressed in another way: that is, that Indonesians themselves are inherently

polluted, not only by their supposed lack of cleanliness, but by virtue of their physi
appearance. One employer of a Filipina FDW quietly commented, "I don't know why

I don't like them [Indonesians], I think it's their skin [rubbing her own arm], it loo
dirty." She would not choose to incorporate an Indonesian worker into her household
because of this discomfort with their appearance. This sentiment reflects the
widespread view in Taiwan that "darkness [in skin colour] has become a stigma and is

often associated with social ills. It symbolizes fear and dread, and it comes to denot
asymmetrical natural endowment of intelligence and capacity" (Cheng 2006 p.l 12).
Another expression of pollution is the compulsory medical tests every six months that
presume a connection between the foreign body and disease and media stories such as

"Indonesians have most intestinal parasites" and "Nine percent of foreign workers fail
health check" (Taipei Times, 22 April 2008). These perceptions were brought out into
the open during the SARS crisis.

Indonesian FDW/carers are aware of the negative attitudes and beliefs about them.
This is sometimes irritating and at other times overtly distressing for them. Eko was
particularly upset in one interview as she recalled her employer's friend saying,
"Indonesians are dirty because they eat with their hands; I saw it on satellite
television." Eko turned to me and defensively stated "food tastes better that way."
Nevertheless, she felt compelled to always use chopsticks to eat.
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The essentialist imaginings of workers by employers are also reproduced by some
FDW/carers. For example, an Indonesian FDW/carer attributed the undemanding,
hard-working profile of Indonesians to the fact that Indonesian FDW/carers as a
whole were afraid of (takut) and Filipinas were generally brave with (berani) their
employers7 . She said this was because Indonesian FDW/carers respected
(menghormati) their bosses unlike Filipinas who had no respect for others. Another
Indonesian FDW/carer, Rini, credited Filipinas' demanding character to selfimportance as evidenced by the fact that Filipinas were arrogant (sombong) due to

their higher levels of education; they don't want to mix with Indonesians if they bo
had days off and met in the park. She stated,

People from the Philippines think we are stupid because we don't speak
English - they are just like the Taiwanese - Taiwanese think Indonesians are
stupid (bodoh) too.

Clearly, nationality-based perceptions about Indonesian FDW/carers have the

capacity to shape the conditions of labour within the household as we have seen in th
cases above. However, this does not mean that labour relations are automatically

predetermined. The following case, though long, is an example of a variation from the
norm.

Li-ju was a single, self-employed woman in her mid-30s who lived with her healthy

74 year old and her 80 year old father. Her father had a stroke seven years previousl
and has since suffered cancer; he is confined to a wheelchair. Li-ju spoke English

79

As noted above, these characteristics are more likely tied to the socio-political background of the

workers rather than an innate national character.
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fluently as she had lived in Canada for three years before returning to care for her
father. She related her story as follows.

M y Indonesian worker is thirty years old with an 11 year old son w h o she
spoils. She is not easy to have in the house. She always likes the best food and
products. If I buy her shampoo or soap she doesn't like it because she wants
the ones she has seen on television. I always cook breakfast for the family,
noodles. I don't ask her to do everything. Just what is fair. W e only eat small
bowls and she has a large bowl. She says w e are stingy. M a m a cooks lunch.
M a m a likesfishand vegetables but our foreign worker likes eating meat and
pork notfish;so she says fish is not good for you, w e should eat meat. This
upsets M a m a . This is her [the worker's] second job in Taiwan, herfirstboss
died then w e had her for a trial period. W e knew she had a sad past because
her husband left her and if w e didn't give her the job she would have to go
h o m e with no money. Herfirstboss was 97 years old and she cared for him at
the hospital. That's where she found out too m u c h information. She agreed to
work Sundays, this is in the contract. N o w she is always asking to go out, over
and over again [Li-ju starts crying] - she says "I want to pray. I want to see
m y friends" - sometimes she makes up stories like her aunt died so she must
pray at the mosque. W e don't believe her so w e don't let her go. She is always
talking it makes m e crazy. She insists on talking to m e all the time, reporting
her day and her opinions, always talking. I just go to m y room. I want her to
clean the small room at the back but she doesn't want to. Thefirsttime she
cleaned it, I gave her biscuits and juice, n o w she wants this every time and she
doesn't like the biscuits I give her. Then I told her not to clean m y room but
she does it anyway. I want m y room to be private and I don't want her in m y
things. It is like she has to control m y family. W h y does she want to control
everything? Once she went to Taichung for her medical and she took a taxi!
"Just N T S 8 0 0 " she said [Li-ju had a shocked expression] then she said she
was car sick and took three days off. M y m a m a knew you must treat them hard
but I don't want to. Sometimes, I give in to her because I a m so tired and it
hurts m y heart. Sometimes I say I will tell the agent and then she is very good.
Sometimes she complains the coffee I give her is too small, she is very fussy.
If our worker buys the wrong thing at the store because she can't read the label
then she doesn't want it so she gives it to m e or M a m a saying it's a gift. But
she just doesn't want it. Even if w e say no, she insists and makes us take it.
Maybe it is hard for them. I k n o w they have a different culture. I try to
understand foreign workers are in a different family and are not Taiwanese. I
try to treat her well but n o w I feel like I have lost m y freedom.

Li-ju's case shows some of the nuances of the relationship between FDW/carer and

employer. Clearly, her Indonesian worker was not the obedient, deferential (non-por
eating) Indonesian afraid of her all-powerful employer. Li-ju is an educated woman
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w h o has been exposed to notions of universalist h u m a n values both in Taiwan and
abroad which she reflects upon in her discussions about foreign workers. She

acknowledges issues of cultural difference and "being fair" to workers. Nevertheless

it is telling that she still imposes the right to refuse days off or going out. Iron
Li-ju herself feels the loss of her own freedom in the face of what she feels is an

controlling worker. All the same, the fact remains that the power lies in Li-ju's ha
she can (and has) reported disobedience to the agent as a way of enforcing her
authority. She can also employ the ultimate sanction on disagreeable behaviour by
seeking repatriation of her worker through the agent. Her worker plays a delicate
game of balancing resistance and accommodation in order to ensure continued
employment while attempting to maximise her own autonomy. Li-ju's case is an
example of experiential variations within the unequal relationship of power between
employer and FDW/carer. Even though it might be easy to abuse this imbalance in
power, which often occurs, it does not mean that this is automatically a FDW/carer's
experience. It would be a mistake to represent all Indonesian workers as downtrodden

and all Taiwanese employers (or brokers) as heartless exploiters. There are also cas
like that of 28-year-old mother of one, Nopi from Yogyakarta.

Although Nopi entered Taiwan to be a carer of a paralysed child, she cleaned
and cooked in a childcare centre and cleaned her employer's h o m e as well.
She was self-assured and spoke of h o w happy she was in Taiwan compared to
her life in Indonesia. She had left an unhappy marriage behind and a gambling
husband. She spoke of not feeling "free" in Indonesia because of her husband
but in Taiwan, she was allowed to wander d o w n the street to visit another
FDW/carer if she had finished her duties and she could sleep on Sundays or
work if she chose to. She described her boss as kind and respectful and she
also spoke highly of her broker: "I can phone her in the morning and she
would be here in the afternoon. M a n y Indonesians are afraid of their bosses
and agents but not m e , mine are very good". Her broker even gave Nopi
advice for Nopi's friends w h o were having problems. She was allowed to go
out shopping or to the park but Nopi chose to only go out once a year to the
mosque in Taichung to celebrate Idul Fitri, she said she would rather sleep in
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her time off and save her money. She had dreams of working in Singapore one
day.

Although Nopi's experience as an Indonesian FDW/carer, and that of Li-ju as a
Taiwanese employer, stand as exceptions rather than the rule to existing patterns
gleaned from field research, they represent important reminders against reductionism.
Having made that point, the fact remains that the relations of power between
employer and FDW/carer are highly unequal so the opportunity is always there to take
advantage of the situation should an employer choose to do so. Unfortunately, this
opportunity is often realised as is demonstrated in the subsequent section. The
following discussion outlines commonplace behaviour by Taiwanese employers who
manipulate the system when employing FDW/carers. These cases further illuminate
the unequal power relations between citizen employer and non-citizen Indonesian
worker. They also reflect the specific imagining of the Indonesian female Other as
obedient and diligent, an imagining that then informs Indonesian FDW/carers'

incorporation into extra-legal practices. These practices also reflect an imagining of
"Taiwanese-ness" as elaborated in the final section of the chapter.

Employers Manipulating the System
Although government statistics on the respective categories of FDWs and carers are

easily accessible, they do not necessarily reflect reality. While the formal job statu
a migrant woman worker may be carer of an elderly or disabled person or domestic

helper in a family, this does not mean that this is her daily activity. It is commonly
case that the foreign worker employed as a carer engages in duties both as a domestic
labour and a carer. Though illegal, it is also not unusual that the foreign worker
employed as a carer or domestic worker may not work in either capacity but may
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labour in the family business; or alternately they m a y work in the family business
during the day and then work in the household at night, depending on the employer's
wishes. I suggest that the reputation of Indonesian women workers as obedient, hardworking, and not likely to cause trouble, has facilitated the incidence of Indonesian
FDW/carers being used in this way. This form of exploitation is described below.

During field research, I would observe Indonesian carers pushing their charges in
wheelchairs around the streets of Fengyuan. During these morning and early
afternoon outings, the women would greet other Indonesians working in shops selling
noodles, fabric and flowers, in the market, and those putting out the garbage outside
cafes and restaurants. As I accompanied them, they related stories to me about other
Indonesian women working in this or that family business. The businesses included
shops, kindergartens, dental clinics and buxiban (cram schools), where they would

clean and, if required, cook. I found this situation perplexing for two reasons. First
there was no legal category of employment for blue-collar foreign workers in shops,
restaurants or family businesses; specifically, migrant women are allowed to work in
factories (although more often men work in the factories) and they work as domestic
workers and carers if their employers achieved the legal qualifying criteria. Second,
why were there rarely Filipinas doing what is termed "illegal work" in these
locations? In a nutshell, I asked myself "why are there no Filipinas in the noodle
shop?" a phrase that came to be shorthand for pondering questions about nationality
and illegal work. There may well be "Filipinas in the noodle shops" but they were

certainly not as evident as the highly visible Indonesian women in this provincial ci
Moreover, neither group was attracting significant attention in the research on FDWs
in Taiwan which for the most part focused on FDWs in the home. The extent to which
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this use of Indonesian FDW/carers is commonplace is remarkable. Clearly, this work
is unambiguously illegal as outlined by the CLA:

Engagement in work not prescribed in work permit is not allowed:
the work in which foreign workers engage shall be limited to the one
prescribed in the work permit. Currently, foreign workers are not introduced to
engage in the service industry (such as restaurants, department stores, etc.)
Meanwhile, the foreign workers in the construction industry shall only engage
in the trades stipulated by the directives of C L A , but not in related jobs which
require certificates (such as professional drivers, operators of cranes.) In light
of the above, if employers committee [sic] in violation of laws, foreign
workers m a y file complaints to related authorities (such as representative
offices of labor sending countries in Taiwan, local labor authorities, or local
Counseling and Service Centers for Foreign Workers), or file complaints
through the Toil-Free Lines of C L A (File V , 2007).

Given such laws, and the prodigious amount of government rhetoric about the huge
fines faced by employers for illegally using a foreign worker or employing an illegal
foreign worker (fines of between NTS 150,000 to NT$750,000 (US$4,780 to 24,000)
and a suspension of one's allocation under Article 63 of ESA (EVTA 2006a), it is
rather surprising that this use of FDW/carers is so easily observable. It would seem
that employers were not afraid of being fined; they commonly remarked on the
likelihood of being caught as "maybe in Taipei but not out here"80. A few employers
were more careful, keeping their Indonesian worker out of public sight but in most
other establishments, Indonesian women worked at the counters or were easily visible

80

The possible variations between Taipei and provincial cities in Taiwan are interesting

the scope of this thesis. Nevertheless, it would be fascinating to investigate whether th
of workers is commonplace, but more covert, in Taipei or whether manipulating the system

customary outside the capital. Variations in law enforcement between provinces and Taipei

described by a street side fruit-seller in Taipei who said that her home town police neve

about permits but "In Taipei, they are always arresting people. In Pingtung, they leave us
Taipei they control things too strictly" (Simon 2003, p.2).
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in the cooking area of the restaurants. A s m y fieldwork continued, Indonesians were

identified in all sorts of places that they should not have been, at least legally. T
law-practice gap seemed to be an open secret. Slowly it became apparent that the
system was often and easily manipulated. The following cases of Siti and Endah
clearly illustrate the situation.

Siti was a 27-year-old Indonesian mother of a four-year-old boy, from Blitar, East

Java who was in the third year of her contract as a carer. She initially came to Taiw
to look after an elderly male stroke victim in his son's home. After six months, her

patient died. In one sense, she was relieved as she had suffered regular slaps across
the face and head for her lack of fluency in Mandarin and was sleeping in the space
under the stairs with no privacy; that is, when she could sleep and wasn't attending
Ah-kong (grandfather). In another sense she was desperate. If another employer could
not be found she would be repatriated still carrying most of the debt to her broker.
employers had a daughter working as a receptionist in a buxiban; they also had a son
work there from time to time. He knew that the owners were overworked trying to

cook and clean and run the school as well as care for their children. The families ha

good relationship so they offered them their Indonesian maid. It was relatively simp
to get around the regulations. The original employer took his mother who was a very
healthy 80 year old to the local doctor, paid him NT$20,000 (US$642) and came

away with a medical certificate saying his mother was ill and qualified for a foreign
carer. False medical certificates and falsifying illness seem to be commonplace,

making it relatively easy to acquire certification qualifying the patient for a fore
carer.
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Siti then went to live and work for the family that ran the buxiban. She would cook
and clean at the school, clean the home and look after the children. Thus, Siti was
being employed illegally on a number of levels: it was illegal for her original
employer to lend out his worker to another employer; the second employer (as a
buxiban operator) did not legally qualify to hire a foreign worker; the worker was
illegally engaged in cleaning/childcare/cooking work although her work visa stated
she could only be employed to work as a carer to the original employer's elderly
mother. Effectively, Siti was doing work she was not supposed to do for an employer
who was not her legal employer. Nonetheless, she was much happier than at her
previous employment as she had far greater autonomy and respect in her new
situation. She had keys to the home and the buxiban, she was trusted to make

decisions about what to do and when to do it. She was fully cognisant of the fact that
she was being employed illegally but it suited her well as it did her new employer.
She said she had trouble working with sick people, particularly with the previous job
when she had to stay with her charge in the hospital for two months:

He would vomit then I would vomit. I could not sleep, being in the same room
and the hospital was so noisy - I didn't k n o w h o w I would go on. There are
m a n y Indonesians like that.

Despite the fact that structurally she remained in a relatively powerless situation an

still worked hard in her new job, like Nopi's case above, the quality of that migratio
experience was marked by her treatment as a respected human being and as a worker.
She remarked that she felt better now because she was taken out with the family to

visit restaurants, enjoyed the children, finished work at a decent hour and got Sunday
off.
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The second case is that of Endah. She was a single 24 year old from Surabaya, East

Java at the end of her first year in Taiwan. She was hired as a carer for a grandfat
but never met him. From the first day she worked in the family-owned noodle shop
outside Taipei. She was staying at a shelter in Taipei where she was awaiting the

outcome of a legal advocate's efforts to secure her wages that had been withheld for
most of her employment. She related how she was forced to work from 7 am until 11
pm Sunday to Thursday in the noodle shop, from 6 am until 1 pm on Fridays and
Saturdays, and then she returned to the family home and did the housework. Most
days she had only two to three hours sleep. She worked seven days a week and had
not had one day off since she arrived. She had no copy of her contract. In response

requests for her withheld wages, the employer and broker colluded, both arguing tha

she had never worked in the noodle shop. Unfortunately, her inability to produce any
proof, such as a contract, severely hampered her case. The situation only came to a
head because she became so sick she asked for a day off, her employer refused and
her broker threatened her with deportation. She ran away and ended up at a shelter.

Her future was bleak - justice is unlikely to be achieved and she faces huge debts o

her return to Indonesia with no money for one year's hard work. Rather than focusing
on the multitude of illegalities associated with her employment or her extreme

exploitation, she constantly reiterated, "We [Indonesians] don't mind working hard,

we just want to be paid. Employers forget that we are already cheap [murah]. But now
I have no money, I am tired from too much hard work and no rest."

Both Siti and Endah were engaged in extra-legal work that was located in the public
domain. These examples demonstrate the powerlessness of Indonesian migrant
women workers to negotiate the conditions of their labour and the ease with which
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they can be drawn into work that is not indicated in their contract. Interviews with
activists suggested that Indonesian workers were more likely to be used in this way
than Filipinas because Indonesians were comparatively unaware of employment laws
governing foreign labour, they were less assertive and they were well-known for their
capacity for hard work. Perhaps most importantly, these activists stated that
Indonesians were considered unlikely to complain or be "difficult" when being
exploited this way. While these activists noted that Filipinas were also drawn into

extra-legal work at times, they suggested that in light of the ways in which Indonesia
women are perceived, they are more routinely utilised in this way. Sometimes these
manipulations of the system work out to the worker's benefit as was the case with
Siti, but often it does not, as indicated by the experience of Endah.

Furthermore, the highly visible nature of Indonesian women engaging in illegal work
in restaurants and shops suggests that officialdom ignores these manipulations of the

law. In order to understand the character of the state regarding foreign worker policy
we must not only consider the official guidelines, but also state efforts (or apathy)

regulate such policies. When indifference or inertia appears to be the norm, then such
behaviour effectively constitutes a "blind eye policy" as evident in the following
example taken from my field notes.

Sri, an Indonesian was employed as a carer but worked at a restaurant during
the day and cleaned the family h o m e in the evenings. She told h o w the
restaurant was so close to the local police station that m a n y of the police
would c o m e to eat there at lunch times. They never said or did anything about
her illegal work in the restaurant. Likewise, one evening a very helpful
bureaucrat w h o worked in a department dealing with foreign workers was
giving m e a ride to the train station. I had spent the day with an Indonesian
carer w h o had been abused and was seeking compensation through the civil
court. She had spent the day kindly supporting the Indonesian worker in any
w a y she could. A s w e drove past a local restaurant that I often frequented
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because an Indonesian worked there, I asked her if she had ever eaten there.
She nodded then said: " A n Indonesian works there." She added, "She is very
good at adding up the bill." I answered, "Yes, I have been there. She doesn't
seem very happy" [her employer yelled at her constantly]. "No", agreed the
bureaucrat, adding with a smile "It [that work] is not allowed you know."
Then she drove on. I k n e w that nothing would ever come of it.

The above case is a typical example of the manner in which the manipulation of the
system is so commonplace that it is not even considered problematic by local state
forces. As has been demonstrated, it is not uncommon that Indonesian FDW/carers
work in jobs other than those certified on contracts and officially recorded in state
statistics. Officially a migrant worker caught doing illegal work can be immediately
repatriated; this situation puts them in a no-win situation. They are too scared to
refuse the employer for fear of repatriation by the employer or broker; they are not

allowed to change employers at will; and if they report the situation to the CLA, they
risk repatriation anyway.

Additionally, akin to other household accoutrements, Indonesian women workers can

be lent out to friends or relatives on a full or part-time basis if the employer wish
do so. Article 57 of the ESA (EVTA 2006a) states that it is against the law for
employers to engage in "Employing in the name of the Employer of a Foreign
Worker, but in reality causing that worker to engage in work for a third party".
Despite this being illegal, it is commonly practiced, which in turn reflects the

weakness of the legal systems and its regulatory apparatuses discussed in the previou
chapter. However, illegal practices cannot be understood purely in terms of the legal
system but the functioning of the Taiwanese family must also be taken into
consideration. The following discussion sheds light on employers' extra-legal
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practices where Indonesian FDW/carers are utilised in ways not expected by the terms
of their contract. Essentially, the lending out of workers is used as a way of

reinforcing existing social relationships or marking family obligations. It is a sociocultural expression of the functioning of the Taiwanese household and thus an
important manifestation of "being Taiwanese".

Taiwanese Households: Caring for the Family
There is an important distinction to be made between the Taiwanese household and

the Taiwanese family (/7a). The primary feature of the household is that it is a unit o
co-habitation in contrast to the family which is a property holding unit (Greenhalgh
1984 p.533). The family may include few or many households as they "are often
simply fragments of families, rather than bounded socio-economic units" (Greenhalgh
1984 p.533). The well-being of the family is focused on the group rather than the
individual. As Jordan (2005 p.8, italics in original) noted:

It may be the individual who suffers illness, loses money, or fails in school,
but it is the family that must seek divine assistance for its misfortune in that
case.

The family and the household are also connected to wider non-kin networks.
Beginning with the family unit, the linkages to non-kin units are perhaps best
understood as a series of concentric circles of social and economic interaction
underwritten by ever decreasing mutual obligation. This is the system into which the
Indonesian FDW/carer is absorbed and these familial ideologies that act to shape their

conditions of labour. This occurs in two interesting ways. First, the practice of lendi
out Indonesian FDW/carers to family and non-kin acknowledges and reinforces
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important socio-economic relationships beyond the household. Second, the illegal use
of the FDW/carer outside the home in family businesses reflects a relative lack of
distinction between private family work within the home and public family work
outside the home. As Yu (2001 p.84) noted, the distinction between the public and
private spheres is far less rigid in Taiwan than in some other places in Asia, for
example Japan. Ultimately, by looking at the character of Taiwanese families, we can
better understand the conditions of non-kin labour within Taiwanese households.

Family and Household Hierarchies
Although the idealised image of the harmonious, mutually helpful Chinese family81
may have been over-exaggerated in academia (Greenhalgh 1994), extended family
units informed by modern derivatives of the Confucian family ethics (or at least
reinventions of them) are still functioning in contemporary Taiwan. These familial
relationships are marked by hierarchies of power and obligation. Confucianism
stresses status distinction by age, class and gender, and it accentuates the centrality
the family (Chen 2000 p.41). In fact, the KMT state actively pushed so-called
traditional (neo)-Confucian family values and gendered divisions of labour until the
mid-1980s (Chen 2000 p.56)82. Women — in particular, wife, daughters83 and
daughters-in-law — were traditionally responsible for household labour by virtue of
their gender (Tong 2007 p.492). These gendered divisions of labour and power were
and continue to be crosscut by age; for example, older sons are superior to younger

81

This image was particularly pushed in literature on Chinese family firms (Greenhalgh 1

82

The manipulation of culture and reconfiguration of Confucianism by the state for its

not uncommon - see Heng and Devan (1995) in the case of Singapore.
83

Although technically, daughters are on loan from the future husband's family (Greenhal
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sons, all of w h o m are inferior to father. While daughters-in-law were placed at the
bottom of the family hierarchy (Lin 2004 p. 125), this has recently changed. Since
industrialisation, educational and employment opportunities have been afforded to
women (Chen 2000 p.44); some argue that as a result, the power relations between
mothers-in-law and daughters-in-law have actually been inverted (Lin 2004).
Nevertheless, as Chen (2000 p.49) states:

Although w o m e n can be economically independent and have improved their
status within the family, they still respect the supposed superiority of their
husbands and are willing to play a supportive role to their husbands.

Hence, the overwhelming majority of household labour continues to be done by the
wives although husbands do engage in some household labour if their wives work (Xu
andChuan2008p.319).

At the very heart of Confucian family ethics and power hierarchies lies the concept of
xiao or filial piety (Xu and Chuan 2008 p.321). Jordan (2005 p.4) explains:

Filial piety is quintessentially described as the subordination of a son to his
father, butfilialpiety should also characterize the emotions of a son toward his
mother, of a daughter towards her parents, and of a daughter-in-law towards
her husband's parents.

Filial piety is particularly important for this thesis because it involves the duty of the
children, particularly sons, to care for their parents. The expression of this duty can
crosscut by the subordination of wife to husband, and daughter-in-law to parents-inlaw and so on, so that ultimately the duty of elder-care falls to the woman. Although,
84

Filial piety also extends outwards from the immediate family to other kin including deceased

ancestors (Jordan 2005 p.4).
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it has been argued that Taiwanese w o m e n w h o engage in the labour force can increase
their status and power through entrepreneurialism (Simon 2003), elder care largely
remains her responsibility as does household labour. Statistics from the late 1990s
showed that women did the majority of elder care, or bore responsibility for it, with
only 29.3 percent of "actively-involved" family carers in Taiwan being men (Tong
2007 p.488). However, bearing responsibility for elder care often involves
subcontracting out this duty to the FDW/carer; and, the FDW/carer is often
Indonesian due to their supposed qualities of diligence, loyalty and deference. There
are many reasons why a woman might need a FDW/carer including full-time work,
wishing to avoid the duty or not cohabiting with the person requiring care. Ultimately,
the filial duty of care subcontracted out to the FDW along with the stress associated
with the long hours, the demanding labour of care work and, to a degree, other
household labour.

From the perspective of the Indonesian FDW/carer, she is incorporated into the
household but not as part of the family unit. The Indonesian FDW/carer stands outside
the family because she is non-kin, because she is perceived to be of a lower class, and
because she is not a Taiwanese citizen (not belonging to the national family).
Although most employers have little personal experience of domestic servants, the
FDW/carer's position as a non-kin domestic labourer also invokes older forms of cohabiting non-kin labour, that is, maidservants (yongrenf5. Maidservants were

traditionally situated at the very bottom of the household hierarchy due to their (non-

85 This expression is not unlike the older terms mui tsai ("slave-girl" in Cantonese) u
(Chin 1997), muijai in Hong Kong and south China (Constable 1997; Young 2006).
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kin and class status, (Lin 2004 p. 125). Lan (2008 p.852) noted that a "cultural
memory" of servitude lingers on in the perception of domestic workers in
contemporary times. These attitudes may also be fuelled by the popularity of Korean

historical dramas on television featuring highly subordinated servants but this poin
cannot be pursued here. As Sheu (2007 p.64) argued in the case of domestic work in
Taiwan:

Throughout the centuries, whether commodified or not, domestic work and
care work has been constructed as low-wage, dead-end, marginal and female.
Domestic work has never been regarded as "normal" wage work, and domestic
workers are regarded more as servants than workers. Domestic work does not
enter into the ranks of modern occupations, but remains a job full of the
stigmas of the past.

Tellingly, though somewhat derogatory, the old term yongren is still used at times t
refer to contemporary FDW/carers. Yongren literally translates as "people who are
used" and the term lends insight into the lack of boundaries surrounding the
employment conditions of FDW/carers instituted by some employers. As FDW/carers
occupy the lowest rung of the household hierarchy, the status of some employers is
perceived to be heightened, a position which sometimes informs employers' treatment
of workers. Joanne, an employer said:

Sometimes I am angry with Taiwanese who treat the foreign worker like an
animal. They like to have more power [she imitates someone inflating
themselves and looking d o w n on someone else]. They treat their foreign
worker like a slave.

The twin perceptions that the Indonesian FDW/carer is servant and household
accoutrement tend to subordinate her identity as worker with rights in favour of an

identity as object with use value. This objectification facilitates the perception t
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represents family property to be shared and lent out. Likewise, she can be lent to nonkin in order to cement existing socio-economic relationships. The case of Ratna
clearly illustrates these tendencies.

Ratna, is a 27 year old married Indonesian w o m a n with one child from
Indramayu in West Java. Ratna was hired as a carer to an elderly father-in-law
w h o was relatively healthy. It was unclear if a medical certificate was falsified
or not. W h e n she arrived at the employer's home, the care of the father-in-law
was shared by the daughter-in-law w h o had hired Ratna. However, any time
Ratna didn't have to care for her patient, she had to clean the homes of nonresident family members. O n e brother lived nearby and another brother lived
in an apartment in the same building. Sometimes Ratna was told to help out
with cleaning in various family businesses including a restaurant and a small
factory. O n e time the older brother kept Ratna doing his work for over a week
which angered the employer/daughter-in-law but (due to her familial position)
she was powerless to challenge it. Other times she was lent to a former
employer to clean their h o m e because the former employer had helped
arrange her employment in the current family through a shared agent. She did
not like this practice but she couldn't change it. She was told she should be
grateful that the former employer ensured she got another job with the current
employers after her patient had passed away. Several times she hinted at not
wanting to go but the daughter-in-law said she must because the former
employer's connection to the family was important.

Similar patterns are evident in the following case.

T w o families had relatively close business ties and a history of reciprocity.
This relationship was further cemented by one family lending their Indonesian
FDW/carer to the other family on a part-time basis. This arrangement
continued on for 18 months successfully then the elderly mother of the first
family had a fall. T h e first family expressed this misfortune to the second
family as bad luck brought on by them lending out the foreign worker. The
second family then purchased a pre-packed basket of fruit for the elderly
mother to restore relations but unfortunately it had a mouldy piece of fruit at
the bottom of the basket. Thefirstfamily took this as a further sign of bad luck
so they not only reclaimed their FDW/carer but the relationship between the
families soured although some business did continue between them. The
second family felt perplexed about the whole situation wondering if they had
not put enough m o n e y in the last red envelope87 that they gave the elderly
86
87

The former employer's father had passed away.

Red envelopes are monetary gifts traditionally given in red envelopes as red symboli
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mother of thefirstfamily. They asked themselves if thefirstfamily really
believed it was bad luck or was it something else that had affected the
relationship. All in all, this was a very tense time.

Both the above cases illustrate how family, social and economic relationships are
tightly intertwined and simultaneously marked by hierarchy and sometimes tension.
They also show how Indonesian FDW/carers are drawn into these orbits. Clearly, the

lending out of FDW/carers and their use in family business is illegal but it is not see
as problematic. Part of the reason is that the women employers, particularly the
female owners in family businesses (taugaynewn), make little distinction between
familial duties conducted in the private space of the home and what are still seen as
familial duties in the public space of the family business (Lan 2006 p.101). The

integration of work and family life essentially reflects the character of the Taiwanes
household as part of a familial social and economic unit. Further, it reflects the
enduring significance of small and medium-sized family firms in Taiwan's relatively
recent industrialisation (Chu 2002 p.76).

The intimate connection between family and work also had historical precedence in
state policies such as the "Living Rooms as Factories" scheme. The "Living Rooms as
Factories" scheme was enacted by the KMT state during the 1970s and 1980s to solve
the national labour shortage problem. Supposedly surplus household labour
(housewives) was encouraged by the state to engage in home-based wage labour and
families were pushed to do subsidiary labour (Chen 2000 p. 158). Greenhalgh (1994
p.751) argued that Taiwanese family firms during the 1970s "exploited unpaid and
low-paid family labour as an economic strategy to reduce costs". More recent
research has shown that the flexible nature of women's labour in Taiwan, especially
in family businesses, allows them to meet both their responsibilities as mothers/wives
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and as workers contributing the household income (Yu 2001). The subcontracting of
filial and household duties to FDW/carers facilitates this pattern. All in all, the
consumption of non-kin labour (the FDW/carer) in the reproduction of the familial
socio-economic networks makes sound ideological and economic sense to the
Taiwanese employer.

Conclusion
This chapter has explored the consequences of structural limitations on non-citizen
domestic workers discussed in the previous chapter. In particular, the result of their
exclusion from protection under Labour Standards Law and their inability to freely
engage in the labour market, has set the initial parameters on the conditions of
Indonesian FDW/carers' employment in Taiwan. That is, the absence of clearly
delineated boundaries in terms of duties and hours, combined with the
commodification of Indonesian women workers during the marketing process,
underwrites the potentiality for employers to regard FDW/carers as objects with use
value rather than workers with rights. Even those employers with good intentions can
act on the basis of inequitable power relations to control the labour environment and
limit the worker's freedom. The incorporation of Indonesian FDW/carers into the
Taiwanese household is further shaped by the continued essentialist imagining of
Indonesian women workers. This is expressed both in the allocation and assessment
of household duties and in the use of Indonesian FDW/carers in extra-legal activities
outside the household. In short, the imagining of Indonesian FDWs as hard-working,
naive and obedient by employers is reproduced in material ways on a daily basis in
the conditions of their labour. However, these nationality and gender-based
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representations of the non-citizen Other are not the only factors shaping the conditions
of Indonesian FDW/carers' daily labour.

The conditions of the Indonesian FDW/carer's labour within the household are also
shared by culturally and historically specific understandings of domestic service and
ideologically-based practices within the Taiwanese family. The household and the
family are distinct but connected units heavily crosscut by Confucian derived notions

of duty and hierarchy. As the filial duty of care for elders is subcontracted out by the
sons and daughters, the particular ideology of domestic labour and the family in
Taiwan further subjugates these workers and obscures their identity as workers. Akin
to a household accoutrement, there is a sense that employers purchases the FDW/carer
rather than just her labour and then lends her out as a form of family property to
cement relationships. The incorporation of Indonesian FDW/carers into the Taiwanese
household represents a change in the form of inter-generational relations. It also
signifies the endurance of familial tradition. This is not an argument positing
unchanging traditions but rather one which speaks of the reinvention and recreation of
traditions in response to changing national and international forces.

In essence, the conditions of labour for Indonesian FDW/carers in Taiwanese
households are underwritten in a range of ways by national identity and citizenship,
about belonging and being an outsider. The household is a space expressing these
dynamics of imagining the Self and imagining the Other and the manifestation of
these simultaneous processes in the material conditions of everyday life for
Indonesian FDW/carers. Despite nuances in these experiences, the over-riding fact
remains that these processes occur within the context of unequal power relations
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between worker and employer. This is a space open to abuse. This is the wild zone of
power where things can, and often do, go wrong. The next chapter considers the
situation for FDW/carers who occupy this wild zone. It asks the question "does
nationality matter when things go wrong?" This question is explored by looking at
structures of support for Indonesian workers as compared to their Filipina
counterparts.
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CHAPTER 7

STRUCTURES OF SUPPORT: CITIZENSHIP AND
NATIONALITY MATTERS

The previous chapter examined the ways in which perceptions about the Indonesian
FDW Other as Indonesians and as servants mediated the conditions of their labour
and the terms of their incorporation into the household as a form of family property.
Both of these factors acted to deepen Indonesian FDW/carers' exploitation in terms of

extended hours of labour, little rest and most tellingly, their inclusion in extra-leg
labour both inside and outside the home. The prevalence of these practices
highlighted the commonplace law-practice gap that surrounds the use of non-citizen
Indonesian female domestic workers in Taiwan. Bearing in mind the discussion of the
inadequacies of the legal system and regulatory mechanisms in Chapter Five, this
chapter considers FDW/carers' situation from the perspective of an examination of
the factors which shape Indonesian FDW/carers' likelihood of challenging these

conditions. Specifically, the discussion focuses on the range of support structures th
are accessible to Filipina and Indonesia FDW/carers. The proposition that nationality
matters is tested by comparing access to information and support networks by Filipina
and Indonesian FDWs and carers. Not only does this examination suggest that
Indonesian FDW/carers are more marginalised in terms of structures of support than
their Filipina counterparts, but it also demonstrates the importance of taking
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nationality into consideration w h e n assessing the lived experience of migration of
FDW/carers in Taiwan and when seeking to understand their occupation of the most
marginal spaces in the wild zone of power.

The inadequacies of the legal system, the exclusive nature of labour laws and the
inaccessibility of union support for FDWs discussed in previous chapters mean that
any assistance must be accessed outside these domains. As Michele Ford (2004 p. 101)
argued in terms of the relationship between transnational domestic labour, union
support and NGOs: the informal character of the work, combined with the short-term
nature of contracts and exclusion from unionism has the result that "advocacy for
migrant workers' rights in Asia and the organization of foreign domestic workers
have largely been the province of non-union bodies". In Taiwan, FDW/carers' access
to this type of support is variable. While all FDW/carers may be equally positioned as
non-citizen Others when it comes to the support from the legal system, the differential
access to support networks (even aside from any engagement in the court system) is
influenced by a FDW/carer's nationality. The following section examines support
structures available to FDW/carers outside the legal system.

Beyond the Legal System: Support Networks for Filipinas and
88

Indonesian W o m e n Workers
If FDW/carers have access to effective support structures, even if the law is lacking,

this has the potential to influence their lived experience of migration. This discussio

88

The following two sections represent a revised version of parts of an earlier publica

Loveband 2004b).
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is not an exhaustive survey of all support structures for all national groups of migrant
women workers but seeks to highlight several key factors which shape Indonesian
FDW/carers' access to information and support. By comparing Indonesians and
Filipinas I seek to test the argument that nationality matters in terms of support

networks. The discussion focuses on two main sites where nationality-based disparity
is evident: migrant advocate non-government organisations (MANGOs) and
representation by home embassies.

While the marked rise in the number of independent social and labour movements

since the 1980s has seen the development of a "robust" civil society since the 1990s
(Hsiao 2005 p.43-44), NGO advocacy for migrant workers' rights remains a relatively
recent phenomenon in Taiwan. MANGOs in Taiwan are a somewhat fragmented and

an underdeveloped socio-political force. They do not constitute the visible politica
presence evident by their counterparts in Hong Kong (Lindio-McGovem 2004 p.230).
One reason for this is that Taiwanese NGOs have had a relatively brief history
compared to other Asian NGOs (Chen 2001 p.627) and Taiwanese MANGOs in

particular, have an even shorter history. It is not surprising then that the pattern
activity by MANGOs in Taiwan is one of mostly acting independently of each other.
Despite a number of instances of broad-based MANGO action around single issues
(discussed below), the movement from issue-based and crisis response by individual
MANGOs to consistent and coherent political advocacy has not yet been fully
achieved. At this stage, MANGOs in Taiwan are more reactive than pro-active; they
are more service oriented than overtly political. However, before examining the
principal support networks for migrants and FDWs more closely, I wish to consider
the dearth of foreign workers and FDWs organising themselves.
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Foreign workers in Taiwan tend not to form their o w n grassroots organisations. There
are two m a i n reasons for this. First, foreign workers, especially Indonesian
FDW/carers, face significant difficulties in organising or even participating because
their time off and mobility is restricted b y their employers. Second, the funds
necessary to establish and run these organisations are beyond the financial scope of
foreign workers (Tsai and Hsiao 2006 p. 13). Nevertheless, two small migrant worker
groups have formed under the umbrella of a labour-based organisation, T h e Taiwan
International Workers' Association ( T I W A ) . These are the Taiwan Indonesian
Migrant

Workers'

Association

(TIMWA)

and

KaSaPi

(Filipino

workers'

organisation) . A t the time of m y field research, these groups were relatively w e a k as
a political force and even as support structures. They tended to refer migrant workers'
problems o n to other migrant advocate N G O s including their "parent" N G O , T I W A ,
and H o p e Workers' Center ( H W C ) and Migrant Workers' Concern Desk ( M W C D ) .
T I M W A 9 0 and KaSaPi were often described b y M A N G O s as primarily social and
cultural groups w h o s e function w a s to be a place of relaxation and a group that
performed in multicultural events91. There w a s no sense that T I M W A

89

w a s an

The nature of NGOs is that they change focus and develop over time. During the time of

fieldwork in 2002 and 2004, Migrante International - Taiwan Chapter was not yet a significant force
representing the interests of Filipino workers. It wasfirstformed as Migrante Sectoral Party - Taiwan
Chapter in early 2005 and then reorganised into Migrante International Taiwan Chapter in March 2007.
This Filipino-run M A N G O has now become a vocal force in Taiwan.
90

T I M W A had a branch in Taipei linked to T I W A and a branch in Chungli that closely cooperated

with H W C .
91

Cultural performances by migrant workers were seen by M A N G O s as a strategy to reduce

discrimination by highlighting positive images of foreign workers.
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independent support structure for FDW/carers in crisis. In fact, in an interview with a
Taipei TIMWA member, he stated that the primary purpose of TIMWA was "to be a
gathering place to have fun". He continued,

Indonesian workers are tired so they want to have fun. They are too tired to organis
So sometimes T I W A or H W C organises performances which KaSaPi and T I M W A
like to be part of, and sometimes w e [ T I M W A ] like just to play sport or have fun.

Few Indonesian FDW/carers can participate in these cultural activities because the
nature of their "home-based responsibilities" binds them to the home (Wang 2005
p. 176). In terms of taking part in TIMWA, few Indonesian FDW/carers are able to do

so; often they did not have days off and, if they were regionally based workers, the
Chungli and Taipei offices were too far away. The lack of mobility and free time
experienced by Indonesian FDW/carers in Taiwan severely hampers the likelihood of
these workers forming (or even joining) the type of organisations that operate in
places like Hong Kong. The difference to Hong Kong is marked. In Hong Kong there
is a huge network of migrant worker support with over 2,500 organisations and

associations for migrant workers (Ford 2004 p. 105) and in Taiwan, there are less t

20 and the majority of these represent piecemeal support. There are only a handful o
MANGOs in Taiwan that are a constant source of support for migrant workers. These
MANGOs are predominantly run by Church-based non-migrants. They primarily
operate as service-oriented support structures whose principal activities are the

provision of legal advice, emergency shelter, and the organisation of cultural event
and media releases (as described in Chapter Three) to engender a more sympathetic
public response to migrant workers.
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T w o of the strongest and most organised M A N G O s in Taiwan are Catholic: the H W C
and the MWCD. They have established transnational links with Migrant Forum Asia
(Manila-based) and Asian Migrant Centre (Hong Kong-based) with whom they
exchange information and engage in conferences (Chen 2001 p.620). Unfortunately,
greater broad-based involvement by Taiwanese NGOs in transnational activist
networks has been severely hampered by Taiwan's lack of diplomatic status in the
international community. According to Chen (2001), the PRC constantly wields its
political dominance over Taiwan in the international arena to exclude Taiwan from
participating in international forums and conferences, and also from accessing any
international institutional funding on the basis of Taiwan's lack of sovereignty.

Despite, the absence of a broad base and an integrated socio-political presence,
Taiwanese MANGOs have at times united on the basis of particular issues. Two
important examples of such coalitions were The Catholic Migrant Advocates Taiwan
and The Promotion Alliance for the Household Service Act. The Catholic Migrant
Advocates, Taiwan was established in 2001 in response newly passed laws on food
and board deductions from migrants' wages. This coalition was made up of seven
groups: HWC, Rerum Novarum Center, St. Christopher's Church, Hsin Chu
Migrants' Concern Desk, MWCD, Stella Maris International Service Center and
Missionary Society of St. Columban Jpic Office (Tsai and Hsiao 2006 p. 13). This
church-based group publicly denounced the deductions and, although they were

unsuccessful in changing them, the coalition was significant because it was the fir
time that such a network had been formed (Tsai and Hsiao 2006 p. 13).
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The second coalition was particularly relevant to FDW/carers, The Promotion
Alliance for the Household Service Act. This coalition sought the reinstatement of
household workers under the LSL, a status which was briefly achieved in April 1998,
following considerable pressure from MANGOs. Their inclusion under LSL only

lasted for a brief nine months, whereupon the state reconsidered and, after subseque
demands from employers, rescinded their inclusion on the basis that household work

was informal labour and therefore unable to be easily regulated, as discussed earlie
the chapter. The alliance was established in 2003 when TIWA, a labour-based
organisation, drew 13 NGOs together (many from the previous coalition and some
small local NGOs) to draft a "domestic helpers' law" with a fixed employment

contract clearly stating conditions of labour including overtime pay (Tsai and Hsiao
2006 p. 13-14). In spite of constant lobbying, this alliance has had no success in
bringing household labour back under the LSL or introducing a standard legal
contract for FDW/carers.

Despite these failures, there has been one notable triumph. On November 2, 2002 the
ruling that any pregnant worker must be deported was overturned after successful
lobbying by a MANGO coalition. The basis of the NGOs' challenge was that the law

transgressed migrants' basic human rights and also their rights under the 2002 Gende
Equality Act under Employment Law (Lan 2006 p.43). Despite this legislative

change, activists state that if employers find their FDW/carer is pregnant, they wil

find a way to send her home or even pressure her to have an abortion (Sills 2007 p.9)

The most striking thing about the aforementioned coalitions and Taiwanese MANGOs
in general is that they are overwhelmingly Church-based, most being Catholic. The
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Christian dominance of migrant worker activism was also noted in Tsai and Hsiao's
(2006) survey of Taiwan-based NGOs acting for foreign workers and foreign spouses:
they found that of the 15 NGOs studied, 10 were funded by the church, three were
self-funded92 and two were funded by the Muslim Association of Taiwan. Although
Buddhism is widespread in Taiwan, a religion shared by most Thai and Vietnamese
workers, they are not involved in any funding of migrant worker organisations (Tsai
and Hsiao 2006 p. 16). The dominance of a proactive Catholicism in MANGOs is
important because it is one of the factors shaping Filipinas' heightened access to
information and support networks, one which is not matched by any other religious
groups, including Islamic ones.

Two reasons for Catholic dominance in migrant advocacy were firstly, the large
presence of mostly Catholic Filipino workers in the early days of labour importation
in Taiwan, and secondly that the Church has had a long term interest in social justice
and migration. The link between the Church and Filipino workers remains strong.
Whenever possible, Filipino workers mobilised around the Catholic Church for mass,
for other Catholic rituals and for a sense of community. Church-based NGOs are often
located beside or nearby the church hence creating a greater opportunity for Catholic
Filipinos to access assistance than their Muslim Indonesian counterparts who do not
attend church. This connection is further reinforced by ease of linguistic access to
Church groups for Filipinas. Many MANGOs are staffed by foreign missionaries and
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These were the Taiwan Association for Victims of Occupational Injuries, whose connect

foreign workers was unclear; the second was TIWA a labour organisation working with for

spouses and migrant workers; and the other was the Chinese Development Foundation which
emergency shelter to foreign workers (Tsai and Hsiao 2006).
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Taiwanese activists and social workers w h o speak English as do m a n y Filipinos; only
a few, however, speak Bahasa Indonesia and even fewer Indonesians speak English
(c.f. Wee and Sim 2004 p. 179-180). Some NGOs like the HWC have recognised this

imbalance and tried to address it by providing Indonesian translators and distribut
pamphlets advertising their service and other information in a range of languages
including Indonesian. As a result, Indonesians are slowly being drawn more closely
into Church-based NGO structures of support like the HWC and Migrant Workers'
Concern Desk, at least those who can get days off. According to both aforementioned
organisations, there are still far fewer Indonesian FDW/carers accessing MANGO

assistance compared to Filipinas despite there being far greater numbers of Indones

household workers than Filipinas. Interestingly, Wang (2007 p.712) suggests that one

of the reasons that Filipinas get more days off than other national groups is because
they use their Catholicism as a bargaining point so that,

The religious norm of going to church contradicts the employer's power to
prohibit the maid's [sic] going out.

Indeed, Wang's point sheds light on the more prevalent confinement of Indonesian
FDW/carers who, as Muslims, don't "need" to go to Church and are not allowed out
on Fridays to attend the mosque. There is also another reason proffered by some
activists which is the belief by many Buddhist and Muslim workers that these support
services were mainly for Christians. However, when asked if Indonesians were
instead turning to the Taiwanese Islamic community for support, I was strongly
advised by several MANGOs that this was not the case not only because Indonesians
had less days off but also because the Taiwanese Muslim community and the local
mosques do not offer equivalent support networks. That is, although a shelter for
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abused foreign workers existed (purely as emergency accommodation), mosques
generally did not engage in vigorous political activism. One activist explained:

The Mosque has a different agenda [to M A N G O s ] . They are more interested
m spreading religiongather than social justice issues or a c t i v i s m . T v e n Z g t
they have a shelter, they are not interested in facing the problems.

In terms of joining the existing migrant advocacy networks, another activist said:

Cooperation with the mosque is difficult because they have a more traditional
strict view of their role. It is easier n o w than before, but they are still not
committed to a concerted cooperative effort.

The activist explained that m a n y Taiwanese Muslims regarded their religion as a

private matter and "they don't want to get involved with other issues". Additionally
many Taiwanese Muslims, apart from the imams, view their Islamic identity in a
somewhat casual fashion (Simon 1999). As one middle aged Taiwanese Muslim man
told me:

I a m not a good Muslim. In fact, I would rather be a Taoist if there was a
choice; but m y father was a Muslim so I a m one. If I had a son, he would be
one but I only have two daughters so I do not train them as Muslims.

The reluctance to project a strongly Islamic profile m a y reflect their minority status.
In a population of approximately 23 million people, there are only 58,000 Taiwanese
Muslims and six mosques in Taiwan (Department of Civil Affairs 2006). Li-Jung
Wang (2005 p. 176) suggests these small numbers have resulted in Taiwanese viewing
Muslim Taiwanese as "strange". Simon (1999) also argues that the history of
assimilation and intermarriage with Han Chinese has diluted a strong adherence to
Islamic tradition and identity. So Taiwanese Muslims don't have a strong presence in
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Taiwan. In terms of shared religious identity and a sense of community with
Indonesian workers, there is very little. Very few Taiwanese Muslims speak Bahasa
Indonesia, and at two mosques that I visited, there were no copies of the Koran in
Bahasa Indonesia. It is hardly surprising that there is reluctance on the part of
Taiwanese Muslims, who are already viewed as strange, to align themselves with
blue-collar migrant Muslims (doubly strange by virtue of their foreign-ness). This
division has little chance of improving by means of familiarity because foreign
workers do not get the holy day, Friday, off to share prayers with Taiwanese Muslims
but also with other Indonesian Muslims. In contrast to the inclusive and established
Catholic networks of support for Filipinas, the small numbers of Taiwanese Muslims,
their largely nominal adherence to Islam and the disjuncture between citizens and
Others, work against the establishment of equivalent coherent networks of support
along religious lines for Indonesians.

Having said this, there is occasionally a reaching out to the Indonesian migrant
community. For example, the Taipei Grand Mosque93 joined other advocacy groups in
signing a demand to the Council of Labor Affairs for "Domestic Service Act" as
noted above. They also provided a place to stay for abused workers and sometimes
paid for flights back to Indonesia in the case of emergencies. However, their
assistance to Indonesian workers was inconsistent according to other MANGOs.
Unfortunately, the advocacy/supporter role of the Taipei Grand Mosque was
significantly reduced with the closing down of their shelter for Indonesian
FDW/carers, which ran for four years from early 2002 to late 2005. Despite the

93

The Taipei Grand Mosque is also the headquarters of the Chinese Muslim Association.
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closure of the shelter at the Grand M o s q u e , one imam94 not associated with the Grand
Mosque, told of how he helped Indonesian workers by providing protection for
runaways:

If they ask me for help, I help them. When there are many runaways, the
police c o m e here m o r e often to check then the Indonesians must jalan-jalan
[run off] before the police see them. If the Indonesians see m e m a k e big eyes
like this [he demonstrates being wide-eyed], they k n o w they must quickly
jalan-jalan [he laughs].

Overall, however, the support offered through Islamic structures is not characterised
by the same systematic commitment to migrant advocacy as the Catholic networks of
support. Currently, Muslim Indonesians do not have access to any inclusive and
supportive religious community equivalent to that of Catholic Filipinas. Even though
the church-based groups have begun to reach out to non-Christian workers offering
encouragement, counselling, legal advice, support from abuse and shelters where
possible95, the more established relationship with Filipino workers and the mutual
ease of communication in English facilitates greater access by Filipinos than
Indonesians.

English language ability is not just a factor in accessing information from Church
networks, the ability to speak English also allows access to information in newspapers

94

This imam knew about a dozen words in Bahasa Indonesia: the usual words of greeting, fo

address and the words jalan-jalan [run away] and takut [afraid] which he used liberally i
interview.
95

They also publish updates on legislative changes that affect migrant workers in a range of languages

and then distribute them to different groups who gather at churches, parks and railways s
Sundays.
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and on radio. For example, Kabayan, (translated: co-nationals or compatriots) is a
regular Sunday column for migrant workers in The Taiwan News written in English
by a Filipina, Marie Feliciano. Kabayan is an important interactive site of community
and information for English-speaking migrant workers. English speakers can also
access the English language daily newspapers, The Taipei Times and The China Post
with the latter having a regular Sunday feature for migrant workers called Foreign
Voice. Moreover, Filipinos can access ICRT, an English language radio station, which
runs nightly and weekly programs aimed at migrant workers including Asian Nation
on a Sunday morning with information about rights, legislative changes and a talkback segment most of which is conducted in English. While there are programs in
other languages including Bahasa Indonesia (Hello Taipei on Saturday nights
between 9-10pm), these are present to a far lesser degree and there are no Indonesian
language newspapers that Indonesian workers can read to access information.
Because of greater English language abilities, the networks of information and
support are broader for Filipinos than Indonesians.

Overall, the absence of strong support networks and a sense of community for
Indonesian FDW/carers, their isolation in the home and their lack of knowledge about
their rights make their marginality especially profound. According to activist
informants, when abuse occurs, they often do not know their rights so they either
continue to endure such abuse or they run away; in doing so they become criminals.
In contrast, Filipinas are more informed and outspoken about their rights, they have
stronger support structures based on shared religious identity so they are more
empowered to know what to do. Moreover, they are more likely to have days off to

access the networks of support that favour their national group. This is certainly not to
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say that abuse does not happen to Filipinas or that they are not sometimes forced to
work seven days a week. However, compared to Indonesians, Filipinas have a
stronger foundation of support and information, they know more about their rights
and they have greater chance of accessing this information and support in order to
challenge their exploitation. These patterns of greater isolation of Indonesian
FDW/carers are repeated in the case of consular representation.

A Matter of Representation
Taiwan, as a province of the PRC, does not have embassies; it does, however, have
Economic and Cultural Offices (ECO) that represent the interests of foreign citizens.
The Philippines government is represented by three ECOs (MECOs) in Taiwan to
assist their 85,743 citizens. In contrast, there is only one Indonesian Economic and
Cultural Office (IECO) in Taiwan based in Taipei to represent 122,164 Indonesian
citizens. While the quality of representation cannot be reduced merely to the number
of ECOs, the number of offices is the first indication of the different level of
representation between the sending countries of Indonesia and the Philippines.

Both the Philippines and the Indonesian governments have signed bilateral
agreements with Taiwan regarding the employment of their citizens (Lee 2006).
While both governments are in a relatively weak economic position in the
international community and both depend on migrants' remittances, this shared

location is not reflected in equivalent efforts to protect their transnational citizen
The Indonesian government's lax stance on the rights of its foreign workers,
especially FDWs, is well-known, as is the negligible effort put into ameliorating this
situation (Jones 2000; Hugo 2002; Iredale and Piper 2003; Rahman 2005 p. 192). A
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lawyer, Munir A c h m a d from the Legal Aid Institute for Indonesian Migrant Workers
suggested that the continuous report of abuse of Indonesian workers abroad showed
that "Indonesian embassies were 'timid' in handling such cases and preferred to

maintain good bilateral relations instead of fighting for the rights of their citizens"
(The Jakarta Post, May 24, 2000). The Indonesian government shows scant interest in
establishing any effective guidelines to protect the rights of its overseas workers,
viewing them more as a potential threat to national security (if left unemployed in
Indonesia) and a highly exploitable resource in terms of foreign exchange earnings
(Tirtosudarmo 2000 p. 106-109). Even the 2004 Law on the Placement and Protection
of Indonesian Workers Overseas was heavily criticised as focusing on protecting
migrant workers rather than asserting their rights (Ford n.d. p. 10).

In contrast, the Philippines government has overseen the deployment of transnational
labour through a wide network of policies and practices since the early 1980s (Law
2002 p.207). Specifically, the Philippine Overseas Employment Administration
(POEA) and the Migrant Workers and Overseas Filipinos Act of 1995 acted to
strengthen the Overseas Workers Welfare Association and the services they provided
overseas workers (Law 2002 p.211). The greater focus on Filipino migrant workers'
rights compared to the Indonesian case is both the result of the longer history of
labour migration from the Philippines and more effective public pressure by Filipino
citizens on the Philippines' government, particularly after the case of Flor
Contemplacion (Law 2002).96 While the dependence upon remittance income

96

Flor Contemplacion was a F D W executed in Singapore in 1995 for the murder of another F D W ,

Delia Maga and Delia's employer's child. It was widely believed in the Philippines that
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undermines the power of sending countries to support their overseas citizens (as w e
saw in the use of side contracts in Chapter Five), the level of concern for their
compatriots by representatives in situ varies as is demonstrated in the discussion on
SARS.

The low level of support and service offered to Indonesian FDW/carers by their
government's representatives is clearly recognised by Indonesian FDW/carers in
Taiwan. These workers often spoke of the disparity in "genuine" or "proper"
representation between their government and that of the Philippines who "cared for
her citizens". All Indonesian FDW/carers interviewed felt isolated in terms of support
from their government. They expressed little faith in their government in terms of

protecting their rights or even caring about their welfare. In interviews, they describ
their government as "bad", "not caring about Indonesians workers abroad" and
government representatives as "only interested in themselves". Not one respondent
described their government representation in a positive way. Indah, an Indonesian
FDW/carer said "our government should pay attention to their citizens, we are
humans but they just use us. Siti, another Indonesian FDW/carer stated that the
Indonesian representatives are "just like the elite back home who only care to enrich
themselves not look after ordinary Indonesians". This estimation is borne out by
anecdotal evidence of Indonesian diplomats often being involved in labour migration
businesses, while their offices were not only understaffed but uncaring of their
citizenry (Iredale and Piper 2003 p.23). In Taiwan, a former Indonesian representative

innocent and her execution resulted widespread public outrage both in the general population and by
the state in the Philippines (Law 2002).
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was said to have financial links to several large labour broking firms97. Their
indifferent attitude was evident in an interview with an IECO staff member who
described Indonesian FDW/carers as "stupid" (bodoh) and insisted that they were not

there to safeguard citizens rights but rather to deal with paperwork such as visas; this
was the reason proffered as to why they referred problems to the CLA and others
instead of taking them up themselves. IECO's reluctance to help its citizenry was well
known: a Taiwanese representative from a MANGO said:

It is useless to call them if there is a problem with an Indonesian worker. They
don't care. If w e call them, they will politely say "It's difficult to help, look
for others to help or contact a social worker".

In some ways, the quality of representation lends insight into descriptions of
Indonesians as docile and Filipinas as demanding regarding rights. Even the view held
by some Indonesian FDW/carers that they are takut (afraid) compared to Filipinas
who are berani (brave) can be better understood with reference to their state's

political history and level of representation. Being takut is not part of the Indonesian
character (in an essentialist sense), though obedience to one's employer is thought to
be cocok (appropriate) but it does reflect the fact that Indonesians come from a
political background with a history of repression of independent unionism and labour
representation, and one marked by profound corruption (Robertson-Snape 1999;
Hadiz 2000). It is also a realistic assessment of the likelihood of effective assistance
from their government.

97

Interview with a leading Taiwanese Muslim, November 2002.
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In the Philippines, despite significant degrees of corruption, the lengthy history of
labour migration, the rise of "people power" after the ousting of President Marcos and
the introduction of a more liberal democracy has seen strong representation of migrant
workers' interests by the state and civil society (Gonzalez 1998 p. 17). In comparison
with the Philippines, Indonesia lags behind with little cooperation between state and
migrant advocacy NGOs (Lusterio 2003 p.83-87). The fact that civil society and

cooperation with the state over migrant worker issues in the Philippines is far strong
and better developed than in Indonesia has manifested itself with better home-state
representation by MECO than IECO in Taiwan and different expectations of these
representatives by their citizenry. To put it another way, migrants bring more than
their labour power with them; they also bring their experiences of being workers and
of being citizens; these are the tools with which they engage as workers in their new
environment and these are the experiences from which they temper their expectations
of their home-state's representation. Hence, whether one puts the absence or presence

of assertiveness and negotiating power down to culture imperatives, historico-politica
backgrounds, home-state representation, and/or NGOs, it is simultaneously a
manifestation of being Indonesian or being Filipina in Taiwan — a product of mixing
the two factors.

This is demonstrated through comparison with Hong Kong. For example, being
Indonesian in Hong Kong seems to allow for, or perhaps promote, greater agency due
to the existence of stronger advocacy groups and more established support
structures.98 A clear case in point was the successful mass demonstration over

Confidential interview with Indonesian activist in Hong Kong, February
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consecutive Sundays by Indonesian migrant workers99, and a month long campaign by
the Hong Kong Coalition of Indonesian Migrant Workers Organization (KOTKIHO)
and the Indonesian Migrants Workers Union (IMWU) against a new law restricting
workers' ability to change employment agencies (Asian Migrant Center 2008). If the

path to established structures of support and information is relatively unfettered a

well trodden, such support tends to be utilised and Indonesians can become berani. In
Taiwan, however, as we have seen, these paths to established MANGO support
structures favour Filipinas over Indonesian FDW/carers.

Foreign Workers' Counselling Centers
A final point that needs to be made in terms of support structures outside the legal
system are the matter of Foreign Workers' Counselling Centers (FWCC) funded by
the county and city governments100. The Taiwanese government set up 18 Foreign
Worker Counselling Centres across the island in 2001 (Central News Agency, May 7,
2001). The activities of FWCCs are not only derived from their level of funding but
more significantly, they are determined by their directorship. The Taipei-based
FWCC was run by Lorna Kong101, and was very active in promoting positive images
of foreign workers through poetry competitions, multicultural events and so on. Kong
also had a strong commitment to the political education of workers and employers
regarding workers' rights; she oversaw the distribution of pamphlets and information
through magazines like "Migrant Express" and booklets such as "Taipei, Listen to
Me". She organised radio programs aimed at migrant workers. She regarded her job
as a combination of educator and activist saying,
This also indicates the greater accessibility to a day off for Indonesian F D W s in Hong Kong.
Local councils sometimes also assist in funding emergency shelters for foreign workers.
Lorna Kong was involved in the labour movement and HWC before heading Taipei FWCC.
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W e seek to challenge the presumptions that people in Taiwan make about
race. It is not O.K. to beat workers. It is also important to teach workers
especially Indonesian workers that it is not O.K. to be beaten. W e need to help
Indonesians learn about theirrights...Our aim is to educate workers though
the dissemination of information on theirrightsand the law. W e give them
maps, handbooks, handouts at train stations, and at the churches. W e have a
table of information at the police station [where workers go after arrival for
fingerprinting] in English, Tagalog, Thai, Indonesian, and Vietnamese. W e
also put poetry from the migrant workers' poetry competition on the train
walls to enhance compassion and understanding toward workers.

It was as a result of Kong's stewardship that m a n y Taipei-based migrant workers
were drawn into labour-based demonstrations such as the May Day parades; it was

her leadership in the Centre that encouraged the active promotion of migrant workers
rights. This fact was made very clear in my second period of fieldwork. My interview
with Kong was in late 2002; in a follow-up interview in 2004, the Center was under
different leadership, under which a far more guarded position was taken. The second
interview bore remarkable similarity to an interview at a regional FWCC in 2004 as
both Centers only communicated the positive, official line and wouldn't discuss any
problems or difficult issues with foreign workers. One activist from the HWC said
that Lorna Kong at the Taipei FWCC was "an example of what can be done"
compared to the tendency of many Centers to "walk on eggshells".

Despite such activism, the problem of access remains. If one's mobility is restricted,
getting the information or support is difficult. Many Indonesian FDW/carers cannot
access information from either their own government or brokers at any stage of their
migration. As one Indonesian FDW/carer (who did have Sundays off) said,

W e were not given any information [about rights or the law in Taiwan] in
Indonesia. W h e n I arrived I felt very anxious about doing the right thing,
about trying to understand what is happening. I was not given any information
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after arriving and I didn't k n o w to ask for it. M a y b e there was information
available but I didn't see it. I was thinking about other things.

Even the awareness of the existence of places like F W C C s was minimal to say the
least. My primary research site was nearby one of these FWCCs. Without exception,
not one Indonesian migrant worker interviewed in Fengyuan or the nearby city of
Taichung knew of the existence of this centre. When I visited the centre and talked

with the very helpful staff there, there was a little information available in a numb

of languages but not at that time in Bahasa Indonesia. According to the staff, althou

there were translators available to assist Indonesian workers, the majority of reques
for assistance were from employers, followed by requests from Filipino workers. Staff
suggested that this was due to the "nature" of Filipinos who were more forthright as
opposed to the "shyer" Indonesians. However, it is more likely that Indonesians were
not aware of the FWCC, they were not aware of their rights, and in any case, they
rarely had days off to access any assistance.

Clearly, the patterns of differential access to information and support networks by
Indonesian and Filipina workers are repeated in FWCCs, in MANGOs and in consular
representation. This marginality is underwritten by the powerlessness of many
Indonesians FDW/carers to secure a regular day off. The conditions of labour and the

lack of support that Indonesian FDW/carers experience essentially locates them in the
most vulnerable sectors of the "wild zone of power", largely due to factors of
nationality and citizenship.

Conclusion
In this chapter, it has been demonstrated that Indonesian FDW/carers are even more
marginalised in terms of access to information and support than their Filipina
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counterparts. Basically, Filipinas' religious affiliations heighten their accessibility to
Catholic dominated MANGOs; their consular representation is superior to that of
Indonesians; and compared to Indonesians they have greater likelihood of having a
day off to access those resources. Moreover, the framework of MANGO activism, and
the related ability of these organisations to assist migrant workers and stand as a
strong and unified presence, has been influenced by the fact that they, like foreign
labour, are still a relatively recent phenomenon in a newly democratic Taiwan.

The fundamental contention is that access to support structures, both within the legal
system and outside it, is mediated by hierarchies of citizenship and nationality. In
light of discussion in this and previous chapters, it has been shown that while all
FDWs are marginalised by exclusionary and restrictive labour laws and an inept legal
system, Indonesian FDW/carers are further disadvantaged by their limited access to a
range of other structures of support while being contained in the most restrictive
conditions of employment.
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CONCLUSION

WORKING IN THE WILD ZONE OF POWER

This thesis began with a quest for understanding the source of Indonesian
FDW/carers' location in the wild zone of power, a positioning that emerged into the
full light of day during the SARS crisis of 2003. I asked "how had this come to be?"
In the process of attempting to find the roots of their location in the most marginal
spaces of the wild zone, matters associated with nationality at key points in the
migration process gained increasing significance. As I realised the degree to which
nationality-related factors were interwoven throughout Indonesian FDW/carers'
experiences of migration from the shores of Indonesia to the households of Taiwan,
the more it became apparent that "nationality" should be given greater prominence in
research about FDWs. Specifically, I argue that a more systematic analysis of the
ways in which nationality, national identity, and citizenship feature in the lived
experience of migration will yield a more nuanced understanding of these workers'
experiences. This thesis represents an example of such an analysis driven by the
"nationality dynamic", in particular by factors of citizenship and national identity.
This is not to underestimate the significance of class or gender but merely an appeal
to allow matters of nationality to be accorded equal status. Although I have given

greater prominence to nationality in this thesis in order to highlight its significanc
and address the aforementioned imbalance, threads of class and gender have not been
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absent from this story: specifically, the discussion has explored the gendered and
class-based imagining of the nation, and the reality of socio-economically
disadvantaged Indonesian women being exported to labour in wealthier middle class
Taiwanese homes as part of an unequal global economic hierarchy. I have revealed
the unequal labour legislation that disadvantages female FDW/carers, and the
gendering of work, including the unequal power relations and familial hierarchy in
Taiwanese households. However, these issues cannot be understood without reference
to nationality.

The methodical examination of the ways in which the nationality dynamic features in
the experiences of Indonesian FDW/carers in Taiwan has illuminated the forces that
shift and shape this form of labour within and beyond the citizen/non-citizen
dichotomy. It has illustrated how factors of nationality, gender and citizenship
influence Indonesian FDW/carers' particular migration experiences and the distinctive
forms of their incorporation into the Taiwanese nation and household. The extent to
which their integration into the fabric of Taiwanese society is influenced by these
factors is striking. My analysis has shown the manner in which Indonesian

FDW/carers are located in a wild zone of power: their (often) extra-legal conditions of
labour, their confinement in the home, their legislative exclusion from LSL, their
contractual binding to their employer, and their alienation from effective support
including assistance from their own government. Moreover, the conditions of their
labour are largely unregulated and their employer is virtually all-powerful. While the
imbalance in power relations within the home does not automatically result in abuse,

the capacity for small-scale or major abuse clearly exists whether it is realised or no
and that reality lies at the heart of their situation.
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In seeking answers to the initial question of the wild zone of power, each chapter has
examined how various manifestations of nationality matter, and are made to matter, in
influencing the migration experiences of Indonesian FDWs to Taiwan and ultimately
leading to the location of these workers in the wild zone. Each chapter has revealed
that occupation of this zone features a form of violence: this violence begins in the

devaluing of these working class female citizens in their home state and in Indonesia
penampungan; it exists in the commodification of FDWs as national products rather
than labourers; it is underwritten by exclusive immigration legislation; and it lies
hidden in the family homes of Taiwan. This form of violence is obscured by the state
rhetoric of heroism and underwritten by weak regulatory mechanisms and a flawed
legal system. This violence occurs as both the Indonesian and the Taiwanese nation
rely upon and benefit from Indonesian FDW/carers' labour.

When the SARS crisis hit, the existing restrictions under labour laws, the lack of
support for Indonesian FDW/carers and the overall power of employers meant that the

structures were already in place for the intensification of control over all FDW/care
Forced confinement — whether through the manipulation of contracts upon arrival,

the illegal confiscation of passports, the imposition of a seven day working week with
long hours and no free time, or by the locking in of FDW/carers — was already a

reality. SARS merely revealed this wild zone of power. More particularly, the specifi
patterns of marginality that Indonesian FDW/carers experience when one compares
them to their Filipina counterparts, together with the absence of protective
mechanisms in the spaces they occupy, mark them as living in the most marginal

space of the wild zone of power; this positioning is largely due to the combination of
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factors related to their nationality, citizenship and gender. A s the S A R S crisis brought

these patterns into clear view, it provided an opportunity to more fully appreciate th
ways in which these nationality dynamics cumulatively shape the lived experience of
non-citizen Indonesian FDW/carers in Taiwan. In essence, the outbreak of SARS in
Taiwan was yet further evidence that nationality matters. Moreover, it highlighted the
fact that rather than being individuals freely engaging in a diasporic community
marked by mobility, Indonesian FDW/carers in Taiwan are positioned in a wild zone
of power distinguished by immobility. They are largely unable to access their basic
rights or the means through which to realise these rights because of the ways in which
their nationality and citizenship have shaped the conditions of their employment.
Essentially, the value of Indonesian FDW/carers for both sending and receiving states,
as well as for recruiters and employers, lies in this alienation from their rights.
Indonesian FDW/carers labour within this untamed space because of the impotence,
unwillingness and apathy of the Indonesian and Taiwanese states to protect them.
While these processes are usually concealed within the context of the household and
familial relations, and ignored by the state's bureaucracy and police force, the
escalation of control over migrant workers during the SARS crisis resulted in bringing
the customary transgressions of Indonesian FDW/carers' rights and their location in a

wild zone of power into the full light of day even if only for a short time. Ultimately

in doing so, it lent weight to the argument that the nationality dynamic is analytical
significant in the lived experiences of Indonesian FDW/carers in Taiwan. The degree
to which these factors of citizenship and national identity permeate these workers'
experiences of migration is remarkable and the consequences of these dynamics are
profound.
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In the pursuit of understanding Indonesian FDW/carers occupation of the wild zone of
power, the discussion has shed light on the heterogeneity of experiences contained
within the category "FDWs in Taiwan". It has been demonstrated that the lived
experiences of FDWs in contemporary Taiwan cannot be adequately discussed

without bringing nationality to the level of a critical analytical variable. So much i
missed when FDWs' experiences are homogenised. Hence, this research included,
and then moved beyond, the citizen/non citizen question to incorporate comparisons
between Indonesian FDW/carers and their Filipina counterparts, particularly in terms
of their positioning in the labour market and their support networks. Although all
FDW/carers labour in the wild zone of power to a greater or lesser extent and share a
degree of common experience, Indonesian FDW/carers were clearly more

marginalised as a group at present. However, it must be stressed that these nationalit
dynamics remain a variable that may wax and wane in importance across time and
space because they are subject to changing relations of power. Therefore, the
particular manifestations of this dynamic should be viewed from an historical and
cultural perspective rather than as an ontological given.

In this thesis, questions of nationality and it various manifestations have been
examined through the exploration of a series of relationships between citizens, NGOs,
states and Others. These relationships have been shown to crosscut Indonesian FDWs'

experiences of migration in Taiwan in critical ways. It has been demonstrated that the

interplay of nationality, national identity and citizenship at particular points in ti
and place have acted to position Indonesian FDWs into spaces marked by
disadvantage and over-determined marginalities. Typically, it is the Indonesian
women workers who are distinguished by their profound and sustained
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marginalisation from the very beginning of their journey in Indonesia to their places
of employment in Taiwan. As previously flagged, these patterns have been evident in
the processes of recruitment and marketing, in the particular conditions of their

labour, in their confinement, in their extra-legal utilisation in family networks, and i
the marked absence of mechanisms of support and protection. Although the full

(negative) potentiality of this positioning may not be realised in all individual cases,
that is some workers do have rewarding and positive experiences, the point of

intersection of all Indonesian FDW/carers' migration experiences is their location in a
space where arbitrary violence remains a latent possibility and formal rights are
reduced to a whisper. To all intents and purposes, Indonesian FDW/carers in Taiwan
represent a cohort of isolated and unfree labour located in the wild zone of power. A
significant proportion of the roots of this location lie in factors associated with
nationality. Overall, the combination of the power of the employer, the nature of
working conditions, exclusionary labour laws and the absence of effective statesponsored regulatory mechanisms or accessible support structures act to construct the
place of work as a particularly vulnerable site for Indonesian FDW/carers.

It can be argued that Indonesian FDW/carers at this particular juncture of time and

place represent a form of unfree labour. A clear verification of this status is the fact
that free wage labourers do not face criminal sanctions if they do not present at work.
The crime of desertion is not appropriate to a worker. In fact, the experiences of
Indonesian FDW/carers are reminiscent of indentured servitude (as compared to free
wage labour) during colonial times as described by Michael Bush (2000 p.32):

U p o n reaching the N e w World, free labourers enjoyed various options: for
example, to found their o w n businesses or to work for an employer w h o m they
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were entitled to leave if the conditions of work or pay proved unsatisfactory.
Such choices - elemental to the world of free labour - were denied to
indentured servants. Essentially they were bound to work for the master to
w h o m they had been sold. Non-cooperation or flight could offer a means of
resisting bad employers but, in resorting to these means of protest, they broke
the law laid d o w n in master-servant and vagrancy acts, thus making
themselves vulnerable, in the slave manner to extreme forms of punishment
such as flogging, imprisonment, the pillory, wearing irons, the docking of
maintenance, even extensions of the term of service.

Like colonial indentured servants, Indonesian FDW/carers are subject to m a n y
arbitrary forces during their experience of migration from the villages of Java to the
homes of Taiwan. In light of the examination of nationality dynamics conducted in
this thesis, it is arguable that for all intents and purposes, Indonesian FDW/carers
labour within a "wild zone of power", where the rule of law is negligible and where
their access to support is marginal.

A Concluding Note

This thesis has demonstrated the range of ways in which nationality matters in
understanding the migration experiences of Indonesian FDW/carers in Taiwan. If only

aspects of this story of nationality are told, or if we reduce nationality to the level
descriptive tag or neglect the nuances between non-citizen Others Within, then we are

unable to grasp the full significance of the centrality of nationality to these women's
lived experiences. Likewise, we simultaneously fail to appreciate the conceptual

complexity of nationality itself as it is played out on an empirical level. In an ideal
scenario, matters of nationality would be subdued so that the universal humanity of
these workers could be realised, and ultimately their conditions of labour, access to

legal and organisational assistance might equal that of citizens. Unfortunately, this i

clearly not yet the case as matrices of difference based on nationality, in its broades
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sense, continue to order the lives of these migrant Indonesian w o m e n workers, at
times denying them access to the most basic levels of support. If these processes of
differentiation are exposed, if the location of these women in the "wild zone of
power" is acknowledged, then we are better able to engage in a more sophisticated
and thus more effective response to their situation. Hopefully, this thesis has
contributed to moving us a little closer to this position in its attestation of the
importance of a systematic engagement with matters of nationality in FDW research.

Having said this, however, there are so many issues left unexplored, material that

could be further developed that would yield additional insights into the transnational
experiences of FDWs in Taiwan, and especially those of Indonesian FDW/carers. One
issue in particular attracted my interest for future research. Specifically, a

consideration of the advantages and disadvantages, the similarities and divergences, i
migration experiences of irregular versus documented Indonesian female migrants
(and other national groups) in Taiwan might prove very fruitful. Part of this story
would entail an examination of the role of agen gelap or the unlicensed brokers who
operate in the black market supplying migrant labour and the ways in which these
networks crosscut the legal systems of recruitment and procurement of FDWs. And,
perhaps even more interesting, would be moving beyond the specific case of Taiwan
to a broader, comparative understanding of these networks that always lie parallel to
documented migration. In similar manner, we can move beyond this particular
ethnography to examine other "wild zones of power" that are evident in modern
democracies and underwrite global processes. Importantly we must remember that
this is not a condition peculiar to Taiwan, but rather "wild zones of power" akin to
that described in this thesis, represent the fatal flaws inherent in both Eastern and
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Western democracies, flaws that have the capacity to encompass citizens and noncitizens alike.
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APPENDIX A
Profile of Indonesian FDW/Carer Informants

T A B L E 4 Age of Indonesian FDW/carer informants
Age

20-25
yrs

26-30
yrs

31-35
yrs

36-40
yrs

Total

2
29
10
6
11
Number
Percentage 37.93% 34.48% 20.69% 6.90% 100%

T A B L E 5 Education Levels of Indonesian FDW/carer Informants
Education Level
Primary
Junior High
School
Senior High
School
University
No response
Total

No.
%
6.90%
2
17 58.62%
8

27.59%

1
1
29

3.45%
3.45%

100 %

T A B L E 6 Province of Origin of Indonesian FDW/carer Informants
Oriein (province) No.
11
East Java
7
West Java
j 8
Central Java
1
Sumbawa
1
Lampung
(Sumatera)
1
Jakarta
30
Total

%

37.93%
24.14%
27.59%
3.45%
3.45%
3.45%

100 %

